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Abstract
This thesis is the result of a collaboration with the College of Arts and Humanities at Swansea
University. The goal of this collaboration is to design novel visualization techniques to
enable digital humanities scholars to explore and analyze parallel translations. To this end,
chapter 2 introduces the first survey of surveys on text visualization which reviews all of the
surveys and state-of-the-art reports on text visualization techniques, classifies them, provides
recommendations, and discusses reported challenges.
Following this, we present three visual interactive designs that support the typical
digital humanities scholars workflow. In Chapter 4, we present VNLP, a visual, interactive
design that enables users to explicitly observe the NLP pipeline processes and update the
parameters at each processing stage. Chapter 5 presents AlignVis, a visual tool that provides a
semi-automatic alignment framework to build a correspondence between multiple translations.
It presents the results of using text similarity measurements and enables the user to create,
verify, and edit alignments using a novel visual interface. Chapter 6 introduce TransVis, a
novel visual design that supports comparison of multiple parallel translations. It incorporates
customized mechanisms for rapid and interactive filtering and selection of a large number of
German translations of Shakespeare’s Othello. All of the visual designs are evaluated using
examples, detailed observations, case studies, and/or domain expert feedback from a specialist
in modern and contemporary German literature and culture.
Chapter 7 reports our collaborative experience and proposes a methodological workflow
to guide such interdisciplinary research projects. This chapter also includes a summary of
outcomes and lessons learned from our collaboration with the domain expert. Finally, Chapter
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1.1 Data Visualization
Data visualization is defined by the Oxford dictionary as, “the representation of an object, sit-
uation, or set of information as a chart or other image” [36]. From this definition, visualization
can be understood as a pipeline process that starts with data and ends with a graphical image
that represents the information. However, the goal of data visualization is not only to present
information but to produce knowledge and guide decision making. Data visualization can and
should be viewed as a way to communicate information by graphical representation [37]. Chen
et al. [38] formally describe the process of visualization as a function that maps data into im-
ages which facilitates a more efficient and effective cognitive process for acquiring information
and knowledge.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) The original Anscombe’s quartet dataset. (b) Four scatter plots that correspond
to the datasets [12].
Value of visualization: It has become difficult to read a book, article, or newspaper without
coming across some form of visualization (e.g. tables, navigation maps, weather charts, finan-
cial analyses, medical scans, organizational charts, networks of social media activities, etc.).
Many of these can be globally interpreted independent of language. Human beings are visual
creatures and process most information through vision. A great deal of information can be
contained in a single image and visual imagery can be processed very quickly by the human
brain [37].
It is obvious from these facts that visualization can provide more insightful explanation and
ready comprehension of information than audible counterpart and make them more readily
comprehensible. Patterns and knowledge can remain unrecognized in raw data even if the
dataset is small. For example, Anscombe’s quartet dataset [12] consists of four sets of num-
bers. When we only look at the table of statistics, we might assume these sets are similar, as
shown in Figure 1.1 A. However, the scatter plots in Figure 1.1 B disprove this assumption and
show they are clearly different. This demonstrates the important role of data visualization in
communicating knowledge and revealing interesting patterns within data.
History of visualization: Although modern data visualization is a relatively new field, hu-
mans have been making various graphical representations such as maps and cartography [39].
Friendly demonstrates that humans have employed graphic representations throughout history
for a wide variety of reasons and functions. In their project, Friendly organizes the history
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Figure 1.2: A visualization by Minard (1781-1870) illustrates the result of Napoleon’s failed
campaign of 1812. Image courtesy of Tufte [13].
of visualization into epochs showing uses of visualizations from the 16th century. A classic
example is Minard’s visualization (Figure 1.2) of the fate of Napoleon’s Russian campaign.
Playfair [14] produced a time-series graph of financial data in 1786 (Figure 1.3). Another
notable early visualization is Snow’s visualization (Figure 1.4) of the deaths resulting from a
cholera outbreak in London in 1854.
1.2 Information Visualization
According to the ACM Computing Classification System (CCS) [40], information visualization
is one of the four application domains: scientific visualization, visual analytics, information
visualization, and geographical visualization. Here, we focus on information visualization
and visual analytics as our thesis integrates the algorithmic data analysis and the domain user
knowledge.
Over the past decade, the popularity of information visualization has grown rapidly. In
2017, McNabb and Laramee [41] reviewed 86 survey papers that review information visualiza-
tion approaches. Rees and Laramee [42] include more than 80 books that focus on information
visualization.
What is information visualization: Information visualization is distinguished from other
visualization sub-fields as it deals with abstract data which has no spatial attributes. Keim
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Figure 1.3: An image by Playfair (1759-1823) depicts the balance of trade. Image courtesy of
Playfair [14].
et al. [43] define information visualization as, “the communication of abstract data relevant
in terms of action through the use of interactive visual interfaces.” Card et al. [44] describe
it as, “the use of computer-supported, interactive visual representation of abstract to amplify
cognition.”
Challenges in information visualization: In 1755, the French philosopher Denis Diderot
said, “As long as the centuries continue to unfold, the number of books will grow continually,
and one can predict that a time will come when it will be almost as difficult to learn anything
from books as from the direct study of the whole universe. It will be almost as convenient to
search for some bit of truth concealed in nature as it will be to find it hidden away in an im-
mense multitude of bound volumes.” The recent advancement of computational technologies,
particularly the internet, have fulfilled this prophecy. It is now evident there is information
overload and many users and organizations are overwhelmed by this excessive quantity of
data. Hersh [45] reports that the existing online information was, in 2006, greater than the total
sum of documents from the first 40,000 years of human history. This challenge of informa-
tion overload is ongoing and increasing. Most smartphone applications collect data from users
and internet browsers gather and track user activity. Cultural heritage are digitized in various
4
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Figure 1.4: Snow’s (1813 – 1858) map of deaths from a cholera outbreak in London in 1854.
Image courtesy of Snow [15].
formats, and blogging and social media have enabled users to produce massive amounts of
content.
Much abstract data is characterized as multivariate, that is, each data sample has multiple
values. For abstract data, it is usually the case that each sample is constructed by multiple
dimensions. Each variable can be considered a dimension because each sample can be mapped
to a given set of properties. For example, if each sample of the data features two properties, we
can visualize it using a 2D scatter plot. However, if the number of data dimensions increases,
basic visualization techniques show limitations as it is a challenge to intuitively represent multi-
dimensional datasets using limited visual encodings. Different visualization and interaction
techniques have been proposed to address this. Inselberg’s parallel coordinates plot [46] (Fig
1.5), for example, presents each dimension as a vertical axis which represents the range of the
dimension. Each polyline represents the data point value across the dimensions.
Another challenge is representing data with relational structure. The relationships between
data can come in different forms, and the more complex the interrelationships, the more dif-
ficult they are to represent and interpret. Several approaches have been developed to address
this challenge. A treemap [47] is proposed to represent hierarchical data. It consists of nested
5
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Figure 1.5: An example of a parallel coordinates plot. Image courtesy of Roberts et al [16].
rectangles of sizes proportional to the corresponding data values [17] (1.6). Treemaps are reim-
plemented and optimized using different algorithms. Bruls et al. [48] created a treemap with
more square nodes for easy comparison, while Shneiderman and Wattenberg [49] developed
an algorithm that maintains the order of the nodes. Node-link diagrams are also widely used to
depict relational structure (Figure 1.7).
A further emerging challenge is that the cognitive and perceptual capabilities of users are
challenged when attempting to understand high-dimensional data. In such situations, unavoid-
ably, the visualization can suffer from visual clutter and occlusion. Applying adequate user
interaction and exploration techniques is therefore essential to intuitively refining the result
and observing the underlying analysis models. For example, focus+context techniques have
been applied to treemaps to focus on and enlarge selected nodes [50, 51]. As well as this,
several brushing and filtering methods have been applied to parallel coordinates to address
overplotting and occlusion challenges. Figure 1.8 shows an overview of brushing approaches
that facilitate the axis selection and brushing interaction in parallel coordinates plots [52].
What is visual analytics Visual analyitcs refers to the science of analytical reasoning sup-
ported by interactive visual interfaces [53]. It is thought that the first appearance of this term
was in 2004 [19]. It is a response to the information overload challenge as the acquisition of
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Figure 1.6: An example of a treemap plot which represents the change in the U.S. stock values.
Image courtesy of Laubheimer [17].
Figure 1.7: An example of a node-link diagram that represents a small protein interaction
network. Image courtesy of Michailidis [18].
data is no longer the a problem, however, to utilize the data and turn it to reliable knowledge
still is [54]. The goal of visual analytics is to integrate automatic data analysis, interactive vi-
sualization, and human knowledge in order to derive new knowledge from the raw data. Figure
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Figure 1.8: An overview of the different brushing approaches that facilitate selection and in-
teraction. Image courtesy of Roberts et al [16].
Figure 1.9: The integration between data analysis, visualization, and human in the visual ana-
lytics process. Image courtesy of Cui [19]
1.9 shows how human judgment (cognition, perception, analytical reasoning), interactive visu-
alization, and data analysis are integrated in the visual analytics process to support insight [19].
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1.3 Visualizing Variation in Translations of Shakespeare’s play
Othello
This work is carried out in close collaboration with the College of Arts and Humanities in
Swansea University under a collaborative project scheme founded in 2011 called ‘Transla-
tion Arrays: Version Variation Visualisation” [55]. The project is responsible for collecting,
aligning, and warehousing the dataset under examination along with other ‘multi-retranslation’
datasets. The team has developed prototype online tools [20] for managing such datasets and
developing visualization to explore and analyze them. Professor Cheesman is a specialist in
modern and contemporary German literature and culture. He has been researching German
culture and translating German literature since the early 1980s. Professor Cheesman has been
investigating the history of German translations of Shakespeare’s Othello since 2009, using
traditional qualitative methods (contextualised close reading) and experimental, quantitative,
digital methods. Relevant online outputs, presentations, and published articles by him and
his collaborators are listed on the project’s website [20]. The articles include publications in
Digital Scholarship in the Humanities [56] and Journal of Data Mining and Digital Humani-
ties [57].
1.3.1 Experience of Collaboration
In this section, we report the experience of the collaboration between the digital humanities and
visualization teams at Swansea and Nottingham Universities. Figures 1.10 and 1.11 illustrate
the most important events and contributions brought about by this collaboration. These events
span two phases that relate to this thesis: The first begins in 2011, which marks the start of the
collaboration, and the second starts in 2017, which is considered the first year of this thesis.
2011 - 2016: This is illustrated in Figure 1.10. The collaboration began in 2011 when
Swansea University funded the Translation Arrays: Version Variation Visualization (VVV)
project. The project also received funding from the Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AHRC) to build the VVV online tool. The online VVV page is being used by several re-
searchers and it an actual functioning tool. The project was mainly led by Professor Tom
Cheesman and Dr. Robert S. Laramee and involved Dr. David M. Berry, Professor Andy Roth-
well, Dr. Jonathan Hope, Kevin Flanagan, and Stephan Thiel. Dr. Zhao Geng supported the
early stages of the collaboration as a Ph.D. student.
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Figure 1.10: Timeline of key events and outputs from the collaborative work between the
school of arts and humanities and the visualization group at Swansea University (2011-2016).
This figure illustrates the time prior to the beginning of this thesis.
Geng et al. [58] published a book chapter that presents the first published result. They
contribute a structure-aware treemap of Shakespeare’s Othello collection. They also introduce
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Figure 1.11: Timeline of the most key events and contribution of the collaborative work be-
tween the school of arts and humanities and the visualization group at Swansea University
(2017-2020). This figure illustrates the collaborative events and publications that coincide
with our thesis.
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a focus+context parallel coordinates layout for comparing the term frequency of eight segments
of the collection. In 2012, an online tool developed by Cheesman et al. [20] that analyses
and compares different translations of Shakespeare’s Othello featured at Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre in London. This event attracted media attention and was reported by BBC [59], Wired,
and I.T.Wales. In 2014, Cheesman et al. [60] published the results of the development of the
project website such as the time-map and the alignment map. They implemented an “Eddy”
and “Viv” interface for the first time, integrated on the project website.
The Centre on Digital Arts and Humanities (CODAH) was founded by Cheesman and
Laramee in 2014. CODAH aims to develop links and share knowledge between staff and stu-
dents in Arts and Humanities and Computing (as well as other disciplines) in terms of research,
teaching, public impact, resourcing, and strategy [61].
Alrehiely was the first Master’s student with a focused thesis on the visualization of Shake-
speare’s Othello, winning the Best Performance by a Student Award-MSc Advanced Computer
Science in the College of Science in 2015. She published a follow-up book based on this the-
sis [62].
In 2015, Cheesman presented the VVV project at TEDx Swansea [63]. In this talk,
Cheesman discusses the idea of visualization of translation variation and how visualization
could help explore and understand why and how translations differ. In this year, Geng et al. [64]
proposed ShakerVis, an interactive focus+context visualization to present, analyze, and explore
variation at the segment levels. Cheesman et al. [56] went on to extend their previous review
of the online tools they proposed in the VVV project [20] in a journal article published in the
Digital Scholarship in the Humanities journal.
2017 - 2020: I commenced Ph.D. study in October 2016, highlighted in orange in Figure
1.11, and have engaged in multiple interdisciplinary seminars and presented the results of
work across various venues. I presented a proof-of-concept visualization (poster) of Othello
translations at the first College of Science (CoS) Postgraduates (PGR) Conference in 2017. In
2017, Xiaoxiao Liu completed an MSc project on the Othello translations [65].
In 2018, I presented the first focus Survey of Surveys (SoS) in text visualization at the
CGVC conference [4], which was then extended and published in the Computers Journal [3].
In addition, TransVis [2] has been presented on multiple occasions, including at the second CoS
PGR conference in 2018 and in two meetings with Professor Ben Shneiderman (University
of Maryland) and Dr. Max Wilson (University of Nottingham). It was also introduced and
12
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Date Subject Attendees Duration (H:M) Video Url
07-02-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
20-06-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
13-07-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,L Xiaoxiao, and M. Alharbi 0:36 https://youtu.be/EI-3P2hgFek
16-10-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,L Xiaoxiao, and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
20-11-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,L Xiaoxiao, and M. Alharbi 01:31 https://youtu.be/vo-GTYY8MJA
04-12-2017 preliminary discussions R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,L Xiaoxiao, and M. Alharbi 00:28 https://youtu.be/1__Dm00qrgg
22-01-2018 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
15-02-2018 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:50 https://youtu.be/w-Ynra_zI04
22-2-2018 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:01 https://youtu.be/QQ9khMLbXAM
01-03-2018 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:24 https://youtu.be/LTmZ3wGE-BQ
15-03-2018 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,G. Change, and M. Alharbi 00:51 https://youtu.be/JT_rFquYsLM
24-09-2018 AlignVis preliminarydiscussion
R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, A. Peljak-Łapińska,
and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
05-06-2019 AlignVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:30 –
20-09-2019 AlignVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:18 https://youtu.be/CI_K7GVrjro
08-11-2019 AlignVis feedback T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 00:58 https://youtu.be/ddiytcdiiGU
22-11-2019 AlignVis feedback T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 00:30 https://youtu.be/iCYBpt_o0so
15-11-2019 AlignVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:20 https://youtu.be/X9MYsqAh-YE
13-12-2019 TransVis feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:07 https://youtu.be/19B16jBglbs
06-07-2020 VNLP feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:19 https://youtu.be/9EkGaNR4fPY
03-07-2020 VNLP feedback R. Laramee, T. Cheesman, and M. Alharbi 01:06 https://youtu.be/QOwNCCxaNhI
24-08-2020 VNLP feedback R. Laramee, A. Rothwell, and M. Alharbi 00:54 https://youtu.be/uNL22M0UMKk
Total duration 25:13
Table 1.1: A list of the collaborative and domain expert feedback sessions related to this thesis.
presented at the digital tools and impact panel hosted by CODAH in 2019. In the third CoS
PGR, we first presented the idea of AlignVis [1].
In 2019, the Swansea Translation and Interpreting Group organized a two-day workshop in
which I took part by leading an NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) workshop. This afforded an
opportunity to meet and engage with the domain scholars of our collaboration as the workshop
concerned the tools they employ in their research. This motivated the AlignVis project through
efforts to find domain problems and gaps.
In 2020, TransVis was published in IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics (IEEE TVCG) [2] and AlignVis was published at the International Conference on
Information Visualization (IV). In the same year, Dr. Laramee moved from Swansea University
to the University of Nottingham and Professor Cheesman retired from the School of Arts and
Humanities.
History of TransVis: Figure 1.12 illustrates the history of the publication of our milestone
paper TransVis [2] (Chapter 6). Many successful publications go through a lengthy submis-
sion and review process, yet this story is never told. Throughout our collaborative networking
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Figure 1.12: The history of the submissions of our paper TransVis [2].
and conference participation, we heard similar stories of impactful work with long histories
of submission and review. TransVis is the successful output of our collaboration with digital
humanities and it has gone through a considerable process of review and submissions, first
submitted to the IEEE VIS VAST track in March 2018, then to the IEEE Transactions on Vi-
sualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG). In TVCG, it was submitted twice and underwent
two major revisions and one minor revision. The title of the paper itself evolved through this
process, as shown in Figure 1.12. Eventually, the paper was accepted by TVCG in July 2020
and presented at the IEEE VIS 2020 conference [66].
Table 1.1 lists our collaborative and domain expert feedback sessions. For each meeting,
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Figure 1.13: Screenshot of the XML file of the dataset [20].
the date, subject, attendees and duration of the meetings is indicated, and an online link to
the recorded meetings and feedback sessions provided. The total duration of the collaborative
meetings and sessions is about 25 hours.
1.3.2 Description of Parallel Translation Data
Cheesman has collected 55 translations of Shakespeare’s play Othello (1604) Act 1, Scene
3 into German. The translations span from 1766 to 2010. To date, 38 translations of the
collection have been optically scanned from paper prints, corrected for OCR errors, segmented,
and aligned with the English base text to create a parallel corpus. The set of translations studied
here was collected over 2-3 years from various sources, including libraries, second-hand book-
sellers, archives, theater publishers, and theater companies. The translation data is stored in
XML format (Figure 1.13) on the project’s website [20].
Each <document> node in the dataset XML file represents a German translation of the
base English text and is associated with a variety of metadata such as authors <author-
translator> and description of the translation <description>. The <document>
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node consists of three nodes: <doccontent>, <segmentdefinitions> and <align-
ments>. The base English text is also represented as a node of <document>, and does not
have the <alignments> sub-node.
1. <doccontent>: contains the actual content of the document using a number of
<blockquote> nodes. Each <blockquote> has a number of <q> nodes which contain
the actual text segments.
2. <segmentdefinitions>: stores the meta-data associated with each segment such
as segment ID, length, speaker, etc.
3. <alignments>: is included in all documents except the base text. It consists of
a number of <alignment> nodes which match a given segment of a translation with the
corresponding segment of the base text using the segment ID elements stored in the <seg-
mentdefinitions> node.
1.3.3 Domain Problem and Research Objectives
Visualization solutions are increasingly adapted in digital humanities as it is evident that they
create new modes of knowledge and facilitate more effective discovery of new observations
[26, 67, 68]. Moreover, Hinrichs and Forlini [68] propose to integrate visualization within the
research process and not just a means to an end.
The initial purpose of the collaboration with the school of Arts and Humanities was to
explore the potential value of visualizing their proprietary parallel translations. They aim to
investigate the extent to which visualizations enable them to explore, analyze, and compare
variation between translations. This is significant, as well as challenging, as it helps to study
the language evolution and reforms over the lifespan of the translations and the historical and
political contexts of each translations. It can also reveals some distinctive translations and helps
understand how and why they vary.
In preliminary discussions with the domain expert, we formulate a set of primary research
objectives.
[Ob1] A review of surveys of text visualization: The first text visualization survey article
was published in 2010 in response to the increase in text visualization literature. The number
of surveys that review and classify existing techniques based on text research methodology is
growing. Our objective is to present the first Survey of Surveys (SoS) which reviews all of the
surveys and state-of-the-art papers on text visualization techniques, classifies them, provides
recommendations, and discusses reported challenges.
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Figure 1.14: The domain expert workflow. The first two stages: data collection and curation
are performed by the domain expert. Our thesis contributes to the later three stages: data
preprocessing (Chapter 4), segment alignment (Chapter 5), and analysis (Chapter 6)
.
[Ob2] A transparent and informative visual design that uncovers Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) results: Visualizations that are usually designed for digital humanities tend to
be opaque [69]. Therefore, our objective is to propose a novel interactive design that enables
users to explicitly observe the NLP pipeline processes and update the parameters at each pro-
cessing stage.
[Ob3] A semi-Automatic visual alignment approach: Prior to our collaboration, the domain
expert facilitates a manual, time-consuming approach to aligning two translations. It involves
the use of different tools and the reading of the translation line-by-line in order to achieve the
desired alignment. Therefore, our objective is to design an interactive visual design that helps
create, enhance, and accelerate the alignment process and enable modification of the align-
ments.
[Ob4] Integrated close and distant reading of alignments: Current visual approaches do
not support the integration of both close and distant reading and the support of comparison of
multiple parallel translations. Our objective is to propose an interactive design that supports (1)
integrated distant and close reading in the same view, and (2) comparison of multiple parallel
translations to facilitate the exploration of how and why translations vary, historical language
evolution and reforms, and the historical contexts of translations.
[Ob5] A methodological and collaborative workflow: Multidisciplinary work is a commonly
reported challenge in the literature. We propose a methodological workflow to guide such in-
terdisciplinary research projects.
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1.4 Thesis Overview
The chapters in this thesis are organized to fulfill the research objectives stated in Section
1.3.3. They flow with the domain expert workflow illustrated in Figure 1.14. Typically, the
domain expert carries out the first two stages, data collection and curation. Therefore, our thesis
contributes to the last three stages to help analyze and visualize parallel translations. Chapter
4 proposes a visual and interactive design to facilitate understanding of the NLP preprocessing
pipeline. For the segment alignment, Chapter 5 presents a semi-automatic, visual alignment
tool. Chapter 6 contributes an interactive design to visualize the parallel translations. The
following comprises a detailed overview of this thesis.
In Chapter 2, the first research objective [Ob1] is addressed and an extended survey of the
reviews of the literature in the field of text visualization is presented and classified based on
five themes: (1) Document-centered, (2) user task analysis, (3) cross-disciplinary, (4) multi-
faceted, and (5) satellite-themed. We summarize each survey classification and its features in
order to facilitate comparison of the surveys, and provide future work recommendations for
researchers in the field of text visualization [4].
Chapter 3 introduces the background research of the following contribution chapters. It
also highlights how our work differs from previous research.
Chapter 4 addresses the fourth research objective [Ob2], presenting a framework that en-
ables users to observe and participate in the NLP pipeline processes, explicitly interact with
the parameters of each step, and observe the effects on the visible VNLP result [10].
The second research objective [Ob3] is addressed in Chapter 5. It contributes an interactive
design that combines interactive visualization with domain knowledge intervention to facilitate
the alignment of parallel translations, as well as a visual alignment design that helps translation
scholars align multiple texts simultaneously. This also facilitates interaction methods that help
create, enhance, and accelerate the alignment process [1].
Chapter 6 addresses the third research objective [Ob4]. An integrated visual design is pro-
posed to support distant and close reading of the collection of parallel translations of Othello.
The design leverages a range of exploration and interaction techniques to facilitate analysis
and exploration of the parallel translations. The design supports the analyses and exploration
at both the segment and term levels [2].
Chapter 7 refers to the final research objective [Ob5], proposing a methodological work-




We work closely with the domain expert and the project is driven by a real-world historical
investigation. With the close observation by the domain expert, we designed three applications
to satisfy the user requirements stated in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 and facilitate exploration and
interaction to enhance the user experience. We sought feedback from a Modern Languages
and Translation expert. We have conducted more than 20 in-person, regular feedback sessions
(about 25 hours) to demonstrate our work features. All of the sessions are video-recorded for
post-analysis and archiving gathering. Our semi-structured interview questions were previ-
ously planned and guided by Hogan et al. [70]. Hogan et al. proposed an Elicitation Interview
technique from a visualization perspective. The Elicitation Interview technique is a qualitative
evaluation method that allows users to capture and understand analysis processes and experi-
ences with static and interactive visualizations. This technique follows several iterative phases
where the user is encouraged to describe their experience at finer levels of granularity. One of
the key elements in such techniques is that the mode of questions used throughout the Interview
is non-inductive (content-empty) and directive to obtain precise experience without imposing
their own presuppositions and maintain the participant’s attention on a singular experience.
We facilitated this technique to guide the interviewing discussion and questions. Our analysis
methodology, however, does not align with Hogan et al’s technique when it relates to the anal-
ysis and documentation of the qualitative data. The analysis of our evaluation qualitative data
follows an unstructured theme as we evaluate our design with one domain scholar due to the
nature of the dataset examined. We believe that a structured evaluation and content analysis
could be useful for future directions. After each session, the videotape and notes are analyzed
to extract as much detailed feedback that describes the domain’s scholar experience as possi-
ble. The feedback is summarized and stated. During the feedback sessions, different patterns
are observed, such as the discovery of software bugs, and the discovery of data-level errors.
The first few sessions of each project consist mostly of software demonstrations to guide the
development of features. However, these gradually turned into active hands-on use of the soft-
ware by the domain expert.
Beside the domain expert feedback, in the following we state how each chapter is evaluated:
• Chapter 4 includes an application to text similarity quantification to demonstrate its util-
ity and advantages.
• Chapter 5 includes domain expert feedback, a comparison with a standard alignment tool
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Chapter Title Video Url Presentation Url
Chapter 3 VNLP: Visible Natural Language Processing https://youtu.be/DJYvO6QMF6s
Chapter 4 AlignVis: Semi-Automatic Alignment andVisualization of Parallel Translations https://youtu.be/SCZ3G3nRH28 https://youtu.be/cQ-ci1Z361k
Chapter 5 TransVis: Integrated Distant and CloseReading of Othello Translations https://youtu.be/FnA1YbWdiNQ https://youtu.be/8HsUpCiA4gc
Table 1.2: The video demonstrations of our design studies.
and computational and visual alignment tools.
• Chapter 6 includes detailed examples, observations, and a case study.
1.6 Video Demonstrations
Each visual design chapter includes a supplementary video that demonstrates the design
features and their utility. We recommend viewing these videos to gain an overall overview
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This chapter aims to address the first research objective [Ob1]. It presents the results of
the survey, a version of which is published in the MDPI journal Computers [71]. The con-
tents of this chapter can be considered as a standalone research chapter rather than providing
a background to the research topics discussed in this thesis. The following individual chapters
each provide their own background research. When I started in 2016, we discussed potential
survey papers for the thesis, we considered general text visualization. However, we found
that there are multiple surveys and Kucher et al. [22] has filled the gap. As a result, we also
found the cross-disciplinary survey which fits the goal of this thesis and includes techniques to
support Digital Humanities Jänicke et al. [24] which fits the goal of this thesis. At this point,
we decided that a survey of surveys would be a logical direction forward as it summarizes the
the landscape of survey papers in text visualization. We looked at the benefits of surveying
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different survey papers which would allow us to gain a good understanding of unsolved prob-
lems, specifically for cross-disciplinary collaborations which we discuss throughout the thesis.
Also, we facilitate the classification that each survey presents as a guide for us to focus on
specific literature. For example, in Jänicke et al. [24], we focused on the parallel text analysis
dimension which aligns with the nature of our dataset. Also, in Kucher et al. [22] we engaged
with the literature presented in the comparison and text alignment category. As this survey is
considered as a standalone research chapter, it was an important step for my thesis as it facil-
itates the understanding of the field of text visualization, the state-of-the-art literature on text
visualization approaches, common challenges and future work.
In this chapter, we present the first Survey of Surveys (SoS) that reviews the state-of-the-
art papers on text visualization techniques. The survey categorizes them into five groups: (1)
document-centered, (2) user task analysis, (3) cross-disciplinary, (4) multi-faceted, and (5)
satellite-themed. In this chapter, survey recommendations are provided for researchers in the
field of text visualization. The result is a unique, valuable starting point and overview of the
current state-of-the-art in text visualization research literature.
2.1 Introduction and Motivation
Text visualization and visual text analysis is a rapidly growing sub-field of information vi-
sualization and visual analytics. Therefore, many approaches and techniques are introduced
periodically to help users and researchers with a wide range of tasks. The volume of digital
text data is multiplying as a result of the popular demand for digital text and text digitization
projects, such as those by Reddy and StClair [72], Andre and Eaton [73], and Mendelsson et
al. [74]. As literature and historical documents are digitized for further study and analysis, the
volume of digital text data makes understanding and analyzing it extremely challenging. Text
documents by their nature bring challenges inherent to natural language such as high dimen-
sionality, irregularity, and uncertainty. Advanced techniques are therefore required to address
these challenges.
Kucher and Kerren [22] review over 400 text visualization approaches in their interactive
web-based tool ‘Text Visualization Browser’ (at time of writing and the tools are regularly up-
dated). However, the approaches listed in the Text Visualization Browser come mainly from
the data visualization community and generally do not include literature from other communi-
ties, particularly the digital humanities. The number of text literature surveys has grown since
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Figure 2.1: Text visualization surveys from 2010 to 2018. Blue bars indicate the number
of methods reviewed in each survey. Orange bars show the number of citations each survey
attracts. In term of the number of surveys, 2014 dominates with four. However, with respect to
the number of techniques, surveys from 2015 collectively review 480 methods.
the first was published in 2010 by Šilić and Bašić [21], as shown in Figure 2.1. Collectively
with duplicates, the surveys cite and review 1288 text visualization approaches.
This review provides a meta-survey of the existing surveys that address the exploration,
analysis, and presentation of text data.
Our contributions to the field include:
• the first focused Survey of Surveys (SoS) in text visualization,
• a novel classification of text surveys in the reviewed literature,
• helpful survey meta-data to facilitate comparison of the surveys, and
• a unique, valuable starting point and comprehensive overview for both newcomers and
experienced researchers in text visualization.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1.1 describes the methodology
used to collect related research papers and the scope of the literature. Section 2.1.3 introduces
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Table 2.1: A list of literature sources searched for text visualization surveys. We mainly use
IEEE Xplore [6], the ACM Digital Library [7], and Google Scholar [8] to search for literature
Conferences & Journals Papers
Springer 4
The Annual EuroVis Conference / Computer Graphics Forum 3
Wiley Online Library 3
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics 2
El profesional de la información 1
Journal of Visual Languages & Computing 0
Information Visualization Journal 0
ACM Computing Surveys 0
Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Alliance of Digital Humanities Organizations 0
Literary and Linguistic Computing 0
Digital Humanities Quarterly 0
Total 14
a previous survey of surveys and how our work differs from it. Section 2.1.4 presents our
classification of the literature. Section 2.2 discusses and compares the surveys guided by the
classification in section 2.1.4. Section 2.3 summarizes and discusses the future challenges
reported within our collection. The article ends with conclusions and directions for future
work.
2.1.1 Literature Search Methodology
Our search methodology is a variation of work by McNabb and Laramee [41], who collected a
large number of surveys in the field of information visualization and visual analytics. We also
consulted the survey of information visualization books by Rees and Laramee [42]. However,
since the publication of the SoS, more recent surveys have been published in the field of text
visualization and visual analytics, such as that of Kucher et al. [75], Jänicke et al. [26] and
most recently Liu et al. [23].
In our search of the literature, we began by looking at each individual journal and confer-
ence in the data visualization community and performing a keyword search e.g. ‘Text Visual-
ization Survey,’ ‘Text Taxonomy,’ ‘Text Visualization State-of-the-Art,’ or ‘Visual Text.’ All
literature sources searched are shown in Table 2.1. As text visualization is of interest to other
communities, we searched the digital humanities (DH) digital libraries for surveys, but were
unable to find any in the main DH venues (shown in Table 2.1).
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2.1.2 Survey Scope
In scope: 14 surveys were found and included in our text SoS. Those dedicated to text analysis
and visualization approaches and those that explicitly feature a text visualization category were
prioritised in the main literature classification, such as Sun et al. [76] and Liu et al. [77].
Out of scope: We restrict our literature to surveys that include a review of text visualization
approaches, and we do not include surveys that review text mining techniques like summariza-
tion, such as Gupta and Lehal [78] or text clustering algorithms like Aggarwal and Zhai [79].
Survey papers that focus on text recognition, such as text detection and extraction by Jung et
al. [80], are also out of the scope of this survey, as are text visualization books.
2.1.3 Related Work
McNabb and Laramee [41] made early progress in mapping the landscape of survey papers in
information visualization. They present eight surveys which focus on analyzing and visualizing
text data and classify the papers using an adapted information visualization pipeline by Card
et al. [81]. They also identify three characteristics of classifications: the dimensions that each
classification of survey adopts, the structure of the classification, and the type of mapping
schema the survey incorporates. Kucher and Kerren [22] previously reviewed five surveys that
focus on text visualization and compared the visualization taxonomies used in the reviews with
their proposed taxonomy.
In our review, we aim to describe the existing surveys in more depth than McNabb and
Laramee [41] and more breadth than Kucher and Kerren [22]. This text SoS includes more
referenced text-focused surveys and book chapters than McNabb and Laramee [41] or Kucher
and Kerren [22]. It is, to our knowledge, the first comprehensive survey of surveys (SoS) in
text visualization.
2.1.4 Survey Classification
In order to compare each survey, we classify them into five categories. We study each survey’s
classification and categorization and group them based on the main focus themes found in each
(see Table 2.2). In this way, the following five re-occurring themes were identified:
1. Data source: Surveys that derive their classification based on the underlying text source,
e.g. single text or text stream.
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Table 2.2: Classification of our collection of 14 text visualization surveys. There are five
categories: Data source, task analysis, multi-faceted, cross-disciplinary, and satellite-themed
into which the literature is grouped.
Document-Centered User Task Analysis Multi-Faceted Cross-Disciplinary Satellite-Themed
Alencar et al. [82]
Gan et al. [83]
Nualart-Vilaplana et al. [84]
Cau and Cui [85]
Federico et al. [86]
Šilić and Bašić [21]
Wanner et al. [25]
Kucher and Kerren [22]
Kucher et al. [75]
Liu et al. [23]
Jänicke et al. [24]
Jänicke et al. [26]
Sun et al. [76]
Liu et al. [77]
2. Task analysis: Surveys that mainly categorize their related literature based on the task
analysis, e.g. showing similarities between texts.
3. Multi-faceted: Surveys that categorize related literature into multi-faceted classifica-
tions. In this case, the survey may propose multiple classifications based on a variety
of characteristics, e.g. presentation and underlying data mining techniques.
4. Cross-disciplinary: Surveys that survey visualization techniques to support Digital Hu-
manities.
5. Satellite-themed: Surveys that review existing information visualization literature. Also
included are surveys that only incorporate text visualization as a sub-section within their
classification.
2.2 Summary and Comparison of Surveys
This section discusses the surveys and provides recommendations. Table 2.2 shows the classi-
fication of the surveys, where each column represents a focus category and includes the corre-
sponding surveys.
2.2.1 Document-Centered Surveys
The three surveys in this collection are by Alencar et al. [82], Gan et al. [83] and Nualart-
Vilaplana et al. [84]. Their classifications are centered around document type, which involves
classifying a given document –as the central theme – to a single document, a collection of
documents, or a stream of text, etc.
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Alencar et al. [82] review visual text analysis approaches. In their classification, there are
two main categories. The first is target input material of approaches, either a single doc-
ument (TagCrowd [87] and Wordle [88]) or a collection of text (Cartographic Maps [89],
Galaxies [90], InfoSky [91] and Document Cards [92]). The second category is the focus
of the approaches, such as showing relations (CiteSpace [93]), highlighting temporal changes
(SparkClouds [94]) and visualizing query results (TileBars [95]). They describe each approach
to obtain meaningful text models, how they extract information to produce representative vi-
sual designs, the user tasks supported, the interaction techniques applied and their strengths
and limitations.
Gan et al. [83] present an overview of the concept of document visualization, the related
research, and representative methods in each category of their hierarchical document classi-
fication. They classify the literature clearly based on the data source and do not consider
representation.
Each main category of their classification contains detailed sub-classifications. The
overview introduces several representative methods for each category. It also summarizes and
compares each visual design based on four aspects:
1. Text characteristics depicted as word concordances, semantic relations, contents, or doc-
ument relations.
2. Design principles satisfied, which refers to the Type by Task Taxonomy (TTT) that
Shneiderman proposes [96]. He includes seven tasks: overview, zoom, filter, details-
on-demand, relate, history, and extract.
3. Requirements for a document to suit this visual design, such as arbitrary text documents
or sequence-based documents.
4. Main features such as interactivity and versatility (designing general visualization mod-
els for different tasks).
Nualart–Vilaplana et al. [84] examine 49 approaches to visualize textual data over a 19-
year period spanning 1994–2013, in order to provide a classification of text visualization ap-
proaches. Similar to Gan et al. [83], Nualart–Vilaplana et al. [84] start their classification with
the data source of documents. The classification comprises two main categories: Individual
texts and collections of texts. In each category, there are heuristic subdivisions in order to un-
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derstand and describe the graphs. The subdivision of the single texts and collections categories
includes:
1. Sub-divisions for individual texts:
a) Whole or sub-sets: The visualization process includes the whole text or part of it.
b) Sequential or non-sequential: The visual layout preserves the same word sequence
as that of the original text.
c) Discourse structure or syntactic structure: The visual design uses elements from
discourse structure which refers to using actual parts of the text, enabling the viewer
to read through visualization or syntactic structure using intrinsic elements of the
text such as words and phrases.
d) Search: The imagery results from a search query.
e) Time: Text that changes over time.
2. Sub-divisions for collections of texts:
a) Items or Aggregations: The items of the collection used individually or there is
some aggregation visualized.
b) Pure data or landscape: The text data in the collection is accompanied by graphical
content.
c) Search: Same as above 1d.
d) Time: Same as above 1e.
2.2.2 User Task Analysis Surveys
In this category, we group surveys that mainly categorize their related literature based on user
task analysis. There are two surveys in this category by Cau and Cui [85] and Federico et
al. [86].
Cau and Cui [85] present a systematic review of existing text visualization techniques. The
volume of the approaches cited is over 200. The overview classifies the approaches into two
main categories: (1) Visualization and (2) exploration or interaction. They classify the litera-
ture in the visualization category based on the tasks of the visualization (what each is developed
for), such as showing similarities, contents, and sentiment. For large document collections, the
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review provides the most common exploration techniques which include distortion-based ap-
proaches and hierarchical document exploration approaches.
Federico et al. [86] survey interactive visualization approaches that support search and
analysis of scientific articles and patents. They classify the visualization approaches according
to two orthogonal aspects: data type and analysis tasks. There are four data types identified:
Text, citation, authors, and meta-data. The analysis task breakdown [86] adopts the typology
of data analysis tasks by Andrienko and Andrienko [97]. The four analysis tasks include el-
ementary lookup and comparison, elementary relation seeking, synoptic tasks, and temporal
patterns. Furthermore, the review introduces a breakdown of approaches that handle multiple
data types.
2.2.3 Multi-Faceted Text Visualization Surveys
In this category, there are five surveys by Šilić and Bašić [21], Wanner et al. [25], Kucher and
Kerren [22], Kucher et al. [75], and Liu et al. [23] that include multi-faceted classifications
of text visualization approaches. We consider a survey as multi-faceted if it maps visual text
approaches into multiple dimensions, such as tasks, interaction and presentation.
Šilić and Bašić [21] introduce three categorizations of visual approaches according to the
visualization process: Data types, text representation, and temporal drawing, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. They base their classification on the underlying algorithms and data mining techniques,
and provide four user interaction methodologies commonly used when exploring text datasets.
Šilić and Bašić [21] specify three data types: A collection of text, single text, and short
intervals of a text stream. Additionally, the survey presents the most popular feature extraction
methods used to represent text features as follows:
1. Bag-of-words methods extract text features by counting the term occurrences in the text.
2. Entity recognition aims to extract proper names of entities such as people, organizations,
places, or countries.
3. Summarization methods shorten the text and present only the most relevant information.
4. Document structure parsing extracts structural information from text, such as titles, au-
thor names, and publication dates.
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Figure 2.2: Text visualization methods presented by Šilić and Bašić [21]. The table sum-
marizes the methods, their underlying algorithms, the publication year, whether the method
includes a temporal presentation or not, and the data type on which the method operates (C:
Collection of text, S: Single text, SI: Short intervals). In the ‘Temporal’ column, if the method
conveys time, it has (+), (-) if it does not, and (N/A) if not applicable. Reproduced with permis-
sion from the author, Knowledge-based and intelligent information and engineering systems;
published by Springer, 2010.
5. Sentiment and affect analysis is used to identify and quantify the emotional aspects of
the text.
The survey classifies the text visualization approaches into two categories:
1. Term trend approaches are based on the term frequency in the text. In such methods,
feature selection is used to reduce the number of dimensions.
2. Semantic space approaches facilitate semantic methods to extract features of text(s). In
most cases, feature vectors representing text are high-dimensional, so more advanced
dimensionality reduction algorithms are used to map these features to 2D or 3D space.
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The survey provides four exploration methodologies that help the user extract insight from
the given data: brushing and linking, panning and zooming, focus-plus-context, and magic
lenses.
Wanner et al. [25] take a step towards defining the concept of events within text streams
by investigating the existing visual text event detection approaches and providing an event
detection and exploration pipeline. An event in a text stream, as defined by Wanner et al.
[25], is a valuable, unexpected and unique pattern extracted from the text. They classify 51
papers into different categories based on the event detection and exploration pipeline: text
data sources, text processing methods, event detection methods, visualization methods, and
supported analysis tasks. The survey also classifies the evaluation techniques applied in each
paper.
Wanner et al. [25] derive twelve main data sources. Since 2010, micro-blogging has been
the most common data source for visual event detection. In contrast, there is only one paper
that detects and visualizes events in online customer feedback. Tables 4 and 6 in [25] show the
visualization approaches used in the investigated literature and these approaches along with
the event detection techniques applied. It can be observed that all of the clustering based
techniques are presented mainly using the river metaphor. Most of the papers in Wanner et
al. [25] rely on use cases for evaluation (35 out of 51). On the other hand, only four papers
present user studies. They suggest that more involvement from end users is encouraged.
Kucher and Kerren [22] present a visual survey of text visualization techniques. They
classify text visualization into five top-level categories, shown in Figure 2.3:
1. Analytic tasks include the techniques that support high-level analytic tasks.
2. Visualization tasks include techniques that support lower-level representation and inter-
action tasks.
3. Domain describes the techniques that are developed for a specific application.
4. Data consists of two subcategories, source and properties, that describe the data source
and the special properties of data used by the techniques.
5. Visualization contains three subcategories to describe the properties of visual represen-
tations: dimensionality, representation, and alignment.
Liu et al. [23] present a survey analyzing 263 visualization papers and 4346 data mining
papers to extract about 300 concepts in both fields. The survey also analyzes the tasks they
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Figure 2.3: The classification of text visualization techniques used in the survey by Kucher
and Kerren [22]. Reproduced with permission from the author, IEEE Pacific Visualization
Symposium; published by IEEE, 2015.
Figure 2.4: A snapshot of the recent web-based visualization tool developed by Liu et al. [23].
The visualization and text mining techniques are connected by their shared analysis tasks. On
the right, a list of the corresponding literature that matches user preference. The red and blue
colors correspond to the fields of visualization and data mining respectively.
support. Three multi-level taxonomies are provided for text visualization, data mining, and
analysis tasks. The paper contributes an interactive web-based visualization of the literature
and taxonomies, enabling the user to interactively find the co-occurrence relationship between
the concepts and identify potential research gaps (Figure 2.4).
This section also includes a survey by Kucher et al. [75] which generally uses the same
taxonomy as [22] with a focus on techniques that visualize sentiment and opinions from text
data.
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2.2.4 Cross-Disciplinary Text Visualization Surveys
This section presents surveys that support Digital Humanities tasks. There are two surveys
which review the literature in the field of visualization that support close and distant reading of
textual data by Jänicke et al. [24] and an extended version of this by Jänicke et al. [26]
Jänicke et al. [24] provide an overview of the last ten years of advancements in the field
of visualization that support Digital Humanities tasks. They classify the literature based
on the representation: whether it supports close reading or distant reading as proposed by
Moretti [98]. Close reading attempts to provide direct access to the original textual content
in its sequential order, while distant reading does not retain the source text and provides an
overview of its global features. The large availability of digital texts introduced by web portals
such as Google Books [99] opens up new avenues for close reading techniques and collabora-
tive tools.
Jänicke et al. [24] classify the methods found in their collection based on task supported
(close, distant or combined) reading. Furthermore, the review classifies each paper based on the
underlying source text (single text, parallel, and corpus) with an extended subdivision in each
category. Figure 2.5 shows a summary table of the proposed classification. In the following,
we summarize the classification proposed.
Close Reading Techniques: There are a number of techniques applied in the 46 papers
included in the research paper collection that provide visual support for close reading visual-
ization:
• Color is used to show a great variety of features, e.g. classification, similarity or impor-
tance.
• Font size is also used to convey text features, e.g. word frequency or significance.
• Glyphs are used to present aspects of the text that are difficult to express using other
techniques and are mostly used in poems to draw phonetic units.
• Connections help illustrate the relationship between text entities, e.g. to show subsequent
words to track variation among various text editions or convey sentence structure.
Distant Reading Techniques: 81 research papers in the collection provide an abstract
distant reading view of text. There are several approaches used to visualize summarized infor-
mation:
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical classification of research papers reviewed by Jänicke et al. [24]. At the
top-right, the intended tasks supported by the visual design and the techniques implemented.
On the left, the rows show the paper classification organization. Reproduced with permission
from the author, Eurographics Conference on Visualization (EuroVis)-STARs; published by
The Eurographics Association, 2015.
• Structural overviews illustrate the hierarchy of document or collection of documents.
• Heat maps are usually used to show textual patterns such as similarities.
• Tag clouds encode word occurrence frequency within a text using variable font size.
• Maps display geospatial information contained in a text.
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• Timelines are used to visualize text that conveys temporal information. Such a technique
could use the text’s metadata and support the temporal analysis of the use of a word over
time.
• Graphs usually use nodes and edges to visualize certain structural features of a text
corpus.
• Miscellaneous methods are used to explore specific aspects within text interactively.
Techniques for Combining Close and Distant Reading: There are some visual designs
that provide both close and distant reading by preserving direct access to the source text. The
26 papers in the collection that use hybrid techniques and serve this purpose are grouped into
three categories:
• Top-down approaches implement the information seeking mantra ‘overview first, zoom
and filter, details-on-demand’ [96]. Initially, an overview of the textual data is shown,
and the user then interacts with the graphics by filtering or zooming, and finally, clicking
on the interesting sub-set to obtain details-on-demand.
• Bottom-up methods start with the desired text or part of it and then generate an overview
layout which relates to the given section or text.
• Top-down and bottom-up methods provide a mechanism of switching between close
(text view) and distant reading (structural overview).
Jänicke et al. extended the survey in 2017 [26]. In terms of classification, they add a cate-
gorization of the text analysis techniques which includes 22 more papers than the original. The
text analysis taxonomy has five main categories: named entities, topics, similar patterns, text
of interest, and corpus analysis. They also extend the discussion of collaboration experiences
and future challenges.
2.2.5 Satellite-Themed Text Visualization Surveys
Two surveys review the broader information visualization literature and consider text visual-
ization as a sub-section in their overview classification. These are by Sun et al. [76] and Liu
et al. [77]. This contrasts with the focus on text only found in the previous surveys.
Sun et al. [76] review the recent developments in the field of visual analytics and propose
a 2D classification they call Analytics Space. The first dimension is an applications category
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which includes space & time, multivariate, text, graph and others. The second dimension is
motivated by the visual analytics model proposed by Keim et al. [100] which includes visual
mapping, model-based analysis, and user interaction. With respect to text classification, Sun
et al. provide two categories to organize methods that process text data. The first includes
topic-based approaches which mostly leverage algorithms from Natural Language Processing
(NLP). In this category, the methods that involve topics or event extraction from the text data
are included e.g. TextFlow [101] and EventReader [102]. The second category is feature-based
approaches which use text features to visualize text e.g. Wordle [88] and FacetAtlas [103].
Similarly, Liu et al. [77] include a category of application within their information visual-
ization taxonomy that includes four categories: empirical methodologies, interactions, frame-
works, and application. In the application category, they [77] include four applications to
classify: graph, text, map and multivariate data visual designs. There are two categories as-
signed to the text visualization collection. The first comprises applications that visualize static
textual information. In this category, they discuss and classify techniques that visualize the
time-invariant content of the document(s). The second category is the visualization of dynamic
textual information, which incorporates designs that visualize temporal changes within a doc-
ument or collection of documents. In both categories, Liu et al. group the techniques, similarly
to Sun et al. [76], into two categories: feature-based and topic-based approaches.
2.2.6 Survey Recommendations
Multi-faceted surveys serve as useful starting points. Wanner et al. [25] and Kucher and Kerren
[22] provide well-crafted taxonomies. The former provides a guide for researchers interested
in extracting events from text. The taxonomy itself is not complicated and is built on the
literature they collected. It also provides a classification of the evaluation techniques that are
used in each approach. Wanner et al. identify trends, research directions, and untouched areas
in the discussion of their taxonomy which may also be beneficial for readers.
On the other hand, the Kucher and Kerren [22] classification covers many aspects of text
visual analytics. We recommend it for researchers who would like to explore or contribute to
the field of text visualization. It provides the most comprehensive and up-to-date summary
of text visualization [85] of these surveys. The survey’s associated text visualization browser
enables the user to explore and filter the collection based on classification.
Liu et al. [23] try to bridge the gap between the text mining and visualization approaches.
Their web-based, interactive visualization is a useful tool that integrates both text mining and
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Jänicke et al. [26] Liu et al. [23]
Figure 2.6: A bi-gram word cloud representation of the surveys by Wanner et al. [25], Kucher
and Kerren [22], Jänicke et al. [26], and Liu et al. [23] to illustrate the vocabulary used in each
one. We apply the word clouds using the script by Müller [27].
text visualization with the analysis tasks abstraction.
For researchers interested in the digital humanities we recommend Jänicke et al. [26] as
they provide a comprehensive overview and discussion of text visualization techniques that
serve humanities tasks.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the most frequently occurring bi-grams. In the preprocessing phase,
the stopwords are removed and then lemmatization is applied to consolidate inflected words.
After that, the word clouds are created using the script by Müller [27]. The figure illustrates
the theme of each paper. The survey of Wanner et al. [25] shows (Figure 2.6a) a significant
use of words such as detection and event in a context like ‘event detection’, ‘detect event’, and
‘text event’. Wanner et al. was the first survey to consider microblogging as a data source
which can be seen in the figure as well. In Kucher and Kerren [22], Figure 2.6b, multiple term
pairs are used often such as, ‘text visualization’, ‘visualization technique’, and unsurprisingly
‘survey browser’, and ‘proposed taxonomy’. On the other hand, there is an obvious change of
vocabulary in Jänicke et al. [26] (Figure 2.6c) which discusses the approaches within a different
context. There is more frequent occurrence of bi-grams that convey digital humanities goals
such as ‘distant reading’, ‘close reading’, and ‘digital humanities’. Figure 2.6d shows the bi-
grams that most often appear in the survey by Liu et al. [23]. The words ‘mining’, ‘task’, and
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‘visualization’ are the most shared among the term pairs; clearly the theme of the survey is to
fill the gap between visualization and mining literature via the abstracted analysis tasks.
Figure 2.7 provides a list of the top bi-grams using TF–IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse
Document Frequency) to measure the significance of each pair across the collection [104]. We
follow the same preprocessing steps to generate the word cloud in Figure 2.6, although we
use the weighting factor of each pair in the corresponding survey with respect to the other
surveys. The topics ‘document collect’, ‘document visual’, and ‘text collect’ are featured in
the three ‘Data Source’ classified surveys, Alencar et al. [82], Gan et al. [83], and Nualart-
Vilaplana et al. [84] respectively, excepting the Cau and Cui [85] survey which features the
topic ‘document collect’ quite often. The exception is the Cau and Cui [85] survey, which
features the topic ‘document similar’, supporting our classification. However, the top words
of the second survey in the task analysis group of Federico et al. [86] show a topic pattern
that does not align with our classification, e.g. ‘data type’, and ‘node link’. The topic ‘event
detect’ is featured highly in the survey by Wanner et al. [25], as expected. Other taxonomy
words appear as well, such as ‘text process’ and ‘data source’, which supports the contention
that they provide multiple classifications of the approaches, and this applies to the majority of
the multi-faceted surveys.
We developed a web-based parallel coordinates plot to interactively explore the vocabu-
lary of the surveys and to further examine correlation and overlap between them [28]. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows the most common vocabulary (>1%) between the two surveys from the cross-
disciplinary group (Jänicke et al. [24] and Jänicke et al. [26]). It is clear that the two surveys
complement each other: they share distinctive words like ‘human’-ity, ‘digit’-al, ‘read’-ing,
and ‘close’.
The illustration in Figure 2.9 shows the number of papers reviewed by each survey. A clear
increase in reviewed approaches between 2012 and 2016 can be seen, cited mainly by Kucher
and Kerren [22] and Liu et al. [23]. The satellite-themed surveys share the same time span of
literature (2009 to 2013), and the two cross-disciplinary surveys share almost the same litera-
ture, although the later survey covers two additional years (2015 and 2016) which comprise 30
extra papers.
2.3 Discussion of Future Challenges
This section summarizes the future challenges identified in the collection. Table 2.3 lists these
challenges along with the surveys. The McNabb and Laramee survey [41] has been added to
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Figure 2.7: A list of the most common bi-grams extracted from the collective surveys. The
color mapping of the cells indicates the weights of the corresponding bi-gram.
identify the overlapping challenges reported by them. We identify four unique challenges not
reported by McNabb and Laramee since their challenges are derived from a wider perspec-
tive. These challenges are adopting advanced text mining techniques, lacking cognitive and/or
psychological analysis, lacking clear boundaries of concepts, and the need for a collaboration
framework between multidisciplinary scholars.
Nine challenges are common to two or more surveys. Federico et al. [86] identify 10
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2.3. Discussion of Future Challenges
Figure 2.9: Visualization of the number of approaches reviewed by the surveys. Each row
represents a survey and each cell represents the number of references in the corresponding
year (columns). The color mapping of the cells indicates the number of approaches cited
within each survey in the corresponding year. The last column shows the total methods each
survey includes.
Table 2.3: Summary of the future challenges reported in our collection of surveys. This list
contains the common challenges among the text visualization surveys.








Natural language ambiguity and
uncertainty
6
Lacking user interactivity that support
the analysis tasks
5







Lacking well-defined general concepts 2
future challenges, three of which are unique. The oldest two surveys by Šilić and Bašić [21]
and Alancer et al. [82] and the two multi-faceted surveys Wanneret al. [25] and Kucher and
Kerren [22] do not feature unique future challenges. This reflects the fact that these surveys do
not focus on a specific discipline or task. On the other hand, Jänicke et al. [24,26] identify two
unique future challenges, indicating that they feature a distinctive theme.
One of the most common future challenges is the need for in-depth, effective quantitative
or qualitative evaluation, mentioned in nine surveys of the collection. Most of the surveys re-
port a lack of in-depth evaluation of the proposed approaches. Advanced and formal evaluation
provide valuable user feedback and facilitate identification of potential system problems [76].
Wanner et al. [25] expect a rise in user study evaluation to verify the strengths and weaknesses
of novel visual designs. We believe that further research in the effectiveness of text visualiza-
tion evaluation would be fruitful.
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One of the most widely reported challenges is scalability and handling huge volumes of
data. Approaches usually use various aggregations, projections, or multiple views to address
this issue. However, further investigation is needed to validate the usefulness and effective-
ness of such approaches, especially for scientific literature [86]. This challenge is generally
associated with that of adopting advanced text mining and linguistics algorithms.
As natural language often comes with ambiguity, uncertainty, and/or errors, five surveys
report this as a challenging task. Many approaches do not consider uncertainty and this could
affect the analysis results. Appropriate uncertainty visualization approaches should therefore
be developed [86]. The Text Visualization Browser [22] contains 25 articles that include visual-
ization of uncertainty and ambiguity, 12 of which were published in 2016 and 2017. Jänicke et
al. [24, 26] specifically consider temporal and geospatial uncertainty in literature as an impor-
tant future challenge. Uncertainty modeling and visualization research is expected to increase.
Another common challenge is the lack of user interaction to support the analysis process.
Many approaches represent the outcome of the analysis process visually and fail to provide a
means for the user to steer the underlying algorithms to further analyze the data [25, 86]. We
expect future work in the interactivity of visual analytics.
Jänicke et al. [24, 26] and Federico et al. [86] reported multidisciplinary frameworks as a
challenging research topic. They suggest a systematic approach that guides and steers the work
between scientists and domain experts. The former two surveys by Jänicke et al. summarize the
experiences reported regarding collaboration between visualization scientists and humanities
scholars.
A lack of cognitive and/or psychological analysis that verifies how users perceive and pre-
serve information and incorporate it into the decision-making process is a challenging task
reported in two surveys: Šilić and Bašić [21] and Alencar et al. [82].
Many visual designs are targeted toward a specific point and do not support multiple tasks.
Gan et al. [83] believe that it is essential to design general visualization models for different
tasks, and Alencar et al. [82] confirm that it is challenging to approach a problem without a
domain-specific solution. However, users might have different goals or needs and the visual
design should accommodate that.
In the text visualization community, experts have always faced the challenge of an ill-
defined concept of ‘event’ and other general elements of textual data [25]. Such a problem
may distract efforts for improvement. Nualart–Vilaplana et al. [84] believe that the boundaries
of the discipline in data visualization are not yet sufficiently well-defined.
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Since the surveys vary in terms of global goals and targets, there are specific challenges
reported within a given context. Jänicke et al. note the lack of visualization approaches that
represent a transposition of textual entities on all text hierarchy levels using close and distant
reading. Federico et al. [86] expect an increase in approaches that integrate citation analysis
and other text mining techniques such as sentiment analysis to understand citations and enrich
analysis. Nualart–Vilaplana et al. [84] pose a question about the long-term availability of the
tools, arguing that if the tool is no longer available and not maintained for use, it may not be
effective.
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this text visualization SoS, we presented an extended meta-survey of the reviews of literature
in the field of text visualization, classifying the survey collection based on five themes. Each
survey classification and its features were summarized to facilitate comparisons between the
surveys. Recommendations for researchers and examination of potential future trends in the
field of text visualization were provided in the light of the findings, discussed and compared
with reference to challenges in the field reported in the collection. This comprehensive review
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This chapter introduces the background research of our thesis contributions.
3.1 Related Work of Visible NLP
In this section, we summarize the related literature that corresponds to the second research
objective [Ob2]. We include literature that incorporates some visible NLP aspects within their
approaches. We also summarize the most common and recent text visualization approaches to
re-view the visual design space used to represent text embeddings.
Explainable machine and deep learning models: Several solutions are proposed to solve
the lack of transparency in machine and deep learning models. They are often referred to as
explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) [118–120]. Hohman et al. [121] present the state-of-
the-art of deep learning visualization using an interrogative framework which includes: Why,
Who, What, How, When, and Where.
Chatzimparmpas et al. [122] introduce a survey of surveys on the use of visualization for in-
terpreting machine learning models that are designed to clarify and help understanding of the
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Reference Derived Data Visual Pipeline EncodingVocabulary meas. Statistical meas. Syntax meas. Visible Segmentation Visible Tokenization Visible Stopwords Visible Normalization Visible Embeddings
Church and Helfman [105] ⇥
Wattenberg [106] ⇥
Keim and Oelke [9] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Wattenberg and Viégas [107] ⇥ ⇥
Collins et al. (Parallel Tag Clouds) [108] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Collins et al. (DocuBurst) [109] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Van Ham et al. [110] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Jänicke et al [111] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Oelke et al. [112] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Jänicke et al. [113] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Geng et al. [64] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Riehmann et al. [114] ⇥ ⇥
Abdul-Rahman et al. [115] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Jänicke and Wrisley [116] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Hu et al. [117] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
TransVis [2] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
AlignVis [1] ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Table 3.1: A summary of related work. Each paper is characterized by a two-level hierarchy
[9]: the derived data that each approach generates and represents and the supported visual
encodings in the NLP pipeline. Our approach makes the entire NLP pipeline visible.
intermediate process and layers of such techniques. Multiple surveys focus on the interpre-
tation of ML models with the use of visualization, such as [123, 124] Some of these designs
are implemented for educational purposes, such as TensorFlow Playground [125], while others
are implemented to cluster, classify and understand reduced-dimensionality vector space, such
as [126, 127]. Other approaches incorporate visualization to understand and interpret machine
learning models, such as [128–132]. Zhang et al. [133] propose a visual and interactive frame-
work for interpreting, comparing and debugging machine learning models. Ribeiro et al. [134]
present a methodology and visual tool that tests individual capabilities of NLP models using
different test types. However, most of these advanced techniques are difficult to implement and
understand for domain scholars.
The following section first reviews the related visual approaches that visually integrate and
facilitate NLP functions and enable user interference in order to update the analysis process.
Then, we review the research space for the most common visual representations used to depict
text embeddings.
Related visible NLP: Some text visualization approaches incorporate NLP functions to pre-
process text data and produce embeddings that are used in visual interfaces.
Abdul-Rahman et al. [115] incorporate tools that enable the user to segment and tokenize
text based on multiple presets. They illustrate the results with a dot plot graph to depict text
re-use patterns.
Jänicke and Wrisley [116] propose a visual alignment approach to align versions of me-
dieval poetry, providing an overview alignment using a bipartite graph. The user can investi-
gate an alignment from the bipartite graph using an intermediate level they call “meso reading”,
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which illustrates the aligned pairs of lines between two text versions and provides a preview
that annotates stopwords and encodes the frequency of reused words using saturation.
AlignVis [1] enables the user to manipulate the alignment process via multiple options such
as stopword removal and normalization. AlignVis visually encodes the alignment between the
source and target text using a bipartite graph, and encodes the confidence value of the similarity
measurement using the color of the text segments and edges.
In contrast to our work, very few previous approaches explicitly demonstrate the processes
they undertake and enable the user to explicitly manipulate intermediate NLP steps to observe
the effects of changes.
Visual design space: we summarize some of the most common and recent text visualization
approaches to represent the visual encodings to depict text embeddings.
Dot plot graph: The dot plot [135] is a 2D matrix plot used to detect similarities and reuse
between two sequences. Abdul-Rahman et al. [115] incorporate tools that enable the user to
segment and tokenize the text based on multiple presets, integrating a dot plot to illustrate
different text alignments patterns. Other approaches utilize dot plot and facilitate colors to
encode the embeddings [105, 111].
Storylines and stream graph: Storylines and stream graphs are another common visual
design to depict interrelationships between text entities and detect patterns above the level of
individual terms [136]. TRAViz [113] facilitates a stream graph to enable the user to investigate
the variation between texts, with the number of lines and the size of the font indicating the
frequency of word reuse. Silvia et al. [136] adopt a storyline design to illustrate interactions
between entities in a story and explore how entity relationships evolve over time. The word
tree [107] is another kind of directed stream graph used to illustrate the occurrence of terms
in a text. Alharbi et al. [2] similarly propose an overview of translations that connects aligned
segments using curved lines.
Bipartite graph: A number of approaches incorporate bipartite graphs to illustrate text align-
ment and communicate the comparison task. Riehmann et al. [114], for example, combine bi-
partite graph and pixel-based representations to detect plagiarized text passages in PhD theses.
Jänicke and Wrisley [116] provide an overview alignment using a bipartite graph. Abdul-
Rahman et al. [115] also incorporate an interactive bipartite graph in which the user can define
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a subset to examine using a dot plot design, and Alharbi et al. [1] adapt a bipartite graph to
illustrate the alignment results and color each edge based on the confidence value to guide the
domain scholar in refining the alignment.
Heatmap and pixel-based graphs: Geng et al. [64] implement the vector space model to
explore patterns of variation between different translations of Shakespeare’s Othello, with the
term-document matrix visualized using a heatmap where the color encodes the term frequency.
Keim and Oelke [9] extract different statistics, such as average word and sentence length, and
vocabulary measures, such as word frequency and lexical diversity, and encode them using a
pixel-based graph.
Parallel coordinates A parallel coordinates design is considered a useful technique to ex-
plore multi-variate data [137]. The embeddings are translated into each dimension and poly-
lines connect the corresponding entities. Parallel Tag Clouds [108] integrate the font size and
color to visually encode embeddings. Geng et al. [64] implement parallel coordinates of the
similarity measures in order to depict the variation between translations. Alharbi et al. [2] in-
corporate parallel line charts to illustrate the terms embeddings that are generated to convey
the variation between different texts.
Word Clouds: Word clouds depict tokens that occur frequently in the source text [94, 138,
139]. Parallel Tag Clouds [108] use the font size mapped to word significance in a document
collection which is arranged vertically. Oelke et al. [112] propose a glyph-based visualization
to illustrate multivariate properties, integrating a word cloud approach to show the most de-
scriptive terms of each topic cluster, and integrating encodings to visualize the relevancy of
each topic to a specific class and determine the extent to which a topic is discriminative for a
class.
Network graphs: Several approaches attempt to present the word relations in a text, with
embeddings usually encoded using color, edge thickness and font size. DocuBurst [109] in-
tegrates WordNet [140] to generate vocabulary measures, depicting the word relations using
radial graph layouts. Phrase Nets [110] and SentenTree [117] use a directed node-link graph.
The edges encode the strength of the relation between the connected words and the size of
the words represents the word frequency. Wattenberg [106] propose the arc diagram which
visually connects repeated substrings using translucent arcs.
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Reference Year Number of AlignedText simultaneously Close reading Distant reading Source of text studied
Melamed [141] 1989 2 bipartite graph - The Bible translations
Cairo [142] 2000 2 juxtapositioned word-to-word corresponds - Italian-English corpus
Tufiş [143] 2006 2 bipartite graph - Romanian-English parallel corpus
Yawat [144] 2008 2 juxtapositioned word-to-word corresponds dot plot matrix German-English corpus
SWIFT Aligner [145] 2014 2 bipartite graph - French-English corpus
Jänicke et al. [111] 2014 2 bipartite graph, variant graph heat-map, dot plot The Bible translations
iTeal [116] 2017 Multiple bipartite graph, variant graph juxtapositioned alignment map Literature
ViTA [146] 2017 2 bipartite graph dot plot graph Literature
Table 3.2: A summary table of related work and paper characteristics included in the computa-
tional and visual alignment section. The dashes (-) in the distant reading column indicate that
the corresponding reference does not feature distant reading.
Table 3.1 summarizes the representative approaches classified into a two-level hierarchy.
The first level classifies the approaches based on the derived data. We adopt the Keim and
Oelke [9] literary analysis classification: statistical measures, vocabulary measures, and syntax
measures. Vocabulary measures include word frequency and word co-occurrence. Statistical
measures include global aggregation such as average word length and occurrence proportion.
Syntax measures comprise the utilization of a syntax tree of the texts. The second level summa-
rizes the work based on the supported visual encoding of our adapted pipeline. We categorize
the documents based on the existence of interactive means to explicitly modify the task by the
user. The representative approaches include common visual designs for texts and designs that
support parallel texts.
Our approach is different from a fundamental perspective as it enables the user to explicitly
manipulate the parameters of the NLP pipeline process. At each stage, the user can explicitly
observe the effect of their changes in each process. The design is applied to a text similarity
application to explore the effect on the embeddings that are controlled by user preferences.
3.2 Related Work of AlignVis
This section summarize the literature that corresponds to the third research objective [Ob2].
The related work is divided into four sections. The first section is summarized in Table 3.2.
Computational and Visual Alignment: Jänicke and Wrisley [116] and Abdul-Rahman et al.
[146] integrate similarity measurements to detect alignment between texts. Jänicke and Wrisley
introduce an interactive visual analytics tool (iTeal) that facilitates computational alignment
between multiple text editions, and provide imagery for different hierarchy levels (entire text,
lines and words). Abdul-Rahman et al. [146] propose a web-based visual analytics tool (ViTA)
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enabling domain experts to interfere in the text alignment pipeline.
Further, translation studies scholars use different off-the-shelf tools [147–149] to segment
and align parallel texts in practice. Most of these tools utilize a user interface which enables
the user to choose the source and target texts and then view the alignment results in tabular
form. They also enable the user to perform certain functions to post-edit the segments and
alignments, such as splitting, merging and deletion.
Multiple approaches offer visualizations of the pre-defined alignments and support for
manual annotation, such as Melamed [141], Ahrenberg et al. [150], Yawat [144], Tufiş [143],
and SWIFT Aligner [145]. Other approaches, such as Cairo [142], align corresponding words
and do not allow the user to post-edit the alignments. Most of these approaches provide word-
based alignment and use a simple bipartite graph to visualize the links between words.
LF-Aligner [151] is a standard tool commonly used to align translations. It supports mul-
tiple languages and parallel translations. A comparison between LF-Aligner and AlignVis is
provided in Section 5.5.3, and a comparison between our design and LF-Aligner, ViTA and
iTeal is given in Section5.5.2.
AlignVis is different from these approaches since it combines a visual design that enables
multiple alignments simultaneously and enables user interference and modification of the re-
sult. It also allows the user to test the result based on various similarity metrics.
Text Re-use and Plagiarism Detection: Several approaches have been developed to detect
commonality between texts. Jankowska et al. [152] use n-grams to generate a relative n-grams
signature to compare multiple texts against a base text. Jänicke et al. [111] introduce multiple
visual designs such as heat-map display to depict text re-use patterns in English Bible trans-
lations, using a 2D dot plot to show text re-use patterns between two texts. Abdul-Rahman
et al. [146] use a 2D similarity metrics plot to facilitate the discovery of text re-use patterns.
The Versioning Machine [153] and JuxtaCommons [154] are digital humanities tools which
visualize corresponding text fragments using color highlights and links.
Similarly, visualization techniques have been used to facilitate detection of plagiarism be-
tween texts [114, 155–159].
Most of the work presented in text re-use and plagiarism present a visual design that does
not incorporate the user’s knowledge in the alignment process and does not enable the user to
test different similarity measurement methods. The purpose of these tools is mainly to indicate
repeated text in a binary fashion.
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References Source of text studied
Max number of
documents viewable simultaneously Visual design ofdistant reading view LanguagesClose Reading Distant Reading
Ribler and Abrams [155] Programming codes - Arbitrary Patterngram English
Monroy et al. [167] Literature (Don Quixote) 1 5 Multiple bar charts Spanish
Schreibman et al. [153] Poetry Arbitrary - - English
Jong et al. [168] Unspecified documents 9 14 Multiple views+pixel-basedvisualization English
Collins et al. [108] U.S. Circuit Court Decisions 1 13 Parallel coordinates+tag cloud Englsih
Büchler et al. [169] Ancient Greek text 3 - - Greek
Welsh and Hooper [170] Newton Alchemical corpus 2 - - English
Geng et al. [58] Literature (Othello) 8 8 Parallel coordinates German
Behrisch et al. [171] News 2 33 Heatmap matrix English
Howell et al. [172] Literature (The Secret Scripture) 2 - - English
Jänicke et al. [111] The Bible translations 2, 7 2 Text Re-use grid,Dot Plot view English
Jänicke et al. [173] The Bible translations - 24 Variant graphs English
Geng et al. [64] Literature (Othello) 10 10 Parallel coordinates,heat maps, scatter plots German
Riehmann et al. [114] PhD theses andWikis documents 2 Not-specified
Slope graph,
glyph-based visualization English
Asokarajanet al [174] Classical Latin texts - 22 Multiple views+pixel-basedvisualization, dot plot English
Cheesman et al. [56] Literature (Othello) 1 2 , 40 Juxtaposed text versions,stylometrics diagram German
Silvia et al. [136] Classical Latin texts - 12 Storyline visualization Latin
Jänicke et al. [175] Medieval texts 2 2 Juxtaposed text versions French
Abdul-Rahman et al. [146] 18th-century literature 2 2 Parallel Coordinates,dot plot French
Table 3.3: Summary of visual design characteristics for related work discussed in the sections:
3.3, 3.3 and 3.3. The “-" sign in the table indicates that an approach does not provide a distant
or a close reading view. “Arbitrary” means the number is open based on the author’s claims
and “Not-specified” means the number of parallel documents is not mentioned in the paper and
is not exemplified. The references are ordered based on publication date.
Version Control Systems: Although software evolution visualization approaches [160,161]
differ from our work, they feature some overlap as they try to compare and visualize the simi-
larity and differences between source code. McNabb and Laramee [162] include eight surveys
in the software visualization category –e.g. [163–166]. The goal of the tools in this section is
to visualize the edit history of source code text.
3.3 Related Work of TransVis
We discuss general comparison as a task and the design that supports it based on Gleicher et al.
[176] in Section 3.3. Then, we group the related literature into four groups. The first category in
Section 3.3 presents the general design that supports comparison of text in general. The second
group in Section 3.3 discusses the designs that support visual comparison between parallel text.
The third group in Section 3.3 presents visualization solutions that enable digital humanities




In Table 3.1, we summarize the visual comparative approaches that facilitate parallel text
comparison tasks. We indicate what type of documents they study, the maximum number of
documents viewed in parallel in both close and distant views, the visual designs used in the
distant views, as well as the language studied. If the meta-data is not provided explicitly, we
extract it from the examples provided.
Visual Comparison as a General Task Comparison is included in most task taxonomies
[177–179]. It facilitates the exploration of the data in order to understand the similarities or
differences between comparison elements [180, 181].
There are many approaches developed to perform comparative tasks. However, users and
systems can often perform comparative tasks even if the systems are not developed in the con-
text of comparison [181]. Gleicher et al. [176] group comparative visualizations into three
representations: juxtaposition which shows objects side-by-side, superposition which overlays
objects in the same visual space, and explicit representation of relationships. We can distin-
guish between the three categories in different ways. The separated object’s design relies on the
memory of the user to conduct a complete comparison and there is no correspondence between
them. Overlay designs use the same visual coordinate system to layout objects and proximity
is needed to represent the connection. Explicit encoding facilitates computational tasks to in-
vestigate relationships. Gleicher et al. believe that interaction techniques such as brushing and
linking can be helpful when applied to facilitate visual comparison. Also, using animation to
show, for example, transitions can be helpful in understanding the connection between objects.
Animation approaches can be useful to aid comparison between related objects, however, they
can be problematic when not implemented carefully [182].
Visual Designs for Visual Comparison of General Text There are approaches designed to
support the analysis of a single document which, however, can be extended to facilitate compar-
ison between multiple documents. Fingerprinting approaches [183, 184] are used to highlight
semantic text properties on different hierarchy levels such as the development of relationships
between characters in literature. The Text Variation Explorer [185] provides linguistically-
assisted visualization to examine a user-selected text window. VarifocalReader [186] presents
an interactive multi-layer visual design based on the hierarchy level of a text, such as chap-
ters, pages, and sentences. It incorporates multiple visual presentations to support the analyst
exploring the document, such as bar charts, pictograms, and word clouds.
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Many visualization systems are designed to analyze collections of documents without ex-
plicit support of inner relationships between documents. For example, Brehmer et al. [187]
present an open-source platform that analyzes user-uploaded documents. It also allows the
user to create custom visual layouts. Also, there are many techniques that visualize results
of queries, such as Sparkler [188] which plot the results on a radar-like view and the search-
engine similarity (SES) tool [189] which visualizes the results of multiple web search engines
using multiple views.
Our work is different from the aforementioned work. We present a specially customized
visualization of explicit parallel texts that are strongly related to each other, i.e. versions or
editions of the same text. In the next section, we examine the related work in the area of
parallel text.
Visual Designs for Comparison of Parallel Texts There are a number of different visual
representations that can facilitate visual comparison between multiple texts. The most com-
mon layout to visualize parallel texts is juxtaposition. For example ItLv [167] combines a
timeline chart with multiple bar charts stacked vertically to represent documents. Another
example is the Versioning Machine tool [153] which enables the user to investigate multi-
ple documents side-by-side and integrates linking functionality to highlight corresponding text
fragments. Similarly, multiple approaches use a side-by-side layout to represent compared ob-
jects, such as Jong et al. [168], Welsh and Hooper [170], Behrisch et al. [171], Wheeles and
Jensen [154], the text view by Geng et al [64], the text reader by Jänicke et al. [111], Howell
et al. [172], Cheesman et al. [56], and Jänicke et al [175]. Asokarajan et al [174] visualize the
variation in a pixel-base matrix where the x-axis represents the offset in the text and the y-axis
represents the variation (witnesses). They also visualize the summary of variation at the pages,
lines, and words level. We extend the discussion of some of these approaches in Section 3.3.
Plagiarism detection is an application of visual text comparison as in White and Joy [156].
Also, Riehmann et al. [114] combine an overview slope graph and glyph-based detailed repre-
sentations to explore given text against multiple sources.
Different approaches overlay parallel texts in the same coordinate system in order to com-
municate comparative objectives. For example, the variant graph in Jänicke et al. [190], Story-
lines in Silvia et al. [136], and Geng et al. [58,64]. The variant graphs and parallel coordinates
visualization represent each object as a line in the visual space. In the variant graphs, the y-axis
illustrates the offset in the text or time.
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There are approaches which extract relationships between parallel documents and ex-
plicitly visualize them to support visual comparison. The Stylometric representation of ver-
sions in Cheesman et al. [56] encodes the similarity between connected texts using the thick-
ness and length of the links. Explicit encoding of relationships can be implemented using a
dot plots representation to detect similarity and dissimilarity patterns, such as in Ribler and
Abrams [155], in Jänicke et al [111], and in Abdul-Rahman et al. [146]. Collins et al. (Par-
allel Tag Clouds) [108] also uses links and word clouds to encode the relationships between
documents.
The system we present uses juxtaposition but with up to 38 close as well as distant reading
of parallel translations. It also features explicit alignment curves. The exploration and inter-
action techniques are customized and implemented to satisfy the user requirements and tasks
stated in Section 6.3.
Examples of Visualizations from Digital Humanities There are many visualization solu-
tions that enable digital humanities’ primary tasks. In this section, we focus on visual ap-
proaches that feature alignments between parallel texts. Jong et al. [168] present an interactive
tool that conveys the structure of parallel texts using color-coded boxes representing words.
The reader can switch between the structural view and the textual view to facilitate close read-
ing.
Büchler et al. [169] introduce a graph visualization to illustrate citation variation among
documents in a corpus. They provide a distant reading view of the citation in the corpus using
an interactive bar chart.
Howell et al. [172] propose a close reading visual design driven by digital humanities
methodologies of the novel The Secret Scripture (2008). They visually compare two different
encodings of the same novel using different color-coded highlights.
Jänicke et al. [111] introduce distinctive contributions to this field. They introduce multiple
visual designs to depict text re-use between collections of text. For distant reading, they design
a visual matrix to discover the type and amount of text re-use between pairs of texts. Addition-
ally, they introduce the text re-use reader which consists of two panels: a dot plot view and a
text reader. The former view depicts the type of text re-use between two texts, e.g. a diago-
nal pattern indicates sections repetition while vertical and horizontal patterns indicate phrase
re-use. The text reader shows two panels aligning two documents, both panels are linked and
respond to one another. They also introduce the text variant graph [113] to detect variations
between versions at the sentence level. The graph uses color-coded links for each version and
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font size to encode the number of occurrences among all versions. They demonstrate a graph
applied to five versions of the Bible.
Jänicke et al. [173] propose an extended distant view of the variant graph to support analy-
sis on higher text abstractions such as sections or chapters. They exemplify their method with
a distant reading of 24 Bible editions.
Jänicke and Wrisley [175] propose a visual analytics environment that supports aligning
two versions, or more, computationally. Also, the tool integrates different interactive methods
that analyze textual alignments, along with an intermediate view between close and distant
reading which they call “Meso reading". The Meso reading view combines the text and the
statistical features together within the same visual field.
The difference between our work and the related work discussed in this section is that our
proposed design connects a distant reading view of all 38 translations with the close reading
view in a novel way by smooth zooming and panning. Interactive zooming and aligning facili-
tate comparison of the related speeches across a number of parallel texts (Section 6.4). Previous
work separates the close and distant reading views in multiple windows. The user is required
to cognitively integrate the two. Also, we encode means to help the user validate alignment or
translation of the segments using similarity metrics. The Eddy and Viv metrics are calculated
interactively and dynamically to reflect the similarity among the current selection of parallel
translations. Among all of the related work, our proposed design deals with a cross-language
dataset and presents a macro (distant) view of the entire collection. Previous work does not
generally, support comparison of over 30 aligned translations and is generally restricted to the
English language or a single language.
In Section 3.3, we introduce the related literature that analyses and provides visual designs
of Shakespeare’s Othello collection.
Previous Work on Shakespeare’s Othello In this section, we discuss previous visualiza-
tions of Shakespeare’s Othello. Geng et al. [58] introduce a focus+context parallel coordinates
layout for comparing eight translations of Shakespeare’s Othello. Their design consists of two
main components. The first is a distant view represented by parallel coordinates to show the
variation between translations and the use of the most frequent words. A collective concor-
dance of the most frequent words is shown in the column on the far left. Each coordinate rep-
resents a word-translation pair, and the thickness of the bar encodes the similarity rank. They
support various interaction techniques to aid exploration and investigation, such as brushing,
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selection, and linking. The second component of the visual design is the close view which
shows the actual text and highlights the selected keywords.
Geng et al. [64] integrate multiple visual designs to illustrate the similarity between subsets
of translations of Shakespeare’s play Othello. They provide visual designs to support distant
reading, such as heat maps to illustrate segment structure, and parallel coordinates to depict
similarity among versions. In the text view, close reading is obtained by showing the text
segments in multiple versions of the play.
Cheesman et al. [56] present a web-based tool that enables the user to create parallel,
segment-aligned multi-version corpora. The main goal of their project is to digitally explore
patterns of variation among multiple translations. They present two overview designs which
provide a distant reading view of the corpus. A small multiples pairwise alignment map of 35
German translations is used. Each translation is aligned with the base English text. Each speech
is represented by a vertical rectangle and the height of the rectangle encodes the length of the
speech. The edges between each translation and the base text represent alignments between
segments. The viewer can identify different attributes of each text and make comparisons,
such as the variation in length between translations and the base text. In the same overview
context, they provide more analytical and statistical aggregations of the corpus data represented
by a stylometric network. The network diagram shows translation clusters which depict the
similarities among versions. The connection edges represent the similarities in particular sets
of frequency counts, and the thickness of the edges reflects the degree of similarity.
Additionally, Cheesman et al. [56] provide a detailed interface which aligns segments of
the base text with translated versions along with similarities metrics (Eddy and Viv) (Explained
in Section 6.2).
The difference between the work presented in this section and our work is that Geng et
al. [58, 64] present only a subset of the collection and is difficult to scale accordingly. On the
other hand, Cheesman et al.’s [56] alignment map aligns only one translation with the base
text and does not encode any similarity features. The Eddy and Viv interface provides only
a close reading and does not allow filtering and selection of translations. Our work supports
the comparison of the whole collection and incorporates the encoding of similarity metrics.
It provides a variety of interaction and exploration techniques that facilitate the analysis and
visualization of the collection. There is some overlap of co-authorship between this current




In summary, the current work is unique in that it includes 38 translations along with the
source text. The current work supports integrated distant and close reading in the same view
and implements them with smooth zooming and panning. Also, it allows the user to explore
different regions of interest and stores them for further analysis. The current design allows the
user to interactively customize the alignment overview, and subsequently update the similarity
metrics based on the user’s preference. Although, the TLC (Term Level Comparison) design
is not novel, including it in the process of exploring the dataset is novel and proves useful. See
Sections: 6.4.1.3 and 6.5.2 for practical use of the TLC view.
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduce the previous work related to our technical contribution chapters.
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This chapter aims to address the second research objective [Ob2]. It presents VNLP, an
interactive, customizable, visual framework that enables users to observe and participate in
the NLP pipeline processes, explicitly manipulate the parameters of each step, and explore the
result visually based on user preferences. The visible NLP (VNLP) design is applied to a text
similarity application to demonstrate the utility and advantages of a visible and transparent
NLP pipeline in supporting users to understand and justify both the process and results. We
also report feedback on our framework from a modern languages expert.
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4.1 Introduction and Motivation
Visual computing approaches have been adapted in order to understand and open up machine
and deep learning methods, and have been used as an educational means to understand black-
box machine learning techniques. For example, TensorFlow Playground [125] is an interactive,
web-based tool that enables users to understand neural networks via visualization. Also, Stro-
belt et al. [191] use visualization techniques to analyze the hidden state dynamics of recurrent
neural networks (RNNs). Recently, Chatzimparmpas et al. [122] present a survey of surveys
on the use of visualization for interpreting machine learning models.
However, there remains a lack of such approaches that demonstrate visualization tech-
niques which enable the user to see the results of Natural Language Processing (NLP) pro-
cesses.
The black-box metaphor is defined by Cambridge dictionary [192] as: “a system or process
that uses information to produce a particular set of results, but that works in a way that is
secret or difficult to understand.” Merriam-Webster dictionary [193] also defines black-box
as: “anything that has mysterious or unknown internal functions or mechanisms.” Guidotti et
al. [194] in their survey describe black-box systems as systems that hide their internal logic to
the user [194]. This usually applies to machine learning and artificial intelligence models as the
user can not interpret their behaviour and predictions. In the context of this chapter, black-box
is used to refer to a system that lacks the explanation of how the results are derived and does not
enable the user to observe intermediate results and fully understand every stage of the process.
For example, a common challenge with standard NLP tools is that they produce results and do
not obviously relate to the original text such as in normalization. Furthermore, many standard
pre-processing steps involve stop words removal and do not enable users to visually moderate
this list.
Additionally, the lack of transparency is considered a challenge when developing interdis-
ciplinary visual analytics tools. Visualization also tends to reduce informational dimensions to
produce a focus that shows certain perspectives or interpretations of the data [69]. As a result,
intended users struggle to trust such results until they understand how they are derived, which
is in most cases very challenging. In this chapter, we address this challenge by making the
NLP process visible, transparent, user-steerable, and understandable. To achieve that, our pro-
posed tool leverages both the machine’s computation power and human intelligence. It enables
users to set explicit parameters to interactively guide the automation. Complete automation
can accelerate the process however that is not the goal of VNLP.
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While previous related research is generally guided by the well-established information vi-
sualization mantra [96]: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”, this chapter
presents an alternative approach that focuses on the details first: in other words, the process
that is used to generate the overview in the first place. Our approach starts with raw text input
into the NLP pipeline before developing visible layers of abstraction step-by-step to help the
user understand the underlying choices made at each stage of the VNLP pipeline. Figure 4.1
illustrates the visible stages and the corresponding visual encodings. Finally, the overall visible
result is explored based on the combined machine + user’s parameter choices and intelligence.
Feldman [195] introduces seven process levels that NLP systems use to understand spoken
language or text: the phonetic, morphological, syntactic, semantic, discourse and pragmatic
levels. In this context, our design is concerned with the presentation of the input data and the
morphological level where the smallest parts of the texts are transformed into their base forms.
Our novel design makes this transformation fully visible.
This chapter contributes the following:
• The introduction of the Visible NLP (VNLP) concept;
• A novel interactive design of a generic VNLP pipeline that enables users to explicitly
observe the NLP pipeline processes and update the parameters at each processing stage;
• A case study application to text similarity quantification to demonstrate the usefulness
and advantages of our approach; and
• Feedback on our framework from a domain expert in modern languages.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 defines the most important
and domain-related terminology. Section 4.3 outlines the design requirements. Section 4.4
introduces the VNLP implementation and design. Section 4.5 is dedicated to the evaluation of
our visible framework. Section 4.6 introduce the future work possibilities of our research.
4.2 Definitions and Terminology
This section defines the most important and domain-related terminology required for develop-
ing a visible NLP pipeline.
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Figure 4.1: Our VNLP pipeline illustrates five main NLP stages: text segmentation, tokeniza-
tion, stop word removal, normalization, and embeddings. We integrate an application to text
similarity quantification to demonstrate the usefulness and advantages of our approach. In the
lower half, we show the corresponding visual encodings of the VNLP pipeline stages.
Segmentation includes methods that break a document down into independent and minimal
textual components which are usually called segments or tokens [196]. A text segment is
defined as a contiguous piece of text that is linked to itself but largely disconnected from the
adjacent text [197].
Tokenization is the process of dividing a segment into individual tokens. A token is an
instance of a sequence of characters that are semantically grouped together [198]. Some liter-
ature, such as Pak and Teh [196], considers tokenization as a sub function of segmentation. To
some extent, we agree they overlap and could be used interchangeably, however in the context
of this chapter, we refer to tokenization and segmentation as two stages, as defined here.
Stopwords also called function words (as opposed to content words) are defined as com-
monly used words that are omitted in the process of generating a concordance [199]. Stop-
words can include very common terms such as definite and indefinite articles, auxiliary verbs,
prepositions and conjunctions, as well as common corpus-related words with no discriminant
value within a given domain or corpus. An example of the latter is the word learning, which
can be a stopword for the domain of education and a content word in the domain of computer
science [200]. Stopwords have grammatical functions and can be defined subjectively or ob-
jectively. There are multiple studies that focus on the significance of stopword removal as a
pre-processing step [201–203].
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Normalization includes techniques that are applied to reduce the dimensionality of feature
space [204]. It involves applying linguistic models to to restore words to their canonical forms
in a standard language [205]. Stemming and lemmatization are examples of normalization.
Stemming is the procedure that standardizes and generally truncates all words with the same
root to a common base form called a stem irrespective of their inflections [206]. For example:
amusing and amusement have the same stem as amus [207].
Lemmatization is similar to stemming in terms of function. Lemmatization functions pro-
duce lemmas which are dictionary-based words which, unlike stems, are not truncated or am-
biguous [208]. For example: amusing and amusement have the same lemma as amuse [207].
Document embeddings , or so-called document representations [209], are the mapping of
documents to numerical vector spaces. There are different approaches used to generate docu-
ment embeddings such as TF-IDF [210] and BM25 [211]. Contextual word embeddings can
also be used to vectorize documents [209, 212].
Feature is an individual measurable property, characteristic, or behavior observed [213]. In
the context of document embeddings, a feature is a unique or unusual term, phrase, or sentence
that can characterize a document.
The similarity measurements we use are as follows:
Cosine Distance [dcosine]: When two documents, T1 and T2, are represented as feature
vectors, cosine distance is the angle between the vectors T1 and T2. The cosine distance is the
dot product T1 ·T2 [214].
Hellinger Distance [dhellinger]: Hellinger distance (or Bhattacharyya distance) is usually
used to compute the similarity between two probability distributions. It can be used for both
discrete and continuous distributions. In our case, since we are using bag-of-words features,
distributions are discrete.
Okapi BM25: BM25 was developed as part of the Okapi information retrieval system
implemented at City University, London to retrieve a bibliographic reference database [211].
BM25 stands for “Best Matching" and is one of the variants of the BM best match function,
considered to be the most commonly used version [215].
Word Mover’s Distance [dwmd]: WMD is based on the results of the contextual word
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embeddings produced by word2vec [212]. Word embeddings are semantically meaningful
representations of words generated using the local co-occurrences in a pre-defined window-
sized neighborhood. The embeddings preserve the semantic relationships between words and
enable arithmetic operators such as vector(‘Berlin’) - vector(‘Germany’) + vector(‘France’)
⇡ vector(‘Paris’) [212]. WMD calculates the distance between segments, dwmd , and assumes
that similar words have similar embeddings. WMD is designed to utilize word embedding
relations and to overcome word transformations and reforms.
4.3 Requirement Analysis
Throughout our collaboration with domain experts in the digital humanities (DH), there was
consistent interest in a transparent design that reveals how the results are derived rather than just
presenting the end results. The experts also expressed appreciation of an informative frame-
work that explains intermediate steps and makes them visible. Visual solutions that exhibit
black-box behavior do not facilitate interpretation and exploration of the derived results. We
discuss this challenge also in Chapter 7. We established and incrementally refined the follow-
ing requirements based on our discussions with the DH expert:
R1 Provide information about each pipeline stage that includes an explanation of the
corresponding stage, what it outputs, and how it affects the intermediate results.
R2 Show explicit results at each stage and enable the user to adjust the parameters to
observe the effect at the individual stage level.
R3 Provide a dynamic layout that customizes the pipeline and scales up and down in line
with user preferences.
R4 Demonstrate the usefulness and advantages of the design through an NLP applica-
tion.
The requirements are coupled to the discussion of our design in the following section.
4.4 Implementation and Design of Visible NLP pipeline
Overview of the Visible NLP Pipeline: Our VNLP pipeline illustrated in Figure 4.1 shows
the NLP sub-processes that play a major role in NLP results, quality, and correctness. Apart
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the VNLP pipeline. (A) A dialogue that accommodates options to
customize the text, update the font size for accessibility, and the color options. (B) The VNLP
pipeline GUI where the user controls the parameters of each stage. (C) The user-chosen focus
text. (E) The context of the user-selected segment. (D) The visible results pipeline with each
result reflecting the parameters chosen in the corresponding GUI component.
from the raw input data and the end results, the user cannot normally observe the behavior,
intermediate results and parameters of the NLP algorithms. The visible NLP pipeline contains
the primary stages: visible text segmentation, visible text tokenization, visible stopword re-
moval, visible text normalization, and visible embeddings generation. In the last phase, visible
similarity measurements may be applied to derive alignments. This phase includes a selec-
tion of popular, state-of-the-art distance and similarity measurements. Cosine, Hellinger, and
Okapi BM25 measurements support the TF and TF-IDF embeddings [216]. Word Mover’s
Distance, on the other hand, is hypothesized to be the best that utilizes the quality of word2vec
embeddings [209].
The implementation of the VNLP pipeline consists of four main components. The first is
a window which accommodates options to customize the focus and target texts (Figure 4.2A)
and enables the user to set their preferred font size to make the layout more accessible (R3). It
also provides an option that shows the similarity results in the other texts in the collection. The
user options include multiple preset color schemes which can be applied to visible embeddings
and a similarity histogram graph [217, 218]. This window appears only on demand as it
incorporates functions related to the VNLP application process (R3).
The second component is the GUI pipeline where the user interaction is applied in order
to modify and steer the underlying visible pipeline stages (Figure 4.2B). The GUI components
are ordered based on the pipeline overview discussed in Section 4.4 and shown in Figure 4.1.
Each GUI component integrates an information icon which, when clicked, presents detailed
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Figure 4.3: An information dialog view that shows a detailed explanation of the corresponding
VNLP pipeline stage.
information about the corresponding stage, as shown in Figure 4.3 (R1). Each GUI component
can be toggled on or off and the corresponding stage in the visible result pipeline is then
updated in the other view below (R4). This is to help the user focus on any stage and display
the space efficiently.
The third component is the current visible results pipeline which renders the results and
responds to the user’s interaction in the GUI pipeline (Figure 4.2D). Each result integrates a
graph that provides a metadata analysis related to the corresponding stage. The user can mag-
nify a given stage for closer analysis (R3). In the following sections, each stage is discussed
in detail as well as the correspondence between the visible results and the GUI components
(R2). The visible results pipeline view includes the current user-chosen segment and context
segments (Figure 4.2E), where the user can navigate to the previous or next segment in the
same window. The current segment is indicated by a red font color. Next to the visible embed-
dings result, the window provides a green button (magnified in Figure 4.2D) which leads to the
embedding map to illustrate the overlap between the focus and target segment (R4). This ap-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Top: the visible tokenization and segmentation GUI components. Bottom: the
visible tokenization and segmentation results. In each result, metadata analysis is provided for
an overview of the results.
plication is discussed further in Section 4.4.4. The final item in this view, called the “similarity
results”, demonstrates the VNLP application and is discussed further in Section 4.4.4 (R4).
The fourth component shows the focus text which is segmented based on the user’s choice
(Figure 4.2C). The segments are illustrated top-down as they appear in the original text in order
to facilitate the reading task. In this view, the tokenization and segmentation separators are il-
lustrated next to the individual segments to show the position of the separators in each segment.
4.4.1 Visible Segmentation and Tokenization
Segmenting the text into tokens or sentences might sound like a trivial task, but various implicit
decisions and different languages can affect the results. Most default segmentation tools do not
necessarily provide similar results and each implementation incorporates implicit decisions of
which the user may not be aware.
For example, the NLTK function (sent_tokenize()) [219] distinguishes between full stops
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and periods that are part of a sentence such as “Mr.”, “U.S.A”, while other default implemen-
tations do not consider such cases. Cases in which a period is followed by a capital letter are
not considered in these default implementations. Other punctuation such as ‘?’, ‘!’ and ‘;’ are
usually ignored in default implementations.
Our design enables the user to explicitly define how to segment and tokenize the text us-
ing specific separators or regular expressions. The user-specified delimiters are shown in the
GUI component as the user enters them, as can be seen in Figure 4.4. It also incorporates a
segmentation threshold to avoid segments that are too short. The visible result is illustrated
in Figure 4.4. Our implementation offers a metadata analysis of the segments and tokens in
the focus text in order to provide an overview of the results. In Figure 4.4a, the vertical bar
indicates the relative position of the user-selected segment and shows the total number of seg-
ments in the focus text. The horizontal bar illustrates the length of the current segment and how
it compares relative to the other segment lengths. In Figure 4.4b, the metadata indicates the
lexical diversity of the selected segment, which measures the number of lexical tokens in the
segment, and shows the number of tokens the segment includes compared to other segments in
the focus text.
Using the visible framework, the user can observe the segments and how they are derived,
as well as identify unwanted behavior that is difficult to discover without a transparent system.
For example, Figure 4.5a shows a case where a segmentation delimiter, a period in this case, is
placed in the middle of a quote. Also, due to different writing standards, the closing quotation
mark is placed after the period in the middle segment, which causes the quotation mark to be
pushed to the following segment. Another example is shown in Figure 4.5b, where the period
in the word “St. Romain” causes the main segment to be divided into two.
In the case of tokenization, the user can transparently observe and examine the derived
tokens. There are many ways in which tokenization implementations can derive undesired
results. For instance, in Figure 4.6 the word “o’clock” is divided into two tokens, “o” and
“clock”, when using the punctuation-based tokenizer. This can affect the results in different
NLP applications. Figure 4.6b shows an example of an interesting tokenization choice where
the compound word “well-to-do” is divided into three tokens which all could be stopwords and
consequently the phrase is removed in the next NLP stage.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Two examples of ambiguous segmentation cases. (a) A period placement in a quote
(annotated by arrows) results in a new segment. (b) The second segment was generated due to
the period in the word “St. Romain”.
4.4.2 Visible Stopwords
Stopword removal is a common practice in text pre-processing and information retrieval
applications. However, other approaches claim that the removal of stopwords may lead to an
increase in false alignments [115, 116]. Research indicates that stopwords can be useful in
some applications such as authorship attribution as stopwords tend to be included by the author
subconsciously [9]. Most approaches facilitate and integrate a fixed set of stopwords and do
not incorporate means for the user to explore and manipulate the stopwords list. By contrast,
our design enables the user to observe the stopwords in the focus text by annotating them, as
shown in Figure 4.8. We also implement interactive means to add or remove stopwords and
observe the effect on the results accordingly. As shown in Figure 4.7a, the user can include
the stopword removal function in the visible NLP process, see the current stopwords list and
add or remove stopwords. The user can also interactively add or remove stopwords from the
visible results of stopwords and normalization stage by right-clicking on the word, as can be
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Two examples of erroneous tokenization cases. (a) A inaccurate tokenization of
the word “o’clock”. (b) The compound word “well-to-do” is divided into three tokens which
are considered stopwords and consequently removed in the following NLP stage.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) in the stopword GUI window, the user can include or remove stopwords. The
GUI provides a list of the stopwords where the user can add or remove them. (b) From the
visible results of both the stopwords and normalization, the user can observe stopwords and
add words from the normalization results to the stopwords list and vice versa.
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Figure 4.8: Two cases of visible stopwords. The left shows a case where the entire segment
is composed of stopwords. The right shows a segment with five sequential stopwords. The
glyphs that accompany each segment illustrate the tokenization delimiters chosen by the user.
seen in Figure 4.7b. In this case, for example, the word “however” is not included in the NLTK
stopword list [219]. Another example is shown in Figure 4.9b. The user observes that multiple
words could be considered stopwords, such as “whose”, and “like” which are not included in
the NLTK stopword list, and so can right-click on these words and add them to the stopword
list, as shown in Figure 4.9a.
When applying our design to Shakespeare’s play Othello [220], some special cases can be
observed. There are cases in which a segment consists only of stopwords, such as the segment
“So kann’s nicht sein”, or is dominated by stopwords such as the segment “Ich will mich nicht
im Irrtum sicher schätzen”, as shown in Figure 4.8. The choice of removing the stopwords
is not necessarily constructive in such cases. In another ambiguous case, in our tool the word
“sei” is not included in our list while other similar words are, such as “sein”, “es” and “ist”.
Therefore, a transparent design that explicitly shows the results and enables user intervention
can be useful.
4.4.3 Visible Normalization
Most of the approaches in our collection do not offer any means for the user to normalize, ver-
ify, or explore the result of normalization. In a previous collaboration, prior to this thesis, with
the modern languages expert (e.g. [64]), they experienced frequent unsatisfactory results from
the normalization implementations provided by GermaLemma [221] and TreeTagger [222].
Although this might be influenced by the nature of our data, we believe the normalization re-
sults need to be shown and verified for the user to understand and trust the analytical results.
Our design enables users to choose raw text, stemmed text, or lemmatized text to be embedded
in the next phase.
Visualizing the results of the normalization process can reveal interesting results for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: An example of stopword exploration. (a) In the visible stopword window, the user
can explore the stopwords included in the selected segment. (b) In the visible normalization
result the user can identify candidate words and add them to the stopword list.
domain experts that they may not expect or desire. For example, stemming can produce unde-
sirably truncated results, such as the words “forty, hundred” stemmed to “forti, hundr”. While
this is the underlying function of stemming, the domain expert may not appreciate such deci-
sions. Another visible example is shown in Figure 4.9b. The user can see the normalized form
on top of each word if it is different from the current form. For example, the word “ugliness” is





The visible embedding section offers multiple options to manipulate and steer the feature ex-
traction phase. As shown in Figure 4.10, the interactive options in the GUI window enable
the user to specify the statistical quantifying approach. The terms frequency (TF) and term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) are used to produce fixed-length vectors of
word weights. Since the TF-IDF implementations have different definitions of TF [223], this
phase enables the user to experiment with three different formulas for deriving the TF values
in the TF-IDF function. This stage also enables the user to project different embedding values
in the visible result as shown in Figure 4.10. The projected values can be changed to help the
user understand the derived embedding results. The user can choose to view the current em-
bedding values, the local term frequency, the global term frequency, or the inverse document
frequency. These choices affect the implementation of the TF-IDF and can produce different
results accordingly. When the user hovers the cursor over each word, these values can be seen
explicitly, as shown in Figure 4.11a, and we also provide a breakdown of the formula if the
user chooses, shown in Figure 4.11b.
Showing these values explicitly communicates to the user some of the differences between
formulations and how they perform. For example, when the user examines the segment in
Figure 4.10a, the words “one” and “cap” are considered the most distinctive words. This does
not align with the domain user’s knowledge as these words are common in the current texts as
indicated in the projected values on top of each word. In Figure 4.10b, the user changes the
embedding generation parameters to use the boolean calculation for TF and observes improved
results that correspond with their assumption.
4.5 Evaluation
We evaluate our design by utilizing its features to demonstrate the application of similarity
quantification to support and analyze aligned translations in the target text. Following the
application, we report feedback from a domain expert in modern languages and translation
studies.
4.5.1 Visible Text Similarity Application
The visible similarity GUI, shown in 4.2B, provides a list of similarity measurements from
which the user can choose. The visible embedding result incorporates a similarity histogram
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: An example of the exploration of user modifications to the visible embedding
generation process. (a) The default embedding generation implementation results in common
words such as, “one” and “cap” to become distinctive words. (b) After the user changes the TF





Figure 4.11: The two views that are shown when the user hovers over a word in the visible
embedding result. (a) A summary of the embeddings values that are derived for this word. (b)
A breakdown of the formula that is used to derive the current embeddings.
and shows the most similar segment text at the bottom of the visible result. The x-axis in
the histogram depicts the similarity value and the y-axis shows the number of results in each
similarity value. The rationale behind this design is to illustrate the notion of the confidence
value presented by Alharbi et al. [1]. For example, Figure 4.12a shows the similarity results
along the x-axis. The distance between the first value and the second value along the x-axis is
short when compared with the distance between the first and second results in the histogram in
Figure 4.12b. The histogram includes a user option to remove the last value column (usually
the zero results) as it appears to skew the histogram distribution, as illustrated in Figure 4.12c.
The user can also observe the similarity results in the other texts in the collection.
The embeddings map is implemented to help the user investigate the shared embeddings
between the chosen focus segment and the segments in the target text. The embeddings map
window, as shown in Figure 4.13, provides the user with multiple options by which to sort
the embeddings, such as by alphabetical order, by focus or targe embeddings values, or by the
focus text word order. It also includes a navigation option to move to the next result based on
the similarity results derived by the selected measurement. The map includes two bar charts
where the x-axis is mapped to the common words of both segments and the y-axis depicts the
embedding results.
Here, we demonstrate the usefulness of the VNLP in investigating the embeddings and
understanding the process undertaken. When the user selects the segment starting with “ ’We
could see him working... ”, the framework correctly shows the aligned segment from the target
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.12: Three similarity histograms that show the similarity results along the x-axis. The
y-axis indicates the number of results for each similarity value. The histogram in (a) indicates
that the distance between the first value and the second value along the x-axis is small while it
is relatively greater in the other histogram (b). The histogram in (c) shows the effect of showing
the similarity values that equate to zero.
text. When the user examines the embeddings map as shown in Figure4.14a, the user clearly
observes that the words “work” and “working”, and the words “look” and “looking” are not
combined. The user can also observe that the word “dictionary” appears twice due to the pe-
riod in one of the occurrences. The similarity measurement, Cosine in this case, assigns a value
of 0.20 to the result. The user chooses the stemming from the visible normalization options
and changes the tokenization delimiters to consider other punctuation. The embeddings map
interactively updates based on the user choices, as shown in Figure4.14b. The user observes
in the updated embeddings map that there is one word (stem) that combines both “work” and
“working”, and “look” and “looking”. As well as this, the map only contains one stem for
the word of “dictionary” (“dictionari”) after handling the punctuation issue. The updated
similarity result value is considerably higher due to the changes (0.51). It shows that the word
“working” is highly distinctive, but not when it is returned to its base form. This helps the user
understand the basic notion of weighted terms and the TF-IDF principles. This visibly demon-
strates to the user that the features quantity decreases from the map in Figure 4.14a which
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Figure 4.13: The embeddings map window that illustrates the embeddings values in both the fo-
cus and target texts. It integrates user options where the user sets the sorting of the embeddings
values and navigates to other target segments. The two bar charts represent the embeddings in
the focus and target text.
facilitates understanding the idea of features and dimensionality reduction. It also shows that
the user can observe the inner features (words) and enhance the embeddings by editing the
VNLP GUI options. Users are informed on the different stages of the VNLP and how they
collectively influence the end result.
4.5.2 Domain Expert Feedback
When we first demonstrated the framework to the expert, he appreciated the idea of making the
NLP pipeline visible, stating: “This is very interesting and has a lot of potential for introduc-
ing NLP to students. I’m pretty sure it’s a unique idea.”. When we presented the segmentation
and tokenization options, he liked the visible options and the glyphs of the separators: “That
is really valuable. It is underestimated, but handling punctuation in text preparation and nor-
malization is very difficult. There are lots of different approaches to use and the decisions you
make have massive impacts on subsequent analyses. This is great! I think I could have a lot of
fun playing with this.”.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Two examples of the embeddings map which demonstrates the effect of the user
interaction in the VNLP GUI. The map in (a) shows the default settings for both the tokeniza-
tion and normalization. The map in (b) shows the reduction of features after applying more
delimiters to the tokenization and stemming.
In the case of the visible stopwords and their correspondence with the visible normaliza-
tion, the expert stated: “I like that. It’s a perfect demonstration of the value of making the
process visible, and giving me visible feedback if I make different choices. We normally present
stopwords as one long list. Showing them in the text segments like this makes more immediate
sense to users. It helps make the concept clear, and the implications of defining stopwords in
different ways. The result is kind of poetic, too. I think a lot of people who are interested in
literature will respond to this very well. It’s like a kind of concrete poetry.” Furthermore, he
suggested interacting with both windows in order to add or remove stopwords to make it easier
for the user to experiment with the effects of altered lists, and so this feature was implemented.
The visible embedding window was challenging for the expert and this feature evolved
most in response to his successive feedback sessions. At the early stages, the framework did
not provide information about the different values used to calculate the embeddings and the
different calculations. At one point, whilst investigating a case, the expert interrupted: “Hang
on! I’m trying to figure out how these values are derived.” Making these values and calcula-
tions clear and transparent answered his questions and increased his trust in the framework. He




The final discussion with the expert focused on evaluating how useful this framework can
be in teaching basic NLP principles. As a closing remark, the expert stated: “I think it could
be a really useful framework precisely in educational contexts, introducing NLP principles
and processes to the kind of students we have in languages and translation or linguistics, who
usually have limited computational skills and are nervous about NLP interfaces which assume
a huge amount of knowledge. This lets them learn a lot by playing around with options which
produce different results.”
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we present VNLP, a framework that enables users to observe and participate in
the NLP pipeline processes, explicitly interact with the parameters of each step, and observe the
effects on the visible VNLP result. The aim of this research is to implement an educational and
transparent process of the NLP pipeline. We support this with an application of text similarity
to demonstrate the usefulness of the VNLP. This work is a result of a close collaboration with
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This chapter aims to address the third research objective [Ob3] by presenting AlignVis [1],
a visual tool which provides a semi-automatic alignment framework to align multiple trans-
lations. It displays the results of text similarity measurements and enables the user to cre-
ate, verify, and edit alignments using a novel visual interface. The design consists of three
main components: the alignment editor canvas, the post-edit area, and the user options panel.
AlignVis exploits both close and distant reading and is designed to help digital humanities and
translation scholars enhance the process of text alignment for multiple translations. The de-
sign of AlignVis is driven by iterative discussions with the domain expert which resulted in
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five benefits: presenting an overview of the aligned translations, support for multiple align-
ments, enhancement and acceleration of the alignment process, alignment refinement, and test-
ing different similarity measurements. We evaluate AlignVis with domain expert feedback and
compare it with a standard alignment tool as well as computational and visual alignment tools.
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
When working with parallel versions or translations, the task of segment alignment – one-to-
one, one-to-many, or one-to-nil alignments, in each direction – is a complex operation tradi-
tionally performed manually by scholars. When there is considerable uncertainty, orthography
reform, or translation instability, manual alignment becomes challenging, tedious, and error-
prone. Some view it as a menial task which should be outsourced if possible but for many
scholars, the process of performing alignment is an opportunity to gain new knowledge and
understanding of how texts relate to one another. In this case, a tool is needed which supports
the process and allows the user to intervene.
Therefore, digital humanities and translation scholars spend considerable time using stan-
dard text alignment tools such as LF-Aligner [151] to create parallel corpus of translations –text
paired with its translation into a second language [224]. Most of these tools require and heav-
ily rely on domain experts to manually segment and validate translated texts one-by-one. We
hypothesize that recent advancements in text mining and computational linguistics can address
these challenges.
This chapter presents AlignVis, a tool that facilitates the advancement of text alignment
techniques and provides interactive visual methods for the domain expert to edit and validate
text alignments. AlignVis combines interactive visualization and domain knowledge interven-
tion techniques to support exploration, validation, and refinement of machine recommended
alignments. It enables the user to compare and test multiple text representations and similarity
measurements to accelerate the alignment process.
Contributions: This chapter contributes the following:
• A novel visual alignment tool to help translation scholars align multiple texts simulta-
neously.
• An interactive visual interface to help enhance and accelerate the alignment process
and enable modification of the alignments.
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• Domain expert feedback, a comparison with a standard alignment tool, and a comparison
with visual and computational alignment tools.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 outlines the design re-
quirements. Section 5.3 explains the parallel translation data and the relevant terminologies.
Section 5.4 introduces the design of AlignVis. Section 5.5 is dedicated to evaluation of Align-
Vis.
5.2 Requirement Analysis
Various tasks were identified during the course of our discussions with the domain expert.
Humanities scholars, when studying divergent translations of literature, are interested in
combining both distant and close reading. Domain experts also appreciate machine assistance
to support and speed up the processes of comparative interpretation. The domain expert we
collaborate with has previously tested different similarity measurement and would appreciate
the ability to explore and observe the different results each measurement produces.
The requirements were derived and incrementally refined based on multiple meetings with the
domain expert, as explained in Section 5.5. We couple the requirements to the discussion of
our design.
RO. Provide an overview of the aligned translations: The domain expert is interested in
an overview of the aligned translations to analyse and explore the variation among them, and
would like to explore the overall relations between translations.
RN. Support for multiple alignments: The domain expert is interested in a design that
facilitates and integrates alignments for multiple translations.
RA. Enhance and accelerate the alignment process: Given that the current practice of
alignment is time-consuming, error-prone, and performed one-by-one, translation scholars are
interested in a tool that enables them to enhance and accelerate the process of alignment.
RE. Allow the user to refine and update the alignments: The result of the automatic
alignment is not always accurate due usually to instability and variation in translations.
Therefore, the domain expert would like to be involved in the process of alignment and update
the semi-automatic alignment process manually. This requirement is closely linked with
requirement RA, but RE focuses on incorporating expert user knowledge which results in
enhancing and accelerating the alignment process.
RS. Enable the user to apply and test different similarity measurements: The domain
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expert would appreciate exploring different similarity measurements and examine the results
that each measurement produces. They may observe if the results agree with the domain
expert’s own understanding.
5.3 Definitions and Terminology
A description of the parallel translation dataset is provided in Chapter 1. The following de-
scribes domain-related terminology that corresponds to this chapter:
• Segment [s]: text that contains one or more words based on the user’s tokenization prefer-
ences (usually a sentence).
• Alignment [a(si,s j)]: consists of two segments, (si,s j) which are related to each other. The
machine-recommended alignment is the result of the pre-processing phase. We use the notion
a(T1,T2) to refer to an alignment between two translations T1 and T2. The notation a(si,s j)
refers to an alignment between two individual segments si and s j.
• English Text [TE]: also called the source text. In our case, the source language is English,
so we refer to to the source text as the English text (TE).
• Focus Translation and Base Translation [TF ,TB]: can also be called the target texts. We
feature two important target texts. The first is called the Base Translation (TB) which the user
chooses to represent the English text (TE). The second is called the Focus Translation (TF )
which can be aligned with the TB.
• Sequential Alignments: Sequential alignment is a common practice in the domain expert’s
practice. The alignment process is carried out by creating an alignment a(si,s j), where si 2 T1
and s j 2 T2. A standard process then creates the alignments a(si+1,s j+1), a(si+2,s j+2), etc.
In the case of a mismatch, the domain expert corrects it and starts the process over from the
corrected mismatch.
• Distance Value [d(si,s j)]: indicates the distance, d, between si 2 TB and s j 2 TF . The dis-
tance may vary based on the similarity measurements used.
• Alignment Confidence Value[c]: is a gradient operator which measures the difference in
distance values, c = |d1  d2|, where d1 = d(si,s j), and d2 = d(si,s j+1), and s j, s j+1 are suc-
cessive in the same translation. It is based on a heuristic used by the domain expert. If the
distance between successive aligned segment pairs is high, this indicates a high certainty that
the current segment alignment, a(si,s j), is correct.
In the following, we provide brief definitions for close and distant reading:
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• Close reading defines the process of carefully reading word-for-word and interpreting a pas-
sage to develop a deep understanding of the ideas contained in the text [225].
• distant reading provides an overview of the text by moving from an in-depth exploration of
the individual components of the text to presenting the global features of the text(s) [24].
5.3.1 Alignment Preprocessing
In order to derive similarity measurements and recommend matches between corresponding
translation segments, we employ a three-step preprocessing pipeline to convert text to numer-
ical vector spaces. We first normalize the text, remove stopwords and sparse terms (optional),
and tokenize the text (1). We then (2) generate various embeddings that are used to compute
similarity measurements. Embeddings include term TF-IDFs (Term Frequency–Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency), term IDFs (Inverse Document Frequency) [210, 223], and contextual word
embeddings (word2vec) [212]. After generating the embeddings, (3) we implement the simi-
larity measurements to derive the matches between segments. For this, we use a selection of
popular state-of-the-art distance and similarity measurements. The first three are most often
used with TF-IDF and IDF embeddings [216], while the last one, hypothesized to be the best,
utilizes the quality of word2vec embeddings [209]. We have defined the similarity measure-
ment in 4.
5.4 Design of AlignVis
In this section we introduce the design of AlignVis and couple our choices with the require-
ments in Section 5.2. Our tool utilizes automatic alignments exploiting a preprocessing phase,
discussed in Section 5.3.1. The design is composed of three main constituents, shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. An editor canvas (1) that enables the user to view and refine the machine-recommended
alignments (RA, RE), (2) a post-edit area that provides an overview of the aligned translations
(RO), and (3) a user options panel that enables the user to interact with the editor canvas and
post-edit area (RE). A more detailed discussion of the design of AlignVis follows.
5.4.1 AlignVis Overview
This section provides an overview of our tool’s design components and how they address the
requirements outlined previously.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of AlignVis. The alignment editor canvas (1) illustrates the original
English text (TE), the base German translation (TB), and the focus German translation (TF ).
This view shows the machine-recommended alignments between the German translations and
enables manual refinement. The column indicated by a green diamond glyph shows the sec-
ondary measurement feature. The post-edit area (2) shows the processed translations; the user
can explore the content and move items back to the editor canvas. The user options panel (3)
provides filtering and interaction options and includes the translation thumbnail overview (4).
The latter view shows the translations in chronological order of publication and enables the
user to add translations to the editor canvas. The user options panel provides options that en-
able the user to interact with the design and change properties such as similarity measurements,
filters, and color schemes.
Visual encodings in the alignment editor canvas: This view informs the current align-
ment process. The columns of rectangles, as shown in Figure 5.1 1 , depict the English text
(TE), the base translation (TB) and the focus translation (TF ) from left-to-right respectively.
The rectangles represent the text’s segments top-down as they appear in the text. The length
of each rectangle encodes the length of the text and the edges illustrate an alignment between
two segments. The edges and rectangles are colored to show the confidence of the alignment
and can be filtered based on the confidence value. In this view, the user is able to examine the
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machine-recommended alignments and refine them as necessary (RA, RE).
Design Justification of the alignment editor canvas: AlignVis uses distant reading
and juxtaposition with explicit encodings of the translations to facilitate comparison between
aligned sections [176] (RA). The process of alignment editing is a process involving close
reading and it is more natural to the reader to read top-down. Juxtaposition and top-town order
are consistent with previous tools. All interactions with the segments in this view are consistent
and start with a right-click so as to accelerate the editing process and remain intuitive.
Visual encodings in the post-edit area: The second view is the post-edit area (Figure
5.1 2 ). This view stores the processed translations (RO, RN). The most current translation is
always placed on the left while the remaining translations are shifted to the right. Similar to the
alignment editor canvas, the translations are illustrated using rectangles to depict the segments
which, to use the space efficiently, are rendered 40% smaller than those in the alignment editor
canvas with respect to both width and height. This view is linked with the alignment editor
canvas: when the user highlights (using on-mouse-over) a segment, the aligned segments in
the TF and the aligned translations are also highlighted and a tooltip with the underlying text is
displayed (RO, RN).
Design justification of the post-edit area: AlignVis presents the processed translations
and links them with the alignment editor canvas to help and guide the user through the align-
ment process. This is a key novel feature that enables the user to align multiple translations
(RN). They are ordered from left to right, with the most recent on the left, making it easier
for the user to keep track of the processed translations. The post-edit view presents a distant
reading of the processed translations which can guide the domain expert to similar translations
while aligning the TF .
The third component is the user options panel (Figure 5.1 3 ). This provides a thumbnail
view of all translations (Figure 5.1 4 ) (RO). The user options panel incorporates interaction
and exploration means to customize and update the editor canvas and post-edit area.
Design justification of the translation thumbnail view: This view presents the trans-
lations in chronological order to facilitate the search of a translation (RO). The translation
thumbnails are colored based on the average confidence value of each alignment. The con-
fidence value indicates the certainty of the similarity measurement (RS), explained further in
Section 5.4.2. This color choice directs the user’s attention to the level of alignment certainty
for each translation (RA).
In the options panel, various filtering and interaction options (Figure 5.1 5 ) are provided
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: (a) On the left, the alignments without applying the confidence value threshold.
On the right, the effect of applying a threshold (k = 0.75). Some of the diagonal edges are
removed. (b) A screenshot of the deletion action when the user selects multiple alignment
edges.
that facilitate alignment and exploration (RA). The options are organized and grouped based
on their objectives. For example, all options related to changing and updating the similarity
metrics are placed in one group called “similarity metrics”, all options which filter the data or
design items are in the “Filters” tab. From the options panel, the user can export the alignments
into XML format that comply with the VVV’s project format. The options panel also provides
the user with multiple preset color schemes [218]. Th options presented in this panel were
guided by our discussion and feedback with the domain expert.
5.4.2 Semi-automatic Alignment Exploration and Verification
Exploration and verification of the alignments contribute to (RA) and (RE) and are particularly
important since the user of AlignVis does not necessarily have experience with what AlignVis
offers and the text similarity measurements.
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AlignVis color maps the edges between the TB and TF based on confidence values. The user
can verify the performance of the similarity measurement via the overall view in the alignment
editor canvas. AlignVis incorporates a feature that allows the user to set a confidence value
threshold, k . If the alignment confidence value is below k , AlignVis chooses the index shortest
distance to the TB segment from the best three segment candidates produced by the similarity
measurement algorithm. The index distance is the difference between the index of the TB’s
segment and the index of the TF ’s segment. Figure 5.2a illustrates the effect of applying the
confidence value threshold k . In the alignments on the left, we see there are some diagonal
edges which are probably not correct, while the alignments on the right illustrate that these
edges are reduced when applying a threshold of k = 0.75.
Exploration and Verification in the Alignment Editor Canvas The alignment editor can-
vas also implements an action that facilitates the reading of the TF as well as verifying the TB
alignments (RA). This is performed by selecting any segment, s of the TF or TB and then using
the keyboard arrows to navigate to the next or previous segment. The segments and edges are
highlighted while the user close-reads the translation, as shown in Figure 5.1.
The user can choose to add secondary similarity measurements to compare with the current
measurement (Figure 5.1 ). This feature helps the user discover the best similarity measure-
ment alignment if the first measurement fails (RS). This feature was added after exploring the
variance between the similarity measurements. A secondary measurement could recommend
and improve the alignment and accelerate the alignment process (RA, RS).
Exploration and Verification in the Post-edit Area The post-edit area can be used to verify
the correctness of the machine-recommended alignment (RN). When the user selects a segment
in the TF or TB, the post-edit area highlights the processed alignments and displays the original
text if the user chooses. An edge is rendered between segments s1 ! s2 to show a(s1,s2) and
help capture a sense of the segment placements in the processed translations. For example, if
the segment is aligned with two segments and the post-edit context view does not show this
split alignment, this may indicate an incorrect alignment.
Sequential Alignments There are cases where the alignment between two translations is
difficult even for domain scholars. Some translations are not stable and may be unfaithful
with respect to the original TE . They do not expect the machine-recommended alignments to
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Figure 5.3: A screenshot of the top three candidate segments for a user-chosen TB segment
(RE). The candidate segment edges are rendered in green and the saturation of the color rep-
resents the rank of the candidate segments. The order of the segments is based on the ranking
of each segment.
detect many correct alignments. Therefore, we support the domain expert to perform sequential
alignments for such cases. See Section 5.3 for detailed explanation of sequential alignment.
In AlignVis, we implement this for aligning both the TE with the TB and TB with the TF .
This follows the same convention: the user right-clicks on a TB segment and from the menu
selects “Create Sequential Alignments”. AlignVis follows the process described previously
and applies a domain constraint to match the segment types when aligning. The constraint
enables AlignVis to only align a speech segment with a speech segment and a stage direction
segment with a stage direction segment.
5.4.3 Domain Expert Refinement
AlignVis enables the domain expert to refine and update the machine-recommended alignments
(RN) and offers a selection of editing tasks.
Alignment addition: AlignVis enables the user to add a new alignment edge. The user
can select a TB segment, then right-click and choose “Begin manual alignment”. The alignment
editor canvas then changes to edit mode. When the user chooses any segment in the TF , a
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Figure 5.4: The alignment update mode: when the user chooses to update an existing alignment
(RE). The original alignment is represented using a dashed gray edge, and a dynamic blue
guide edge is rendered to indicate the new alignment.
dynamic edge is rendered and both segments are highlighted to facilitate the alignment process.
The user can confirm the alignment by right-clicking and then selecting “Confirm alignment”.
The user can exit edit mode by choosing “Clear alignment” or hitting the “ESC” key.
To accelerate the alignment process, the user can view the top three candidate segments
based on the current similarity measurement by right-clicking on the base segment and choos-
ing “Show candidates for alignment”. Then, as shown in Figure 5.3, a separate window is
presented to close-read the best three candidates for the segment, ranked by distance. The sat-
uration of the alignment edges represents the rank of each individual segment distance. After
the user examines the original, the segment can be re-aligned with the best match. The best
three candidates for the segment are the first three focus segments with the shortest distance to
the base segment.
Alignment update: The user can update an existing alignment and change both the TF
or TB segment correspondence. A dynamic blue guide edge is rendered to indicate the new
alignment. In order to help the user update the connections and not lose track of the original
segment, the original segment is highlighted using a dashed gray edge as shown in Figure 5.4.
Alignment deletion: AlignVis incorporates the action of alignment deletion. Consistent
with the previous actions, the user may right-click on an edge and choose “Delete an alignment
edge”. AlignVis also enables the deletion of multiple connections: the user can select multiple
alignments and then “Delete alignment edges” to delete the selected alignments, as shown in
Figure 5.2b. All editing actions are stored and can be undone by the user.
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5.4.4 Selection and Filtering
AlignVis incorporates a number of interaction features to customize the alignment editor can-
vas and the post-edit area (RA).
Selection in the Alignment Editor Canvas AlignVis enables the user to interact with the
visual design in various ways. When the user chooses a segment, all of the aligned segments in
the post-edit area are highlighted and linked with edges while the other segments are rendered
as context, shown in Figure 5.1. Customized tooltips have been designed to provide close
reading of the segments, which the user can slide anywhere in the editor and pin in a specified
location (analogous to a Post-it note) for further exploration, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Selection in the Translation Thumbnail View The translation thumbnail view in the user
options panel (Figure 5.1 4 ) enables the user to add TFs to the alignment editor canvas (RN).
The user can select a translation by right-clicking and choosing “Add focus translation” or
double-clicking on the translation thumbnail. This results in interactively sliding the current
TF to the post-edit area and replacing it with the new user-chosen TF . The TF can be removed
from both the alignment editor canvas and the post-edit area. The user is able to change the TB
translation by selecting the translation thumbnail and clicking on “+ Base Translation” to add
the TB translation to the alignment editor canvas. When the user selects a new TB, the current
TB is replaced.
Filtering of Translation Segments The user can apply filtering options to reduce the visual
complexity (RA) caused by many segments. AlignVis offers two filters, the first of which
excludes stage directions. A stage direction is a sentence which instructs the director and
actors in a play. Researchers are not always interested in studying stage directions, so removing
them can reduce clutter from the scene. Stage directions are clearly distinguished from normal
speech, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 1 . They are illustrated by ellipses and colored borders.
The second filter renders the alignment edges based on the confidence value. This option
offers a range slider to enable the user to set the confidence value threshold k . The filters option
provides the user with dynamic feedback on the number of preserved and filtered segments.
When applying this filter, the alignment editor canvas highlights the segments and edges
withing the filter’s range. Edges and segments which are not within the range are not rendered




AlignVis has been designed in close collaboration with a domain expert to design a solution that
addresses the requirements outlined in Section 5.2. The following sections describe the domain
expert feedback and provide a comparison with a standard alignment tool and computational
and visual alignment tools.
5.5.1 Domain Expert Feedback
This section reports some of the domain expert feedback on the features of AlignVis.
Alignment Exploration and Verification Feedback The domain expert found the features
AlignVis provides to enable the expert to explore and read helpful, stating that, “The process
of establishing and checking alignment is a process of reading the text, and AlignVis could help
with that a good deal.” Further, the domain expert stated that “The alignment editor canvas
provides a quick way to read and check the alignments.” Exploration and reading is facilitated
using the alignment editor canvas and the post-edit area which integrates close and distant
reading in the same view. While experimenting with the two designs, the domain expert stated
“I like the way that looks right away.”
The domain expert uses the edge color as an indicator to validate the alignment. In this way
the user can explore and validate the alignment by the overall view of the alignment results
(RO). The domain expert agreed that coloring the edges to indicate the similarity measurement
certainty is a good idea, and that the overall view illustrates how much a manual alignment is
needed for a specific TF .
The domain expert emphasized that presenting the top suggested segments saves time (RA)
as he needs to read the translation to find the other candidates. In addition, automatically
adjusting the alignments to choose the shortest edges using the confidence value threshold is
helpful and saves time exploring the alignments (RA). “This feature sensibly prioritises the top
few best candidates rather than presenting all possible candidates, speeding up my decision-
making,” stated the domain expert.
The secondary measurement is an effective way to see multiple measurements in the same
view (RN). For example, the domain expert investigated the alignment between the segment
“Saal im herzoglichen Palast” in the TB Baudissin (2000) and the segment “Ein Beratungszim-
mer” in the TF Baudissin (1962). dcosine failed at detecting this alignment, but the dwmd detected
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the correct one because it utilizes semantic word embeddings. Both of the words “Saal” and
“Zimmer” have similar meaning that indicates a room.
The Post-edit Area Feedback One of the most important advantages of the post-edit is that
it presents distant reading of the processed translations. The domain expert considered distant
reading in both the alignment editor canvas and the post-edit to be beneficial as it helps in the
comparison task between translations at a global level (RN). Highlighting the corresponding
alignment across the post-edit area is also useful as the user explores and validates the align-
ments. “Doing the alignment process is not just preparation, however, as you do the alignment
you discover things about the texts that you want to investigate more. This view facilitates this
as I am interested in the other texts and I want to be able to retrieve them,” the domain expert
stated (RA).
Domain Expert Refinement Feedback The domain expert found it simple to refine the
machine-recommended alignments. He appreciated the ability to perform a one-to-many and
many-to-one alignment for the first time, and that all of the alignments actions are in one place
when a segment is right-clicked. He stated: “From a design point of view it is very good
compared to other alignment tools that I have had to deal with, this is quick, painless and easy
to do” (RA).
The domain expert expressed approval of the update function when AlignVis particularly
encodes the original alignment while choosing another alignment (Figure 5.4). The dashed
gray edge that represents the original alignment has the advantage that the user can see what is
to be changed.
Selection and Filtering Feedback The stage direction filter can be used to reduce design
complexity. This accelerates work as it saves time reading the speeches without the stage
directions interrupting the reading and alignment refinement process (RA). In addition, the
two-range confidence value filter is beneficial as it reduces the edges between the TB and TF ,
especially when the TF is not stable.
The domain expert stated that “The option to filter alignments by level of confidence is
useful in cases where the user has found that the low-confidence suggestions are of no use
(they are all false), so the user can save time and attention by excluding/deleting them. On
the other hand, there can be cases where low-confidence suggestions are worth examining
specifically, e.g. where the overall confidence level is low.” (RE).
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Tasks supported LF-Aligner [151] ViTA [146] iTeal [116] AlignVis
Close reading ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Distant reading ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Multiple alignment (n>2) ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Post-edit interaction ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Incorporating similarity
measurement ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Testing different
similarity measurement ⇥
Table 5.1: A comparison between AlignVis and the related work.
The domain expert thought that the selection of translations is intuitive as the translation
thumbnail view presents them in chronological order of publication and is consistent with the
other views, using right-click to add and remove a translation (RA).
Moveable and Pinable Tooltips The domain expert admired the design of the tooltip as it
helps him pin the tooltip and move it around, which facilitates the comparison tasks with other
segments. The domain expert uses this a lot as he reads and explores the translations (RA,
RN). “‘Excerpting’ is a fundamental technique in humanities research – meaning, we read
something, and select a quote/excerpt from it, or paraphrase the selection/excerpt in our own
words, and we make a note including the excerpt and a reference. You can call this ‘manual
text mining’. In exploring and comparing translations, it’s very helpful to be able to do this
inside the application,”, the domain expert stated.
5.5.2 Comparison With the Computational and Visual Alignment Tools
Table 5.1 provides a comparison summary of the tasks and related work, incorporating only
related work that visually or computationally generates alignments. Our comparison is based
on six supported tasks derived from the requirement analysis discussed in Section 5.2. The first
two tasks are (T1) close and (T2) distant reading. Close reading involves the process of careful
word-for-word reading and interpreting a passage to develop a deep understanding of the ideas
contained in the text [225]. Humanities scholars appreciate access to the raw text [226] and so
this increases trust in the implemented approach [24]. Distant reading, conversely, illustrates
the global features of the texts using computationally and analytically abstracted visualiza-
tion [24].
Most of the tools in Table 5.1 implement close reading solutions. However, LF-Aligner does
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not provide distant reading of the aligned texts.
Humanities scholars spend a great deal of time aligning multiple versions or translations as
most tools present only one-to-one alignment solution. Table 5.1 shows that most of the com-
pared related work incorporates (T3) alignment of multiple texts, but ViTA is limited to only
two texts.
Post-editing of the results is a feature valued by Humanities scholars. The scholars’ knowl-
edge intervention is always an important add-on when preparing and aligning texts. Most of
the compared related work provides interaction to support (T4) post-editing of the results, with
the exception of ViTA which does not support human post-editing.
LF-Aligner uses different measures to sequentially align texts and does not (T5) incorporate
similarity measurements. The other related work computationally aligns multiple texts using
similarity measurement algorithms. AlignVis enables the user to (T6) test multiple results
from varying similarity measurements and visualize them to support exploration and analysis.
The other related work does not integrate the ability to use different similarity measurements
beyond the implemented algorithm.
5.5.3 Comparison With a Standard Alignment Tool
LF-Aligner We offer a comparison with LF-Aligner because this is what the domain expert
uses in our case. The domain expert has tried other tools and found LF-Aligner the most useful
for the purpose of aligning related texts. However, the limitations of LF-Aligner and other
tools that Humanities scholars commonly use inspired this project.
In LF-Aligner, the user uploads a corpus and the software performs an initial automatic
sentence segmentation and alignment using an algorithm which primarily inspects sentence
lengths in sequence. The success of this process is varied, particularly when dealing with
our German Shakespeare corpus. In this case, LF-Aligner’s results are very unreliable due to
structural differences and considerable variation between sentence length sequences in differ-
ent versions.
LF-Aligner’s manual alignment correction interface is a tabular display which fills the
screen: parallel full texts are displayed as columns and segments are displayed as rows. The
software’s initial segmentation and alignment can be modified manually by the user using a
small set of keyboard controls to split or merge, insert or delete cells.
The simplicity of LF-Alinger’s interface is a benefit to most Humanities scholars as nothing
distracts from the view of the texts, which is the scholar’s main focus of interest. LF-Aligner is
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therefore suited to close reading. The user combines the segmentation and alignment process
with detailed inspection of the texts. The alignment correction process is slow, but offers the
scholar new information and subsequently knowledge which contributes to the interpretation
of the texts.
One disadvantage of LF-Aligner is that it cannot cope with transposition: cases where a
segment sequence {s1,s2} 2 T1 aligns with a sequence {s2,s1} 2 T2. The user must manually
reorder the sequence in one of the texts, but this creates an inaccurate representation of the
original text – a loss of significant information.
The primary disadvantage of the LF-Aligner interface is that it offers no distant reading,
although the segmented and aligned manually edited corpus can easily be exported into other
systems which do offer distant reading. However, the segmentation and alignment process
would be more efficient if the user could shift back and forth between close, full text view
and a distant overview of text structures and alignment patterns. In the LF-Aligner interface,
depending on screen settings, the user sees only the equivalent of one to two printed pages
on the screen so it is impossible to obtain an answer to questions requiring an overview, such
as: Which passages exhibit a continuous one-to-one alignment? Which passages have no
alignment or multiple alignments? Which passages align differently in different versions? This
sets limitations on the amount of information the user can gain from the alignment process.
AlignVis implements the feature of distant viewing in both the alignment editor canvas and
the post-edit area. LF-Aligner, on the other hand, does not support support distant view of the
texts. The default view of a text is a distant view, representing a sequence of segments as a
narrow column of blocks. Visual features of the blocks represent segment types (e.g. speech
text or stage direction) and computed features of the segment (length, etc) and its alignment(s).
This system of representation enables the equivalent of multiple printed pages to be repre-
sented on a single screen, affording a rapid overview of corpus characteristics of interest to the
researcher: lengths, segmentation structures, patterns of alignment, and passages of interest for
editing purposes.
The focus of interest here is not the automation but the display and manual correction
options. The automated results are far better than the results obtained by LF-Aligner, leading
to significant time saving in manual correction.
LF-Aligner’s auto-alignment implements the hypothesis that a sequence {s1,s2,s3,s4} 2
T1 will normally align with {s1,s2,s3,s4} 2 T2. This factor could have more influence on
AlignVis’s metrics. The steep diagonals alignments are certainly false alignments, but the
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ability to accommodate transposed alignments is an advantage.
A crucial issue for the Humanities user is not so much the performance of automated align-
ment but rather the ease of inspecting and correcting alignments. Here AlignVis holds several
major advantages over LF-Aligner. These include distant viewing of the full corpus in the op-
tions panel thumbnails, with color coding indicating confidence levels, guiding the setting of
editing priorities; distant viewing of texts, segments, and alignments for base text and focus
text; distant viewing of aligned texts in the post-edit area, with easy switching of the TF ; visual
representation of confidence values for alignments to guide editing priorities; ease of obtaining
a close view of segment text for exact reading; and ease of manual correction.
The user can rapidly scroll through TB and TF simultaneously, speed-reading successive
segments while visually checking the defined alignments. This resembles the user experience
in LF-Aligner, except that by default, only one pair of aligned segments is in view, alignments
are represented by an edge rather than as contents of a row; and the edge can be selected for
rapid editing. The visual encoding of confidence values enables the user to scroll very rapidly
where confidence is high, whereas in LF-Aligner each aligned pair must be visually checked.
Keyboard shortcuts could be implemented for frequently used commands. The AlignVis
user focuses on one segment pair at a time: compared with LF-Aligner, this speeds up the pro-
cess in ‘cruise mode’ where many successive alignments are one-to-one. It is simple to ‘skip’
down or back up columns. Where alignment problems occur, the option to ‘pin’ segments of
interest is helpful for close reading, which often requires close comparison of segments across
different passages of a text. This helps ensure that the alignment task is a knowledge-gaining
process for the scholar.
Overall, AlignVis is a promising design, combining text mining and language processing
affordances with a practical solution to supporting the labor-intensive task of exact segment
alignment. AlignVis makes this task much more efficient than existing tools while simultane-
ously supporting the potential for alignment checking and correction to be an integral part of
the scholarly process of understanding and interpreting texts.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented AlignVis, a tool that combines interactive visualization with do-
main knowledge intervention to facilitate the alignment of parallel translations. AlignVis was
designed in close collaboration with a domain expert to implement five requirements (Section
5.2). AlignVis was evaluated through domain expert feedback and comparison with a standard,
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widely-used alignment tool as well as computational and visual alignment tools. Future work
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This chapter aims to address the fourth research objective [Ob4]. In this chapter, we intro-
duce TransVis [2], a novel integrated visual application to support distant and close reading of
a collection of Othello translations. We present a new interactive application that provides an
alignment overview of all the translations and their correspondences in parallel with smooth
zooming and panning capability to integrate distant and close reading within the same view.
We provide a range of filtering and selection options to customize the alignment overview as
well as focus on specific subsets. Selection and filtering are responsive to expert user pref-
erences and update the analytical text metrics interactively. Also, we introduce a customized
view for close reading which preserves the history of selections and the alignment overview
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state and enables backtracing and re-examining them. Finally, we present a new Term-Level
Comparisons view (TLC) to compare and convey relative term weighting in the context of an
alignment. Our visual design is guided by, used and evaluated by a domain expert specialist in
German translations of Shakespeare.
6.1 Introduction and Motivation
Text visualization is a popular subfield of information visualization due to the rapid increase
in digital text data over the last two decades [3, 22]. In this project, researchers with an expert
background in the Arts and Humanities prepared 38 translations of Shakespeare’s play The
Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice (1604). The translations were originally written over a
span of 244 years from the Christoph Martin Wieland translation [227] in 1766 to the Christian
Leonard translation [228] in 2010. Our data set contains the 38 translations as well as the
English base text of a sample of the full play –Act 1 Scene 3.
Based on the notion of close and distant reading of texts [225, 229], we attempt to create a
novel interactive visual design that combines distant and close views of the parallel translations
of Shakespeare’s Othello. Guided by the visual information seeking mantra [96], inspiration
from previous work on this topic, and close collaboration with the domain expert we derive
six requirements and five tasks that our application must support (discussed in Section 6.3).
The proposed visual design is guided closely and reviewed by a domain expert from Arts and
Humanities.
Contributions: In this chapter, we contribute the following:
• We support integrated distant and close reading in the same view and implement them with
smooth zooming and panning.
• A novel visual design that supports comparison of an arbitrary number of parallel transla-
tions.
• Customized mechanisms for rapid and interactive filtering and selection of a large number
of German translations of Shakespeare.
• Interactive and dynamic analysis of similarity metrics to support comparisons and analysis
of customized parallel translations.
• Examples, detailed observations, a case study, and domain expert feedback from a specialist
in German translations of Shakespeare.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces and defines the most
important terms used in this chapter and introduces the parallel data as well as the similarity
metrics. Section 3 discusses previous work related to our approach and the challenge domain.
Section 4 outlines the design requirements and tasks that our approach supports. Section 5 in-
troduces our proposed application components. Section 6 provides the domain expert feedback
and case studies. We finish with conclusions and future work directions.
6.2 Definitions and Background
This section provides background information on terminology, the text data, and translation
meta-data.
• Definitions: In this section, we explain the notions of close and distant reading. Close read-
ing generally defines the process of carefully reading word-for-word and interpreting a passage
to develop a deep understanding of the ideas contained in the text [225]. Close reading signi-
fies the critical analysis of small and specific components of the text over the general theme.
Close reading may involve annotation and highlighting techniques to increase the comprehen-
sion process. In a literary context, close reading is defined by Nancy Boyles [225] as “reading
to uncover layers of meaning that lead to deep comprehension.” The practice of close reading
is inherently subject to the reader, and interpretations of the text vary according to readers and
context [230].
On the other hand, distant reading aims to provide an overview of the text by moving
from an in-depth exploration of the individual components of the text to presenting the global
features of the text(s) [24]. In contrast to close reading, distant reading is technically a more
objective process because most of the context is hidden and the reader is left with the result of
computationally and analytically abstracted visualization.
Throughout the paper, some special terms are used. A segment is a meta-data object. A
segment can be any continuous sequence of words within a text, but generally, it is a meaningful
unit. The text of Othello is a play for theatrical performance. Like most play texts, it contains
three kinds of segment: ‘speeches’ (words to be spoken by actors), ‘speaker identifiers’ (words
indicating the character in the play who speaks), and ‘stage directions’ (words which instruct
the director and actors). A speech is always preceded by a speaker identifier. A speech can
consist of one to many sentences, and one to many words. In our dataset, all three kinds of text
are predefined as segments.
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An alignment is a meta-data object which links a given translation segment with its cor-
responding text in the English base text. In our dataset, alignments have been created (in a
machine-assisted manual process) between each segment in the English base text, and each
segment in all the translations which has a meaning which corresponds to the base text seg-
ment. Some translations omit, transpose, and add new words, sentences, and even speeches,
so aligning is a complex task. However, the majority of translations in our dataset are ‘faith-
ful’, ‘close’ and complete translations. With those, making speech-by-speech alignments is
relatively straightforward.
• Similarity Metrics “Eddy and Viv": The Eddy and Viv metrics were introduced by
Cheesman et al. [56] to quantify how a given base segment (English in our case) is interpreted
and translated between parallel texts (German in our case). Eddy characterizes the translated
segments in terms of distinctiveness. A higher Eddy value indicates higher dissimilarity from
other translations.
The word forms are important at this stage. In the previous work, the formulations of Eddy
and Viv do not consider advanced linguistics algorithms to reduce inflectional forms of words
such as lemmatization or stemming [208]. This is due to the nature of the German language
which is considered inflected. Special challenges appear with German Shakespeare texts due to
the use of antiquated language and poetic orthography. However, we build up a lemmatization
dictionary for our corpus using Cascaded Analysis Broker “CAB" [231] which is developed
for the German Text Archive (Deutsches Text Archiv, DTA) [232]. CAB is an HTTP-based
web service morphological normalization tool developed for historical German text especially
for the 18th and 19th centuries.
As a dimensionality reduction algorithm, each segment is represented by a fixed length
of vector of word weights TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document frequency) [210, 223].
Then, the similarity coefficient between segments vectors can be obtained by the Euclidean
Distance between each pair of segments. Euclidean distance is usually the default metric used
to measure the distance between two points or vectors. It is the default distance metric used
with the K-means algorithm [214].
After obtaining the similarity values between each pair of aligned segments, a weight value
“Eddy value" is computed by averaging the sum of similarity values between each pair, such
that:
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where S ji denotes segment i in translation j and n denotes the number of translations.
Viv, on the other hand, is the average pairwise distance between every two segments pro-
jected on the base segment, also known as the diameter of a cluster [233]. Viv represents the
stability of the base segment. A high Viv value indicates low stability (high variability) which
means the segment’s translations vary considerably between authors. We compute the Viv





High Eddy and Viv values are interesting to arts and humanities researchers because if a
translation has high Eddy values, it indicates that the translator is working in a more unusual,
possibly a more creative way relative to others, maybe interpreting the text in a new way. This
might be due to circumstances such as historical changes in the language and/or the culture, as
a result of political, economic and social change for example. It may be due to an individual
translator developing their own new approach to the translation task. Or it may have to do
with a new market developing for a new kind of text –in this case, new kind of theatrical
drama. High Viv values indicate which base text segments are associated with variation among
translations, which enables research into the textual factors (such as complexity, ambiguity,
polysemy, semantic salience or affective intensity) which may provoke translators to deviate
from one another.
Eddy and Viv metrics can be computed interactively and dynamically, that means every
user customization derives new similarity metrics.
6.3 Design Requirements and Tasks
The original question that was posed for the application to address is: how can the variation
between any number of parallel translations of a given source text be represented visually so
as to enable users (a) to identify overlaps, absences, additions, and variation between parallel
translations and (b) to study the findings of various kinds of algorithmic, comparative text anal-
yses. So, the rationale behind our visual design is to enable users to interactively explore the
translation collection to answer this question. To achieve this, we established and incremen-
tally refined a list of requirements. The requirements that our proposed implementation fulfills
are as follows:
R1 An application that enables comparison of translated parallel text.
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R2 A visual design that supports both close and distant reading.
R3 A layout that supports close reading for further detailed analysis.
R4 A visual design that considers stable versus unstable translations.
R5 Interaction that enables customization of the translated texts.
R6 Interaction that supports general exploration and analysis.
To action this list of requirements, we established a list of associated tasks for implemen-
tation. We derived five main tasks based on the typology of visualization tasks by Brehmer
and Munzner [234] in order achieve the aforementioned requirements and motivate our visual
design:
T1 In this discovery process, the user should be enabled to explore the alignment overview
in order to identify a region of interest (R1). [discover!explore!identify]
T2 After identifying a region of interest (T1), the user may navigate the space leveraging
smooth zooming and panning. As the user navigates, multiple levels of details are ag-
gregated and rendered (R2, R3, R6). [T1!navigate!aggregate]
T3 As the user performs T1 and/or T2, the user may apply different filtering and selection
tasks to assess the exploration task (R5). [T1/T2!filter/select]
T4 As the user performs T2, the user may select a segment to obtain details-on-demand (i.e.
a close reading view) (R3). [T2!select]
T5 As the user performs T1, T2 and/or T4, the user may perform interactive comparisons
of the parallel translations exploiting meta-data based on the alignment of speeches and
text similarity metrics (R4, R6). [T1/T2/T4!compare]
We relate to these tasks in the discussion of our proposed design (Section 6.4). Our de-
sign is influenced by the visual information seeking mantra by Shneiderman [96] that suggests
providing an overview first, then zooming and filtering options, and finally details-on-demand.
The design is also influenced by previous work on this topic which aims to align texts side-by-
side to support comparison tasks. Additionally, the design is also guided by careful collabora-








Figure 6.1: The alignment overview (A) shows the parallel alignment of translations with the
original base text. The highlighted path in (A) shows the distant alignments of a segment of
the “Othello" speech starting with “I ran it through...". In the left-bottom, a zoomed-in view
magnifies the curved edges. Window (B) shows the options panel that facilitate exploration of
the collection and comparison of translations. View (C) is a close reading view (the detailed
view) that corresponds to a user-selected speech and each aligned speech. Window (D) shows
the Term-Level Comparison (TLC) view. The zoomed-in rectangle is part of the figure, not of
the visualization itself.
In this section, we introduce our proposed interactive visual design of parallel translations
and relate our choices to the tasks from Section 6.3. Our system is composed of four main
constituents starting with an overview.
The first window offers the alignment overview of parallel translations of Shakespeare’s
Othello (T1, T5). It provides a general context for understanding the collection and conveys the
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whole dataset in one visual layout. Furthermore, it leverages interactive capabilities to enable
the user to explore and find interesting patterns and features within the collection. The align-
ment overview allows users to examine significant, larger patterns in the translations which
are not readily viewable from narrow or detailed views. Window (A) in Figure 6.1 shows the
distant reading view of 38 parallel translations aligned with the base text. The curved edges
between translations depict alignments between speeches. The zoomed-in portion in Figure 6.1
shows a close view of the curved edges and segments.
Design justification of the alignment overview: Our data is high-dimensional. We
present 38 texts and each text contains multiple levels of abstraction (term, segment, speech,
and books). Thus, we present a parallel view of translations and in each translation we present
the encapsulated structure. Juxtaposition supports visual comparison of alignments intuitively,
when comparing different manuscripts the user places them spatially next to each other and
performs comparison. Also, we incorporate a number of exploration techniques to help the
user customize the alignment overview to their preference such as by zooming, filtering, or
selecting.
The second main component is the options panel, shown in Figure 6.1 (B). It provides
the user with a range of layout functions in order to facilitate exploration of the collection
and comparison of translations (T2, T5). The user can perform a query-based search and the
results are visualized using focus+context in the main window (A). It features a number of
tabs that support different tasks. The first tab is for color properties which enables the user to
modify the color mapping schemes and color-map different properties of the speeches, such
as individual speech length and language similarity values. The second tab is the options tab
where the user may alter the properties of the visual design, such as the order of the translations
and length of time tooltips are shown over speeches. The third tab is the filter tab. Different
filters are provided for the user to reduce the complexity of the visual design, such as stage
direction and speaker filters. These filters are discussed in Section 6.4.2.3. The last tab is the
time-oriented thumbnail view. In this section, all of the translations are depicted using color-
coded thumbnails. If the translation is shown in the main window (A), the thumbnail is green
otherwise it is red. These filtering and selection options are the result of our feedback sessions
with the domain expert. This is described in more detail in Section 6.5.1.
Design justification of time-oriented thumbnail view: Most of the user options are im-
plemented in close collaboration with the domain expert. The thumbnail view clusters the
translations chronologically which makes it intuitive and quick to explore and navigate. Adding
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and removing translations is simply performed either by toggling a translation on or off or drag-
ging and dropping. It is important to let the user customize the starting point when there are so
many translations. The view aids the user by visually informing him of the selected translations
(green buttons) and deselected ones (red buttons).
The third main component of the system is the detailed view which is the focus subset that
the user is interested in after performing filtering and selection (T4). As shown in Figure 6.1
(C), the detailed view shows a close reading of the user-selected speech along with the aligned
speech translations. It stores both the interesting aligned segments (path) and the alignment
overview state, so the user is able to revisit any previously selected paths for further analysis
(T5). Also, the text in this view is accessible to user and can be copied to be used beyond our
system. The detailed view is discussed in Section 6.4.1.2.
Design justification of the detailed view: It is recommended to allow the user to have ac-
cess to the actual text particularly when developing visualization for literary scholars [26,168].
This close reading gives complete access to the text for further analysis with other software.
This view aligns the segments in a compact and simple context for further analysis. It incor-
porates a list of previously selected paths to facilitate comparison between paths and also to
enhance the user experience by saving the actions history (T5). We provide this addition of
close reading to support close and distant reading simultaneously without losing the user’s first
(or previous) choice of speech for close reading.
The fourth component is the Term-Level Comparison (TLC) view (Figure 6.1 (D)). The
TLC is an interactive analytical tool that assigns weights to each word in each user-chosen seg-
ment aligned with a base English segment. We use TF-IDF as a term-weighting to measure the
significance of each original word or lemma in a segment with respect to the word occurrence
in the whole corpus (the segments aligned with the base English text in our case). The view
clearly justifies the Eddy metrics and signifies the terms (original or lemmas) that define seg-
ments. Also, it aids the user in finding terms and translation variance (T5). To show this plot,
the user can drag an interesting path, usually because of an Eddy value distinctiveness pattern,
then drops it onto the TLC view area to see the word’s contribution in this path. This view
is also motivated by the on-going discussion with the domain expert requesting close analysis
and details.
Design justification of the TLC view: As TLC view could be considered as parallel coor-
dinates, it presents strength when exploring and processing multi-variate data [235]. Such tech-
niques are useful to explore anomalies in the data even without an extended outlier-detecting
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mechanism [236]. As a result of the TF-IDF, the commonly used terms are assigned lower
values and vice versa. Thus, the distinctive terms will stand out very clearly in the TLC view
which is the main motivation behind this design. To overcome the limitation of the view when
there are cluttered lines, the view provides a list of words in alphabetical order. When the user
selects any word, the TLC highlights the line corresponding to this word. The user also can en-
able brushing to highlight multiple lines. The color opacity of the unselected terms is reduced
in order to remain as context. The terms list updates to reflect the brushed terms. The terms
list also assigns the same color of the term’s line to the list item to visually identify the line’s
correspondence as shown in Figure 6.3. The colors of the lines are automatically generated to
uniquely assign a color to each term.
6.4.1 Visual Design Factors
We separate the primarily visual and interactive design features to facilitate reading.
6.4.1.1 Filtering based on Derived Alignments
The dataset contains alignment information between each speech in each translation and the
English base text. However, it is useful to have an alignment between any two arbitrary trans-
lations. We derive meta-data that aligns two arbitrary translations with respect to the base text.
We align two speeches from different translations if they correspond to the same base English
speech.
With the alignment meta-data, we have the alignment between the source text segments
and the translations’ segments. The derived alignment is the alignment between a translation
and another translation. If the translation is not adjacent to the source text, we derive the
alignment between two segments (a and b) of two translations (A and B) if b has an actual
alignment and a has an actual alignment, we connect them. The path of alignment disconnects
if one of these conditions break. For instance, if b has an actual alignment with the source
segment, and a which belongs to translation A that occurs before translation B does not have
an actual alignment, the path of alignment disconnects. This mechanism is implemented as a
user option, and as explained it results in filtered alignments as the path moves left-to-right.
However, the user-chosen order of translations affects the results in the alignment overview
and the user needs to choose the sorting function carefully.
This mechanism can be useful, particularity when comparing translations and as a filtering
option (T3, T5). However, in some cases, it might not yield results when the translations are
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Figure 6.2: The detailed view shows the user-selected speech highlighted using a red border
and the aligned speeches ordered consistent with the translations appearing in the alignment
overview. Each speech is paired with with a colored bar (annotated using a green border)
to indicate the similarity distance. In the bottom-left corner, a list of all previously selected
speeches. If the user selects any speech from the list, the corresponding text is highlighted in
the alignment overview and the edges of alignments are presented above.
not related, such as when translations stem from a different era or author.
6.4.1.2 Detailed View For Close Reading
In addition to smooth zooming in the alignment overview that enables the user compare spe-
cific speeches, the user is able to select any speech to analyze and compare it along with the
aligned speeches in a dedicated detailed view as shown in Figure 6.2 (T4, T5). The detailed
view provides another close reading option for the speeches such as translators names, speech
identifier and Eddy value (discussed in Section 6.2). The close view shows the user-selected
segment using a highlighted red border and each aligned speech in a scrollable window that is
easy to read and investigate (T5). Each speech is paired with a colored bar showing the simi-
larity distance to indicate the distinctiveness between aligned speeches. The longer the bar, the
more distinctive the speech is with respect to the other translations.
In order to improve the user experience and to ease the exploration and analysis task for
the researchers, we maintain a history of all previously investigated speeches in a list as shown
in Figure 6.2 (bottom-left corner). When the user revisits any of the previously examined
speeches in the list, the corresponding speech and the edges of alignments are highlighted in
the alignment overview. The interactive history list identifies each user-selected alignment
using the segment identification and the translation name such that the user may remember
their own user provenance with respect to the alignment selection.
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Figure 6.3: An example of aligned segments of the base English segment starting with “Thou
art sure of me..." depicted by term-weighting matrices using the TLC view. In this example, the
user brushes the three peaks that reflect the distinctive translations of the word “Moor" in the
context: “I hate the Moor". The highlighted translations are “Neger" in Buhss (1996) [29],
“Schwarze" in Günther (1992) [30], and “Maure" in Schwarz (1941) [31]. The terms list
reflects the brushing result and assigns the same colors to the terms. The user-chosen terms are
rendered in the focus while the rest are rendered as context.
6.4.1.3 Term-Level Comparisons (TLC) View
The TLC View illustrates the weighting of each term using line charts. The y axis shows the
normalized weighting of the terms. Along the x axis, we render vertical lines to indicate the
translations. In this view, we can explore each term weight across all translations. The TLC
view (Figure 6.3) facilitates comparisons and analysis tasks (T5). For the term-weighting, as
discussed in Section 6.2, we use the TF-IDF weight for each word.
Alignment overview with TLC view: The rationale of this view is to observe and explore
the aligned segments in the term level and highlight outliers and uncommon terms. The TLC
shows the terms that contribute to the pattern discovered in the alignment view when using the
similarity metrics.
To explore aligned segments, the user can drag-and-drop any segment of the path from the
alignment overview into the TLC view. A list of the terms is also presented on the right. If the
user selects any word in the list, the corresponding line is highlighted, and vice-versa.
In Figure 6.3, three distinctive terms are highlighted in the TLC view: “Neger",
“Schwarze", and “Maure". These translations correspond to the word “Moor" in the context:
“I hate the Moor." These terms are illustrated in the three brushed peaks shown in the figure.
The terms list shows the only selected terms and the color facilitates identifying the correspon-
dence between the lines and the terms. This selected terms are rendered in focus and the rest
are rendered in context. See the domain expert feedback in Section 6.5.1 for further discussion
on this.
Lemmatization (as discussed in Section 6.2) is a normalization algorithm used to reduce
inflected words and identify the base word [208]. We use CAB [231] to create a dictionary of




Figure 6.4: (a) An example of two corresponding sub-sets of six editions of Baudissin (1832)
[32]. The variation of colors in the dashed rectangle in the original version (a) is clearer than
the corrsponding rectangles in the lemmatized version (b).
missing terms.
Example–lemmatized versus original text: We compare the results between a lemma-
tized and non-lemmatized version of the translations. Our corpus includes several editions
of the classic, canonical Baudissin translation, first published in 1832 and often re-published
(100s of times so far): printed editions from 1851, 1923, 1926, and 1947, and a digital edition
from 2000. In Figure 6.4, we can see in the original version (a) that the variation of colors in
the dashed rectangles is more distinctive than the corresponding areas in the rectangles in the
lemmatized version (b). The variation in (a) is clearly a result of inflected words that share the
same lemma.
Although, technically, TLC view is not a parallel coordinates view, it inherits some of
its limitations. The TLC view can be difficult to interpret and explore in the case of long
segments due to over-plotting. Much research focuses on interaction techniques to overcome
the visual clutter challenge in parallel coordinates plots by reducing the dataset or by reducing
or modifying the order of the dimensions [237]. In our case, the combination of TF-IDF
as a term-weighting metric causes the common terms to clutter in the areas of low x values.
However, as this can be problematic when searching for common terms, it helps to identify
rare vocabulary in each translation.
The alphabetically-ordered word list that accompanies the view can also help the user find
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Figure 6.5: An example of three levels of integrated zooming and the smooth changes to the
level of detail. (left) Distant reading without zooming. (middle and right) close reading after
the user zooms in. The textual content of the speeches fades in smoothly at an increasing level
of detail. The grey curved path indicates a user-selected alignment.
term line by clicking on a word and highlighting the corresponding line. The stop words
removal, or lemmatization can make the plot less cluttered.
6.4.2 Interaction Design Factors
In this section, the primarily interaction design factors that our system encompasses are elabo-
rated. The design is heavily based on user preference and interaction to customize the output.
In general, the interaction starts with the alignment overview, the system by default shows the
entire collection. The user can interact with the system to modify the alignment overview us-
ing the options panel, shown in Figure 6.1 (B). For example, the user can change the order
of translations based on a range of sorting presets, filter the alignment overview based on a
speaker, or change the presented translation using the time-oriented thumbnail view (Section
6.4.2.3). Then, the user can use the smooth zooming and panning (Section 6.4.2.1) to explore
and identify passages of interests. Once the user finds an interesting pattern guided by the
predefined customization and the similarity-based color-coded segments, the user can use the
detailed view (Section 6.4.1.2) to explore or save the path of alignment by clicking on it, or
dragging the path and dropping it on the TLC view (Section 6.4.1.3) to examine the terms con-
tained in the path. When the user clicks on individual segments, the system saves them and
allows the user to revisit them and retrieve the alignment overview. Both of the case studies
(Section 6.5.2) demonstrate the interactive overall process that facilitates the finding.
6.4.2.1 Smooth Zooming of Translations
In our design, we start with the alignment overview of the whole collection of translations. The
user is able to zoom in smoothly and fluidly to explore the dataset and investigate (T1, T2).
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When zooming in smoothly, more details fade in gradually, such as the actual text content of
each speech to support close reading. See Figure 6.5.
With zooming as an option, the user is able to investigate a region of interest in the same
view and has the ability to transition between close and distant reading without switching
between multiple windows. When zoomed in, the user is able to pan smoothly for comparison
of translations (T4, T5).
During the zooming, we maintain certain levels of detail. The first level illustrates the
speech and depicts the length of the segments. Also, the relative thickness of the border high-
lighting the user-selected segment is increased relatively. We decrease the thickness of the
highlighting border as the user zooms in. In the second level, more segment details are re-
vealed, such as local colors and the length of the text. Finally, at the third level, the text is
readable and the thickness of the highlighting border is decreased considerably. This func-
tionality is implemented in the alignment overview and it zooms along both x and y axes with
respect to the mouse position. Zooming in on only y axis could cause only a single word to ap-
pear on each line which is difficult to read. Zooming in on x axis could result in long, difficult
to read lines and difficulty comparing alignments.
Multiple works link different abstractions of single text using zoomable layouts. Varifo-
calReader [186] uses a combination of x and y axes zooming to show the multiple layers of
abstraction. However, it becomes challenging when comparing more documents, and the num-
ber of abstractions layers needs to be decreased. Gold et al. [238] integrates the close and
distant reading of a single text using zooming along the y-axis. On the other hand, Asokarajan
et al. [174] use the zooming along the x axis to examine the view closely and do not provide a
level of abstraction based on the zooming.
There are other approaches that utilize interactive lenses [239,240]. We believe that magic
lens and interactive magnification techniques that allow the user to obtain a close picture of the
interested area could be useful. However, they also introduce new drawbacks such as either
distortion or discontinuity between the focus and context areas. We discuss these techniques
with the domain expert and believe such alternatives could be explored in future through task-
and design-driven studies. We did not incorporate them because the user requirements are
fulfilled with our current design choices.
We compute the average time (milliseconds) of rendering the scene while performing the
zooming. For each number of translations, we record the average time for the process. Our
system takes about 5.6 ms to render the scene. To demonstrate the scalability and the linearity
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Two snapshots of the same region of the collection. In (a) the segments aligned with
the user-selected segment are out of view and not visible. In (b) the segments are horizontally
aligned with the user-selected segment.
between the number of translations and performance time, we modified the dataset to increase
the number of texts to 76 translations and 1 base English text. We perform this experiment
using a machine with the following specification: Processor: 3.3 GHz Intel Core i5, operating
system: Mac OS version 10.14, memory: 8 GB DDR3, and an AMD Radeon graphics card
with 2 GB of memory.
6.4.2.2 Filtering, Selection, and Positioning in the Alignment Overview
Filtering and selection aim to reduce the complexity of the scene by abstracting some elements
of the translations to help the user focus and find regions of interest. The user can click on
an individual speech and see the corresponding translated and aligned speeches interactively.
Within each translation, horizontal bars represent a speech or a segment depending on the user
preference. The vertical order of bars implicates the position of the corresponding speech or
segment in the text. The thickness illustrates the length of the speech or segment calculated in
words. However, when adjacent translations are distant from one another vertically, it may be-
come difficult to compare the aligned speeches, specifically in zoomed-in views, as illustrated
in Figure 6.6 (a). Thus, the user can choose to interactively align them vertically side-by-side
(T5), as shown in Figure 6.6 (b).
We connect the corresponding segments using curved edges as illustrated in Figure 6.6.
The user-selected alignment is highlighted to be distinct from other alignments. The user
may also smoothly re-arrange the order of the translations manually through a drag-and-drop
mouse movement. In our feedback and evaluation sessions with domain expert from the Arts
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Figure 6.7: The placement of the unstable translation by Bärfuss (2001) [33] results in multiple
disconnected edges between non-adjacent translation. The differently colored edges illustrate
the alignment between the two non-adjacent translations.
and Humanities, this feature was used extensively.
Example–Juxtapositioning Aligned Speeches: We implement a mechanism to smoothly
translate corresponding speeches vertically as seen in Figure 6.6. In Figure 6.6 (a), the user-
chosen segment and the aligned segments are not in the alignment overview as a result of
their original placement within the translation sequence. In Figure 6.6 (b) the translations slide
vertically to line up and with the user-chosen segment. Thus, the user is able to compare and
explore the segments in the same close view (T5).
A configuration can occur, if two adjacent translations are not aligned. This might lead
to confusion. To address this limitation, we implement a user interaction technique to render
such edges that connect non-adjacent translations using a different color and rendering order
as shown in Figure 6.7 which illustrates the problem when examining an unstable translation
such as Bärfuss (2001) [33]. However, this is still can be challenging particularly when dealing
with unstable translations.
6.4.2.3 Filtering and Selection of Speeches and Translations in Options Panel
In the options panel (Figure 6.1 (B)), the user is able to filter and compare the translations in a
variety of different ways (T3, T5). We found that this option was always the first user-option
chosen by the domain expert (see case studies in Section 6.5.2).
One option is filtering the data based on a custom query. The user is able to search for a
given speaker, a specific segment ID or word. Also, the collection can be filtered based on a
speaker name if the user is interested in a specific character. The speaker search is non-trivial
since the speakers are translated differently from one translation to another, e.g. the speaker
“Duke of Venice" is translated for example into: “Der Doge", “Herzog", and “Doge" and the
speaker “First Senator" is translated into: “1 Senator", “Senator" and more commonly “Erster
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Figure 6.8: A subset of a filtered focus+context rendering of alignment overview. The view
is filtered by the speaker “Duke of Venice". The high number of matches is due to mistaken
correspondence during the original segment alignment process which is easily discovered by
the visualization result. In this figure, a segment of speech by “Othello" was mistakenly aligned
with a segment of speech by “Duke of Venice".
Senator". However, to address this issue and to reveal more relevant results across both the
base English text and the translations, we populate the speaker list with all of the characters in
the original text along with those not aligned with the original text. When the user looks up
a speaker, we can eliminate all characters not aligned with it. Thus, we are able to depict all
translated speakers in the translations. See Section 6.5.1 for the domain expert feedback.
Example–Filtering Based on Speaker: In some segments, we are able to see transforma-
tion in speaker names, e.g. the speaker in the speech: “Duke of Venice: Dead?" is transformed
differently into “Erster Senator: Tot?" as in Flatter (1952) [241], “Die Senatoren: Tot?" as
in Zeynek (1948) [242] and “Senator: Tot?" as in Wachsmann (2005) [243]. In some cases,
speaker transformation is accepted since the source text might indicate different speakers for
the same speech and translators interpret this with a variation.
However, in other cases, the process of the alignment is not accurate and the speaker filter
can facilitate the discovery of errors during the original, labor-intensive alignment process. For
example, in Figure 6.8, the “Duke of Venice" speaker is selected to show only the corresponding
segments. However, a great volume of matching translated segments are connected to our
surprise (⇡ 1500 segments). After investigating, we find that the aligner has mistakenly linked
a speech by “Othello" to the speaker “Duke of Venice" which causes this volume of unexpected
results.
In all of the above filters, the results are shown using focus+context. The results are visually
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highlighted while the context is preserved in greyscale.
Some of the segments in the collection are not spoken in the play but provide directions to
the characters. These segments are called stage directions and can be toggled on or off (T3,
T5). Most of the time, researchers are not interested in studying them and removing them can
reduce clutter from the scene.
The researcher is able to use the thumbnail view tab to add or remove translations.
Adding and removing translations is achieved using a smooth drag and drop interaction or
simply by selecting and deselecting translations (T5). The translations in the options panel
as seen in Figure 6.1 (B) are color-coded green or red according to the translation presence
or absence in the alignment overview (A) respectively. See case studies Section 6.5.2 for an
example of this used in practice.
Additionally, we implement various translation ordering and sorting options to aid re-
searchers in finding the best layout that supports comparison of translations (T5). The options
provide an initial layout that suits the researcher’s needs. Some of the options have been sug-
gested by the domain expert, such as sorting the translations chronologically. Other options
sort based on the aggregation of the similarity metrics, e.g. average and total of Eddy values.
See case studies Section 6.5.2 for an example of this used in practice.
The proposed visual design implements different color mapping schemes to assist re-
searchers in investigating the parallel translations. There are different primary color map-
ping schemes as shown in the accompanying video. In the center, there are three transla-
tions attributes that we color code the text based on (segment length, speech length, and Eddy
and Viv value). In the bottom section, we provide the user with a range of color mapping
scheme presets for the Viv values. The user is able to customize specific translation attributes
which are multiple-aligned segments and non-aligned segments. See Section 6.5.1 for a case
study demonstrating the utility of these color-mapping schemes. The sequential color schemes
are generated using Color Brewer [217]. The rainbow-style color scheme is generated using
Telea’s algorithm [244].
6.5 Evaluation
We work closely with the domain expert and the project is driven by a real-world historical
investigation. With the close observation by the domain expert, we designed the application to
satisfy the user requirements in Section 6.3 and facilitate exploration and interaction to enhance
the user experience.
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In Section 6.5.2, we present two case studies conducted to validate our visual design and
the integrated similarity metrics.
6.5.1 Domain Expert Feedback
The Alignment Overview Feedback The alignment overview enables the researcher to cap-
ture global patterns and direct attention to a region of interest for a more detailed investigation.
When demonstrating the camera-positioning features in the alignment overview, the domain
expert states, “In a birds eye view, the visual design shows how versions differ in length, and
the number of alignments, and the Eddy color mapping neatly highlights (a) versions which are
generally a high-Eddy and (b) segments and passages in the run of text which are high-Eddy.
This is great."
The color mapping used to illustrate different translation attributes in combination with
sorting options may reveal new insight to the domain expert. As seen in Figure 6.9, the domain
expert notices that the variation between translations increases distinctively after the second
world war. Also, he stated that, “modern translators increasingly diverge from the norms of
theatrical Shakespeare language established in the 19th century and early 20th versions."
Search Feedback The focus+context rendering of alignment overview of search results can
help the user to discover patterns or uniqueness in the collection. For example, the domain
expert was interested in the word “Lust". The results are appealing and uncover two main
stream of paths that use the word. Most of the translations use the word once (13 translations),
four translations did not use this term. As shown in Figure 6.10, above the top and below
bottom main patterns we can see outlier usage of the word. “That is very good because I can
see straight away some patterns and most of the translators are using the word in the same
segments and some translators are using the word unexpectedly," the domain expert stated.
Filtering Feedback The domain expert filters out the outlier translations, and stage direction
segments then chooses five different editions of Baudissin (1832). The domain expert discovers
that Wolf (1926) [245] and Brunner (1947) [246] show high-Eddy values. The domain expert
stated, “These editors ‘intervened’ quite often, altering the text they had received from earlier
editions –usually to improve it, i.e. remove bits of poor writing. Both make changes which
are not ‘significant’ but just make the text more readable (and actable)." From this focus and
similar context, we can depict translation variation easily. For example, in a speech Iago says
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Figure 6.9: The alignment overview of the translation collection reveals an increase of varia-
tion between translations particularly after the second world war, with the exception of Engel
(1939) [34].
to Roderigo: “If thou dost, I shall never love thee after. Why, thou silly gentleman!" All other
Baudissin use the word “Freundschaft" which means ‘friendship’ and Wolff (1926) uses the
word “Liebe" which means ‘love’ (Figure 6.11). “Again, intensifying and bringing back the
hint of homo-eroticism in the original, which the classic text censored."
Detailed View Feedback The domain expert finds this view useful because it fulfills tasks
T4, T5. He experimented with this feature and shortly afterwards he started searching for an
alignment path he examined previously. He states: “How do I find it now?" The provenance
list that stores previously selected paths enables the user to trace back all of the user’s actions
whilst exploring the alignment overview. The domain expert finds this helpful to retrace his
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previous selections. The technical limit to the number of archived user-interactions is the
same as that of a web browser with bookmarks. The domain expert might find it cognitively
difficult to remember the location of an alignment in the list when there too many archived
user-interactions. This cognitive limit can be addressed in future work by enabling the user to
personally rename the archived user-interaction labels. Also, the domain expert suggested a
potential feature that enables them to keep notes in each alignment.
Term-Level Comparisons View Feedback The aligned translations of the base English
speech starting with “Thou art sure of me..." show different segments with noticeable higher
Eddy values. We easily plot the path of alignments interactively using a drag-and-drop of any
segment from the path onto the TLC view. As seen in Figure 6.3, we discover that there are
three translations that stand out from the rest. The three translations have three recognizable
words with high values which can be easily observed in the TLC view. These words are trans-
lations of the English word “Moor" in the context: “I hate the Moor ...". The translations are
“Maure" in Schwarz (1941) [31], “Schwarze" in Günther (1992) [30], and “Neger" in Buhss
(1996) [29]. Most of the translations translate the word into “Mohren". “That is a good result,
Figure 6.10: Focus+context rendering of alignment overview of the results of the search for
the word “Lust".
Bau. 1851 Bau. 1923 Bau. 1926 Bau. 1947 Bau. 2000
Figure 6.11: An example of a translation variation between five editions of Baudissin (1832).
Wolff (1926) stands out to be the most distinctive translation among the editions.
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that is interesting," states the domain expert as he looks at the resulting images. He validates
the discovery and reasons that as, “That word is translated in different ways in different times
with different political implications."
6.5.2 Case Studies Using the Design and the Integrated Similarity metrics
We can select a particular set of translations (a sub-corpus) within our corpus on the basis of
known features such as type of translation, or date. The Eddy color mapping identifies seg-
ments which are of interest because they diverge from others which are more similar. Eddy
is calculated on the basis of words, not semantics, so different values do not necessarily pre-
dict differences of understanding or interpretation. But Eddy color mapping in this interface
encourages an exploratory kind of reading which shifts between scales and between follow-
ing the course of a single text (vertically) and comparing between texts (horizontally). It also
encourages exploring what comparative juxtapositions produce interesting results for a human-
istic reader. The case studies are written collaboratively with the domain expert.
Do apparently identical texts differ? Discovering the work of editors/rewriters: As
mentioned earlier, our corpus includes different editions of the Baudissin translation, first pub-
lished in 1832 and often re-published (100s of times so far): printed editions from 1851, 1923,
1926, and 1947, and a digital edition from 2000. Using the interactive drag-and-drop thumb-
nail view, we can select those five translations. Looking at a distance at this set of five texts,
the Eddy value coloring immediately conveys that the 1926 edition is very different from the
other four: high Eddy in almost every segment, while the other four show low Eddy values, in
nearly all segments as shown in Figure 6.12(a). This reveals that the 1926 so-called ‘edition’
(‘revised’ by Max Wolff) [245] is not really an ‘edition’ of the Baudissin translation at all:
it’s almost a completely new translation, created by editing Baudissin. Interactively zooming
in for close inspection shows that Wolff consistently modernizes (rewrites Baudissin in 1920s
language, including some slang) and frequently intensifies meanings for dramatic effect, in-
cluding making the play’s homo-erotic subtext more prominent. This reflects a relaxing of
sexual inhibitions in the Weimar Republic.
Next, we can interactively de-select Wolff’s 1926 translation from the sub-corpus under
investigation, leaving four actual editions of the Baudissin translation. Now, the updated Eddy
coloring shows variation among them –as shown in Figure 6.12(b), particularly in Brunner
(1947) [246] but also others, in the majority of segments. Some of this variation is due to
historical spelling changes (lemmatization aims to filter these out, but can still have trouble
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: (a) Five classic canonical Baudissin translations. We can see the Wolff translation
stands out due to the high values of Eddy. (b) After de-selecting the 1926 translation, we can
see more variation among the four remaining translations.





































Figure 6.13: The TLC view of the path containing the phrase “the aim reports". The colored
lines represent terms and each vertical line represents a translation. The annotated words and
arrows illustrate the corresponding terms and lines.
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with some antiquated and poetic, unusual forms of spelling). Some changes are more signif-
icant. They are caused by editors aiming to ‘improve’ the Baudissin text they have received,
making it easier for readers, actors, and audiences. We can explore variation between these
translations at the term level using the TLC view, for example Shakespeare’s phrase “the aim
reports" was translated by Baudissin as: “Muthmaßung berichtet" (conjecture reports) (1851,
in accord with the 1832 text). This is a very compressed expression (meaning: ‘people making
conjectures report’), not easy to follow and also difficult to speak. Some later editors changed
this: “schätzungsweise man berichtet" (estimating, people report) (1923), “Vermutung meldet"
(supposition reports) (1947), and “Gerüchte melden" (rumours report) (2000). The TLC view
(Figure 6.13) illustrates the translation variation between these four editions. The changes in
1923 and 2000 make the text more like conversational German, less ‘literary’. The change
in 1947 substitutes a much commoner word. Such small changes are referred to as ‘silent
emendations’ in the history of edition-making. Identifying them is a hideously tedious task for
traditional scholarship.
The individual distinctiveness of translators: In the same way, the interface makes it pos-
sible to explore comparatively sets of independent translations. Our corpus includes a majority
of full-length, poetic translations for theatrical performance –26 of these (including the variant
Baudissin texts); also four ‘prose’ translations (for reading, not for performance) and eight the-
atrical adaptations (shortened, and much freer in the ways they translate). From the interactive
thumbnail view, we select the 26, and view them at a distance in chronological order. As seen in
Figure 6.14, the Eddy value colorings clearly show three periods of generally high Eddy value:
the early 19th century (Schiller (1805) [247], Benda (1826) [248], Ortslepp (1839) [249]), the
1950s-60s (Schröder (1962) [250], Rothe (1963) [251]) and the 1990s (Günther (1992) [30],
Motschach (1992) [252], Buhss (1996) [29]). The translations created before Baudissin (1832)
were experimenting with varied ways of translating Shakespeare’s plays. Baudissin’s version
of Othello (for the ‘Schlegel-Tieck’ edition of Shakespeare’s plays) soon became canonical -
the standard, the one which ‘everybody knows’, even today. Until the 1950s, there were many
other German translations of Shakespeare but all were heavily influenced by the ‘Schlegel-
Tieck’ style, and Eddy values are low. After the Second World War, new ways of translating
Shakespeare began to be tried, as part of a general breaking away from tradition. But this was
a complicated process. Innovation and tradition co-existed, tradition becoming stronger again
in the 1970s-80s. Then in the 1990s, experimentalism took over.
In the interface, de-selecting the earlier 19th-century translations heightens the visibility
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Figure 6.14: A sub-set of the translation selected based on the domain expert knowledge shows






Figure 6.15: Three uses of the TLC view to help the domain expert find variation between
different translation. The top shows a common use of the words ‘Ihr’ and ‘Vater’. The middle
and bottom views show that the words: ‘schätzte’ and ‘gut’ which are used only in specific
translations.
of the distinctiveness in the 1950s–1960s and 1990s in terms of Eddy coloring. Inspecting
segments with high Eddy in the 1960s and 90s reveals interesting patterns in textual detail.
After zooming in for a closer view and with the assistance of TLC view as shown in Fig-
ure 6.15, we can see: Othello’s line beginning ‘Her father loved me’ is translated by all as
‘Ihr Vater liebte mich’ (‘Her father loved me’) except: ‘schätzte mich’ (thought highly of me)
( Zeynek (1948) [242], Schaller (1959) [253], Motschach (1992)), ‘war mir gut’ (was fond of
me) (Rothe (1963)), ‘mochte mich’ (liked me) (Günther 1992, Buhss (1996)), ‘schien mich zu
mögen’ (seemed to like me) (Leonard (2010) [228]). The periods of more different, distinctive
translation are evident here. Love and hate, liking and disliking, and their ambiguities, between
men and women and between men, are major themes in Othello. Desdemona’s father, Braban-
tio, hates Othello, his son-in-law. When translators change the kind and intensity of emotions
in this way, it matters a great deal. The interface makes it relatively easy to discover patterns in
translators’ treatment of emotions and other themes. Exactly why particular translators make
particular choices at particular times requires a lot more discussion.
Most of the translators are unknown –their work has never been studied. One is of particu-
lar interest because she is the only woman who has translated a number of Shakespeare’s plays
into German: Hedwig Schwarz. Her version of Othello is from 1941 [31]. By selecting a subset
including other full-length performance versions from her lifetime (1898-1985), we can high-
light segments where her version is distinctive. There are not many. In several short segments,
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Maure





































Figure 6.16: Two TLC views that show words used distinctively in the translations. In top the
word “Maure” was firstly used by Schwarz (1941). In bottom, we can see the distinctive words
in the translations of Shakespeare’s odd phrase: “Of love, of worldly matters and direction".
she is unusually concise and informal. A feature which stands out is her unusual use of the term
‘Maure’ for ‘Moor’. Othello is a ‘Moor’ –a controversial term, meaning African, variously un-
derstood as Black African or North African/Arab/Berber (as in the ‘Moors’ of Moslem Spain).
German has two traditional words - ‘Mohr’ meaning Black African and ‘Maure’ meaning North
African, with contrary connotations of ‘barbarian’ versus ‘civilized’. All translations before
Schwarz used ‘Mohr’. She was the first translator to use ‘Maure’ for ‘Moor’, in the play’s
subtitle and in the text. She uses ‘Maure’ when the speaker is respectful, e.g. Othello’s wife,
Desdemona. Racist characters (Brabantio, Iago, Rodrigo) use ‘Mohr’ but sometimes ‘Maure’.
Rothe (1963) used the same double-word tactic. No other translators have used ‘Maure’ since.
Figure 6.16(top) shows the TLC view with the word ‘Maure’ highlighted. Some more recent
translators use provocatively offensive terms, or neutral terms intended to minimize the racism
theme: different responses to ongoing developments in the politicisation of race language and
awareness of its emotional force: one of the themes of Othello. Schwarz was a pioneer in using
the variety of available German terms in order to dramatize race attitudes within in the play.
Her use of ‘Maure’ is clearly intended to dignify Othello as a black man, which is perhaps sur-
prising given when and where she was writing. Interactively reading up, down and diagonally
in the corpus enables us to see this.
A further reduced sub-set, using the thumbnail view, can be investigated to compare
Schwarz with Baudissin (a translation she knew), Gundolf (1909) [254], one which she may
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have known, and Zeynek (1947), who also translated during the Nazi dictatorship. Her ver-
sion is shown to be generally lowest on distinctiveness. She is generally conservative. But
Eddy is high for her segment including Shakespeare’s odd phrase ‘Of love, of worldly mat-
ters and direction’. We can justify the distinctiveness pattern using the TLC view as shown
in Figure 6.16(bottom). Baudissin had: ‘Der Lieb und unsrem häuslichen Geschäfte’ (love
and our household business); Gundolf: ‘Zuliebe weltlichem Geschäft’ (for the sake of worldly
business) (a typical poetically condensed translation by him); Zeynek: ‘zu Liebe, irdschem
Tun und Treiben’ (for love, earthly activities); Schwarz: ‘für die Liebe, für die praktischen
Geschäfte’ (for love, for practical business). The example illustrates her rather practical, easily
comprehensible, modern language style. Zeynek, on the other hand, uses antiquated and ornate
language, and so scores generally very high Eddy values.
6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we present a unique, integrated visual design to support distant and close read-
ing of the collection of parallel translations of Othello. The visual design aims to present a
smooth interactive experience for digital humanities scholars. We identify five main tasks that
our proposed application addresses. The application consists of four components. The first
one is the context view (alignment overview) of the collection which leverages a range of ex-
ploration and interaction techniques. It facilitates smooth zooming which can integrate distant
and close reading within the same window. The second component is the options panel which
enables the user to customize the alignment overview. The third is the detailed view which
interacts with the main window and displays a close reading of the alignments of the selected
segment. Also, it saves the history of user-selected segments and reveals previous alignments.
Finally, we present the TLC view, which is a novel and interactive technique to examine the
word level variation within the translations. Our proposed application is driven and evaluated
by experts from the Arts and Humanities. We provide the domain feedback on the application






“You are more likely to find big breakthroughs if you work
on a real problem.”
–— Ben Shneiderman (1947-)
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In previous chapters, we presented software designed in close collaboration with digital
humanities scholars. In this chapter, we aim to address the fifth research objective [Ob5]. We
reflect and summarize the collaborative research and propose a methodological workflow to
guide such interdisciplinary projects. Through discussion of this workflow, we report chal-
lenges that arise from such projects and how the proposed workflow addresses them. The
workflow contains three spaces that illustrate the outputs, three channels that help deliver them,
and three quality criteria that need to be fulfilled in order to obtain useful outcomes. Finally,
we discuss our collaboration’s outcome utilising guidance provided by Sedlmair et al [11].
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7.1 Introduction and Motivation
Digital humanities increasingly adapt visualization approaches to enrich their research. They
find that visualizations create new modes of knowledge and facilitate more effective discovery
of new observations [26, 67, 68]. Hinrichs and Forlini [68] claim that visualization should be
considered not just a means to an end but as a research process in its own right, which has led
to the development of multiple interdisciplinary collaborations between the digital humanities
and visualization communities. These collaborations have also been studied and discussed in
both communities in order to identify means to enhance the collaborations and discuss the
challenges encountered [26, 255, 256].
We believe that collaboration should follow a conceptual workflow that considers all as-
pects of collaboration if possible. Without this, collaboration may develop in undesirable di-
rections due to the different perspectives each stakeholder brings to the project.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 7.2, we present previous research
related to digital humanities collaborative research. Section 7.3 relates our proposed conceptual
workflow to our collaborative experience. Section 7.4 reports challenges that encountered our
collaborative work and design guidelines that are derived based on the design of our chapter 6.
7.2 Background
Collaboration between the visualization team and digital humanities for interdisciplinary
visualization projects has been the subject of significant discussion. Recent developments in
interdisciplinary research highlight challenges in digital humanities projects and encourage
research to propose a collaborative framework to address these challenges [69, 257, 258].
Munzner [259] proposes a general nested model that guides the process of design and evalu-
ation of visualization projects, while Kath et al. [260] propose a methodological framework
supporting knowledge generation of collaborative projects using visualizations. Simon et
al. [261] suggest the liaison role shares knowledge and language with both domains to foster
collaborative communication. El-Assady et al. [255] present a conceptual workflow of the
problem-solving process and collaboration in digital humanities projects with visual text
analytics. Jänicke et al. [26] discuss collaboration themes, including the initial start of projects,
development iterations, and evaluation methods. Roberts et al. [262] discuss a similar process
on the collaboration between academia and industry in visualisation projects, discussing the
nature of such projects and how knowledge transfers between the two parties throughout an
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interview study. Most recently, Schetinger et al. [263] introduce a re-purposed framework of
the Data-Users-Tasks triangle [35] to overcome limitations in the context of digital humanities.
In this chapter, we provide a methodological workflow based on our previous collaboration
with digital humanities. The approach combines the three most important aspects: domain,
tasks, and design spaces. It also integrates quality criteria to ensure useful outcomes.
The rest of this chapter presents our methodological collaborative workflow based on the
accumulative experience of collaboration.
7.3 Collaborative Workflow
The proposed workflow is a conceptual workflow (Figure 7.1) to inform the collaboration and
design of interdisciplinary visualization projects. It features three spaces, three channels, and
three criteria. The following section discusses the workflow components and how they com-
plement one another.
7.3.1 Three Spaces and Three Channels
This section consists of a discussion of our workflow. The word “channel” is used to illustrate
the connective phases between spaces as they usually involve communication between the two
users in the workflow.
Problem Space: The problem space is the starting point of the workflow. It essentially re-
sembles the domain users, the data, and more likely a set of challenges. For example, in the
TransVis project [2], a collection of German translations of Shakespeare’s Othello was curated
by the domain expert in order to be analyzed and visualized. Exploring and examining the
collection without computational and visual aids is a laborious and challenging process for
digital humanities scholars. The domain users are usually interested in studying how existing
approaches can solve their problems, and they generate hypotheses to be confirmed and eval-
uated based on their data . In this space, the domain problems are clearly identified. Each
problem statement needs to be unambiguous, focused, concise, complex, and arguable [255].
Communication Channel: This channel plays a vital role when collaborating on interdis-
ciplinary projects. In our collaboration, we think of this communication as an educational
experience for both domain scholars and visualization teams. The domain scholars strive to
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Figure 7.1: Our proposed methodological and interdisciplinary workflow. The workflow con-
sists of three main components: the domain, task, and solution spaces. The tasks are informed
by a communication channel between the two users’ groups. A pre-visualization channel is
attempted between the task and solution spaces to prepare for implementation. In the solution
space, one or multiple solutions are implemented to address the predefined tasks. The terms
expressiveness, purposefulness, and trustfulness indicate the quality criteria that need to be
fulfilled to obtain useful outcomes (Section 7.3.2).
Figure 7.2: On the left, email that was exchanged in the early stages of the collaboration to
enable sufficient understanding of domain-specific terminology. On the right, a screenshot of
a formal document that explains the dataset components and terminology.
understand computational and visual tools as much as possible. This understanding and aware-
ness increase the chances of designing helpful solutions. This means that the visualization
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team explains the fundamentals and does not assume that they are self-explanatory. The visu-
alization team also strives to understand the domain data and problems, and is encouraged to
participate in domain readings and discussions which can help discover relevant mutual prob-
lems [67]. The development of such common knowledge can be complex, and we suggest
constructive regular meetings at the early stages of collaboration to bridge the differences be-
tween the two domains. Simon et al. [261] propose a liaison role in the workflow who shares
sufficient knowledge in both disciplines to foster more effective interdisciplinary communica-
tion and contributes to the project by capturing the problem complexity or mental model. We
also suggest documenting a glossary of terminology that define the key terms in the domain
area. In the early stages of the collaboration between the two teams, various email was ex-
changed and sessions were held to create sufficient understanding of the dataset element and
its associated terminology (Figure 7.2).
In this communication phase, flexibility is an essential skill as the discussions strive for
balance between the two disciplines. If the visualization team focuses more on the implemen-
tation and computational side, it might result in failure to deliver useful solutions. Additionally,
what each discipline considers a contribution may vary and this could take the project in an un-
desired direction if the initial communications and discussions are not balanced [263].
Task Space: In this space, the tasks are formulated based on the research problems (gaps)
and interdisciplinary discussions, and are expressed differently between domains. One problem
could result in one or more tasks to be solved. The domain scholar might have broad, high-
level tasks, such as close or distant reading, while the visualization team is responsible for
transferring these tasks into more technical, well-expressed tasks. The tasks are complete,
discriminative, objective, and measurable [264]. Although this is not always achievable, it is
nevertheless attempted. In a previous collaboration [2], we adapted the detailed Brehmer and
Munzner [234] typology of visualization tasks, which can be communicated to the domain
scholar in order to abstract user tasks.
Pre-visualization Channel: This channel is usually where the visualization team parts ways
with the domain scholars. The main goal of this channel is to study user tasks and data and
begin implementing visual solutions. Here, the visualization team surveys the design space
of existing approaches in order to explore potential design solutions and carefully study their
advantages and limitations [264]. It is also beneficial to study the domain specific tools because
the use of visualization is becoming an essential element of research [68]. The main properties
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TransVis [2] AlignVis [1] VNLP [10]
Data processing data cleaning, integration, tokenization, normalization, feature extractions
Data modeling Eddy and Viv analysis Similarity computation Embedding analysis,similarity computation
Data mapping Segments colors Segments and edges colors Histogram, bar charts, etc





Table 7.1: Example representatives of the results of the implementation stages in the solution
space that correspond to our contributions, TransVis [2], AlignVis [1], and VNLP [10].
of the activities in this channel are that they involve iterative sketching and trials, and it is
crucial to communicate the results to the domain scholar and validate appropriateness against
the tasks specified.
Solution Space: Implementing a visual solution starts with data transformation. Often, the
data that comes from the domain suffers from a number of problems and may come from a
variety of sources with different formats or conventions. Therefore, the data must be prepro-
cessed in order to be cleaned, integrated, and prepared for the next stage. In data modeling, the
data is analyzed and interesting meta-data derived, such as Eddy and Viv [2], alignment detec-
tion [1], and embeddings generation (VNLP). In data mapping, the abstracted data is mapped to
visual encodings. Lastly, user interaction is implemented to aid exploratory analysis. Table 7.1
shows example representatives of the results of the implementation stages that correspond to
our contributions, TransVis [2], AlignVis [1], and VNLP [10].
We recommend implementing prototypes iteratively with a subset of the data and present-
ing the results to the domain scholars. Such frequent presentations and discussions help satisfy
the user tasks, obtain intuitive results, and increase the domain scholar’s engagement [265].
Evaluation Channel: Evaluating the efficacy and usability of the visual solution is an es-
sential goal of any interdisciplinary project. However, many visualization approaches lack an
in-depth, effective quantitative or qualitative evaluation [3]. Furthermore, humanities scholars
tend to doubt and question computational, qualitative evaluation. A lack of ground truth is one
of the most common challenges in digital humanities [69]. Jänicke et al. [26] report that there
are more visual approaches for text analysis tasks published in digital humanities than in the
visualization communities due to the usual demand of quantitative evaluations which are chal-
lenging to incorporate as a result of the limited number of collaborators from the humanities.
Munzner [259] provides guidance on evaluation methods for different design choices. Lam et
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Figure 7.3: Samples of different recordings of our domain expert feedback sessions.
al. [266] provide a scenario-based method to study evaluation for information visualization.
They introduce seven scenarios derived through an extensive literature review of over 800 vi-
sualization publications. There has also been work on evaluating visualization which guides
users on how to carry out an evaluation for information visualization [267–270].
In our collaboration with the domain scholar, we evaluate our project usability obtaining
domain expert feedback and conducting use cases. The domain expert feedback is based on
regular sessions to demonstrate the design features. All of the sessions are video-recorded
for post-analysis and archiving. Figure 7.3 shows a selection of feedback session recordings
of our collaboration with the domain expert. Table 1.1 shows a list of these sessions along
with a link to the video recording. Semi-structured interview questions are planned and guided
by Hogan et al [70]. The early sessions usually consist of mock-ups, sketches, or software
demonstrations to guide the development of features, and gradually become active hands-on
use of the software by the domain expert. During the sessions, the software evolves due to
feature demands. During the face-to-face feedback sessions, patterns can be observed, such as
the discovery of software bugs and data-level errors.
7.3.2 Quality Criteria
The design triangle (data–users–tasks)(Figure 7.4) methodological approach to inform the de-
sign of interactive visualizations suggests three quality criteria that need to be fulfilled in order
to obtain useful outcomes [35]. Expressiveness refers to the requirement of conveying the in-
formation contained in the data, effectiveness concerns the degree to which the visualization
addresses the cognitive capabilities of the human visual system and the context of the user, and
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Figure 7.4: The design triangle by Miksch and Aigner [35]. They include factors to be con-
sidered during the design and implementation of interactive visualizations. Image courtesy of
Miksch and Aigner [35].
appropriateness quantifies the cost-value ratio of the benefit of the visualization process with
respect to achieving the intended task. Schetinger et al. [263] repurpose the design triangle
and propose three quality criteria that take into consideration the context of digital humanities.
Trustfulness reflects the degree to which it can provide guarantees of faithfulness within the
epistemological framework of its domain, purposefulness is similar to appropriateness and rep-
resents the relation between users and tasks, and meaningfulness expresses the potential value
of the custom-made visualization software in terms of generating new insight from the data.
Our workflow consists of domain, task and solution spaces. We adopt similar quality crite-
ria that need to be satisfied in order to obtain the most useful results: expressiveness, purpose-
fulness, and trustfulness (Figure 7.1).
Expressiveness refers to the relation between the problem space and task space. It has
general and specific aspects. The general aspect is that interdisciplinary exchange and com-
munication can be challenging [255, 261], so a glossary of terminology can be adopted and
all researchers involved are clearly established. In the specific aspect, the tasks must be well-
expressed. Different well-established typologies of task abstractions [177, 271] can be utilized
to establish a well-defined and expressed task and requirement analysis.
Purposefulness refers to evaluating the visualization against the given tasks. If the require-
ment and task analysis are optimally defined, this criterion can be quantified. It also important
also to consider alternative solutions and how they would achieve the same tasks if they could.
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Trustfulness refers to the relation between the solution and the expert user and to what
extent they trust the result. Visualizations designed for digital humanities tend to exhibit black-
box behavior (not transparent). Rieder and Röhle [272] define transparency as “our ability to
understand the method, to see how it works, which assumptions it is built on, to reproduce it,
and to criticize it”. Based on this, overcoming the lack of transparency is a challenge. The
results of modeling and machine learning algorithms are often difficult to interpret and back-
trace. Additionally, visualization tends to reduce informational dimensions to produce a focus
that shows certain perspectives or interpretations of the data [69]. Based on our collaboration,
the domain users do not appreciate this and struggle to trust such results until they understand
how they are derived, which is in most cases very difficult. In our collaboration, we keep a
close connection with the domain user in the early stages and validate the visual approach with
a subset of the data that they know. The user evaluates the result based on the input data. If this
visual approach is deemed faithful to the data and domain knowledge, we test the tool with a
larger subset of the data.
7.4 Collaboration Outcome and Reflection
In this section, we discuss our collaboration outcome utilising guidance provided by Sedlmair
et al [11]. Our collaborative tools have not been fully integrated with the domain expert’s
previously used framework (VVV) due to limited resources. This challenge is reported by
Sedlmair et al. [11] as pitfall (PF-5: Insufficient time available from potential collaborators).
As the domain expert is familiar with visualization projects related to the domain, the projects
encountered another pitfall (PF-17: Experts focusing on visualization design vs. domain prob-
lem) where the domain expert sometimes focuses on the visualization design problems rather
than the domain problem. The projects also encountered another pitfall (PF-30: Too much
domain background in paper) in the earlier stage where we presented unbalanced background
towards the domain side. Although we think the domain expert feedback and the case studies
are balanced, we observe more emphasis on positive feedback which could indicate to another
pitfall (PF-26: Liking necessary but not sufficient for validation). Table 7.2 compares and
reports our experiences and reflections on the pitfalls reported by Sedlmair et al. Another pos-
sible pitfall which is related to the presentation of the work is that attempting to publish the
work too soon before serious and thoughtful refinement (PF-32: Premature end: win race vs.
practice music for debut).
We also encountered other challenges which are not always a pitfall and might relate to
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some of the pitfalls reported in Table 7.2. For example, feature creep [273] (PF-33) is a chal-
lenge we encountered, where the domain expert requests features beyond the previously de-
fined requirements and are difficult to incorporate in the current design because it might need
another design approach. Another pitfall we encountered (PF-34) is the domain expert expec-
tations of the development cost when implementing new features which may be too high. We
believe that this applies to many cross-disciplinary projects where the domain experts lack the
knowledge of the development cost.
In order to communicate some of the lessons learned throughout TransVis project lifes-
pan (Chapter 6), we derive some general visualization guidelines to facilitate transferring the
experience to the general visualization audience:
• Implement support for customization of the texts. Giving the user control of adding or re-
moving translation, and to sort based on a variety of options is always appreciated.
• Provide a mechanism to save the user actions. We think this supports the user better while
exploring the application.
• Users appreciate smooth zooming due to the context-and-detail provided in the same win-
dow.
• Close reading is always preferable to be available [26, 168]. Also providing users with com-
plete access to the text is beneficial to enable them to analyse and explore text beyond the
visual tool.
• Implement a keyword or sentence search functionality. We found this feature useful during
the feedback session.
• Support close and distant reading for a large number of texts. We encourage further research
that supports distant and close reading for an even larger number of texts.
• Establish good communication with the domain expert(s) in order to guide the project and to
provide useful feedback.
We also offer some caution that working on text analysis for multiple languages is very
challenging because different languages have different analysis tools associated with them re-
quiring a variety of specialized language-specific knowledge.
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Pitfall # Pitfall How?
PF-5 Insufficient time available from potential collaborators No time/support for full deployment
PF-17 Experts focusing on visualization design vs. domain problem Domain expert focuses in design issues
PF-25 Usage scenario not case study: non-real task/data/user Some reported descoveries made by developers
PF-26 Liking necessary but not sufficient for validation Domain experts were linked closely during design,however, some criticisms were still reported
PF-30 Too much domain background in paper At earlier stage, the background was dominant
PF-32 Premature end: win race vs. practice music for debut Attempts to publish early submissions too soonbefore serious and thoughtful refinement
PF-33 Feature creep The domain expert requests features beyondthe defined requirements
PF-34 Domain expert high/low expectation The domain expert might lack the knowledge ofthe development cost
Table 7.2: A table of the encountered pitfalls identified by Sedlmair et al. [11] and their rele-
vance to this project.
7.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter proposes a methodological workflow for collaborative research with digital hu-
manities, introducing three spaces, three channels, and three criteria to guide the collaboration
in order to produce visualization solutions. The spaces characterize the domain, task, and so-
lution aspects of the project. The channels illustrate the three communicative means between
spaces: the communication channel between the problem space and the task space, the pre-
visualization channel between the task space and the solution space, and the evaluation space
between the solution space and the problem space. The three criteria (expressiveness, purpose-
fulness and trustfulness) are essential to obtain useful outcomes between each space. Future





“Try to name a true success story that involves someone
giving up before the job was done.”
–Wess Roberts (1946-)
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The objective of this thesis is to propose visual solutions that address challenges of
visualizing and analyzing parallel translations and texts. This chapter reviews how each
chapter contributes a solution to a domain challenge and discusses future directions based on
the discussions and collaboration reported.
8.1 Outcomes
This thesis is based on real-world data and challenges. In the following, we discuss how each
chapter contributes to research challenges, followed by a more general conclusion.
Chapter 2 addressed the first research objective [Ob1: A review of surveys of text visual-
ization]. An extended meta-survey of literature reviews in the field of text visualization was
presented, classifying and discussing the features of the existing surveys based on five themes:
(1) document-centered, (2) user task analysis, (3) cross-disciplinary, (4) multi-faceted, and (5)
satellite-themed. The chapter also provided survey recommendations for further research in
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the field of text visualization based on each aspect discussed, gave details about challenges in
the field and examined potential future trends.
Chapter 4 addressed the second research objective [Ob2: A transparent and informative
visual design that justifies Natural Language Processing (NLP) results]. A visual framework
(VNLP) was presented which enables users to observe and participate in the NLP pipeline
processes, explicitly interact with the parameters of each step, and observe the effects on the
visible VNLP result. The aim was to address the challenge of making the algorithmic results
of NLP preprocessing pipeline more transparent and informative. Our visual framework was
combined with an application to text similarity and demonstrate usefulness of the VNLP. This
work is a result of close collaboration with an expert in modern languages and translation
studies and guided by domain expert feedback.
Chapter 5 turned to the third research objective [Ob3: A semi-automatic visual alignment
approach]. This chapter presented a visual tool (AlignVis) that combines interactive visual-
ization with domain knowledge intervention to facilitate the alignment of parallel translations.
AlignVis was designed in close collaboration with the domain expert to implement five domain
requirements and guided by domain expert feedback. It is comparable to widely-used standard
alignment tools as well as computational and visual alignment tools.
Chapter 6 examined the fourth research objective [Ob4: Integrated close and distant reading
of the alignments]. Here, a unique, integrated visual design to support distant and close reading
of the collection of parallel translations of Othello was presented. The visual design aims to
present a smooth interactive experience for digital humanities scholars. Five main tasks that
our application addresses were identified, and the application consists of four components.
The first is the context view (alignment overview) of the collection, which leverages a range
of exploration and interaction techniques and facilitates smooth zooming which can integrate
distant and close reading within the same window. The second component is the options panel,
which enables the user to customize the alignment overview. The third is the detailed view,
which interacts with the main window and displays a close reading of the alignments of the
selected segment as well as saving the history of user-selected segments and revealing previous
alignments. The final component is the TLC view, which is a novel and interactive technique
to examine word level variation within the translations. Our proposed application is driven and
evaluated by experts from the Arts and Humanities and the domain feedback on the application
features was reported.
Chapter 7 addressed the fifth research objective [Ob5: A methodological and collaborative
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workflow]. Our experience during collaborative work was reported and a methodological and
collaborative workflow proposed to ensure the fulfillment of the predefined domain problems.
8.2 Future Work
This section summarizes the possible future directions highlighted by this work. Chapter
2 summarizes the global challenges reported in our collection (Table 2.3) some of which
we faced in our work, such as scalability, effective evaluation methods, and engaging in a
multidisciplinary framework. Future research challenges and work are as follows.
Literature-based challenge in the field As the information visualization landscape evolves,
the chances of working on a problem that has already been solved increase. Also identifying
new domain challenges and unsolved problems is becoming more difficult. There are some
areas that can benefit from a thorough literature review as the number of techniques and re-
sources is increasing. For instance, a survey of the NLP tools that can facilitate humanities
tasks, or a study of how existing visualization techniques incorporate comparison techniques
in order to help humanities scholars.
Scalability Producing an interactive visualization can be challenging even when applying
our techniques to a limited number of parallel texts. As textual data is usually associated
with high dimensionality and scalability, more in-depth research is suggested to address this
challenge, especially when dealing with large parallel collections.
Generalizability Our designs were applied to specific text collections and languages, so
generalizing them for different corpora and languages is a challenge because each corpus
has different encoding schemes and annotations. Our tools were designed to incorporate
the annotation of the VVV project website [55] Research into more generalizable designs is
therefore encouraged.
Specialized data from printed sources As discussed in Chapter 1, collection and curation
is a challenging task for the humanities due to the nature of their original data. Years can be
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spent collecting, scanning, cleaning, and curating in order to generate a corpus, and much of
the work is conducted and checked manually. Further research into methods that could address
this challenge could prove fruitful.
Adopting advanced linguistics techniques In each chapter, existing techniques were
applied and the space is open for more research to experiment with and apply different
techniques. In Chapter 4, we applied our design to the basic NLP functions and encouraged
extending it to include more NLP functions such as part-of-speech tags (POS), named-entity
recognition (NER), and syntax trees. Another promising direction is contextual embedding in
the application of document similarity and translation variations.
Usability studies The most common evaluation methods used in interdisciplinary, collab-
orative projects are usage scenarios and case studies. Although formal usability studies are
challenging due to the careful design of specific targeted tasks, they could be a source of fruit-
ful future work.
Other future work The following is a review of the specific future possibilities reported in
Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 opens up various future directions. It can serve as a starting point for this
broad subject and we encourage applying it to more techniques and NLP functions such as
named-entity recognition and syntax trees. While this design is limited to one application,
adding different applications to increase the usability of the framework such as visible
sentiment analysis or visible text classification would be of great value.
In Chapter 5, it was reported that the domain expert proposes integrating the similarity
measurements to vote for the correct alignment and highlighting alignment patterns such as
one-to-many and one-to-nil. The ability to use a small screen, visualize multiple documents
and provide close and distant reading are challenging tasks that could be addressed in future
research.
Chapter 6 suggests, as a future enhancement, the incorporation of semantic clustering and
structural similarity between translations. The rendering could be updated to reflect this when
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zooming in or out of the scene. This chapter opens up many avenues for future work in terms
of the scale of the corpus, the use of more sophisticated linguistics or evaluation methods,
and more languages. Future possibilities include the application of translation training.
This also includes the development of novel techniques for close reading, as most existing
techniques adapt simple visualization techniques such as color or font size. Another future
direction is the adaptation of techniques that detect and visualize transpositions in parallel
texts. These transpositions can appear in multiple hierarchy levels such as word, paragraph, etc.
For the context of Chapter 8, we would like to to apply our methodological workflow to
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